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ABSTRACT

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) refers to a
radio transmission technique based on dividing the frequency chan-
nel into narrowband subchannels. Compared to single carrier sys-
tems with multiple access in the time domain, OFDMA systems are
less prone to inter-symbol interference (ISI), can exploit frequency di-
versity, and provide fine granularity for the dynamic resource alloca-
tion. Due to these advantages, OFDMA has been chosen to be the
basis for the standards IEEE 802.16e (Mobile Wimax) and 3GPP Long
Term Evolution (LTE), and it remains a strong candidate for future
standards addressing challenging quality of service (QoS) demands
in multi-service environments.

This thesis addresses the dynamic resource allocation in the
medium access control (MAC) layer. This is one of the challenges
in OFDMA based system design, since efficiently exploited physi-
cal layer (PHY) capabilities significantly increase the overall system
performance in terms of providing QoS under various traffic charac-
teristics; the keyword in this context is cross-layer optimization.

A comprehensive performance evaluation of the dynamic resource
allocation in broadband OFDMA systems with focus on the MAC
layer is presented in this work. Different OFDMA subchannel struc-
tures in combination with various scheduling strategies are compared
in terms of throughput, delay and fairness. Realistic scenarios are
evaluated under consideration of uncertainty in resource quality es-
timation. The performance evaluations are done by means of both
analytical models and stochastic event-driven simulation. The pre-
sented results provide design guidelines for the development of fu-
ture broadband OFDMA systems.
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KURZFASSUNG

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) bezeich-
net eine Funkübertragungstechnik, die auf der Unterteilung des Fre-
quenzkanals in schmalbandige Unterkanäle basiert. Verglichen mit
Einträgersystemen mit Mehrfachzugriff im Zeitbereich sind OFDMA-
Systeme weniger anfällig für Inter-Symbol-Interferenz (ISI), können
Diversität im Frequenzbereich ausnutzen und bieten eine feine Gran-
ularität bei der Ressourcen-Zuteilung. Augrund dieser Vorteile wurde
OFDMA als Basis für Standards IEEE 802.16e (Mobile WiMAX) und
3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) ausgewählt, und die Technik ist
auch weiterhin ein bevorzugter Kandidat für zukünftige Standards,
welche anspruchsvolle Dienstgüteanforderungen in Multi-Dienst
Umgebungen adressieren.

Diese Arbeit behandelt die dynamische Ressourcenvergabe in der
Kanalzugriffssteuerungsschicht (MAC). Dies stellt eine der Heraus-
forderungen im Entwurf eines OFDMA-Systems dar, da die effiziente
Nutzung der Möglichkeiten der physikalischen Schicht (PHY) die
Leistung des Gesamtsystems bezüglich Dienstgüte unter verschiede-
nen Verkehrscharakteristiken erheblich verbessern kann. Der Schlüs-
selbegriff ist in diesem Zusammenhang Cross-Layer Optimierung.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird eine umfassende Leistungsbewer-
tung der dynamischen Ressourcenvergabe in breitbandigen OFDMA-
Systemen mit Fokus auf der Kanalzugriffssteuerung präsentiert.
Dabei werden verschiedene Strukturen von OFDMA-Unterkanälen
werden in Kombination mit unterschiedlichen Zuteilungsstrategien
bezüglich Durchsatz, Latenz und Fairness verglichen. Realistische
Szenarien werden unter Berücksichtigung von Unsicherheit in der
Schätzung der Ressourcenqualität untersucht. Die Leistungsbewer-
tung wird mit Hilfe von analytischen Modellen und stochastischer
ereignisgesteuerter Simulation durchgeführt. Die vorgestellten Ergeb-
nisse stellen Entwurfsrichtlinien für die Entwicklung zukünftiger bre-
itbandiger OFDMA-Systeme dar.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
Content

1.1 Motivation and Objectives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
1.2 Contributions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
1.3 Outline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

1.1 Motivation and Objectives

The Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) tech-
nique is one of the key technologies for future broadband radio sys-
tems. Due to its benefits concerning data transmissions in frequency-
selective fading channels, it is employed in the broadband radio sys-
tem standard Mobile WiMAX (IEEE 802.16e) and the 3GPP Long Term
Evolution (LTE).

It is known that the exploitation of multiuser and resource diver-
sity in an OFDMA system can significantly increase the system capac-
ity compared to the use of conventional single carrier transmission
schemes [Hanzo et al., 2003].

For this reason, the OFDMA or multiuser OFDM transmission tech-
nique has been in the focus of extensive research activities in the
last years (e.g. [Wong et al., 1999, Rhee and Coiffi, 2000]). However,
the emphasis of most activities was the physical layer (PHY) which
means that the impact of different traffic load characteristics have
been neglected in performance evaluation.

The complete optimization of dynamic resource allocation in an
OFDMA system has to take into account the interaction of medium
access control (MAC) and PHY. This approach is known as cross-
layer optimization [Song and Li, 2005] and represents one of the most
important issues when designing guidelines for the development of
future broadband OFDMA systems.

This thesis provides a detailed performance evaluation of the dy-
namic resource scheduling in an OFDMA system from MAC point
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Chapter 1 – Introduction

of view with detailed PHY and radio channel representation in the
models considered. The statistical properties of both radio chan-
nel and traffic load are incorporated in the performance evaluation
which is conducted by means of both mathematical analysis and
stochastic event-driven simulation.

This thesis aims at better understanding of forthcoming OFDMA
based systems in general, instead of addressing a specific system
standard implementation and evaluation. The objective is rather the
analysis and discussion of the interaction of system, environment and
traffic parameters and how this determines the performance in terms
of Quality of Service (QoS) depending on the applied dynamic re-
source allocation strategies.

1.2 Contributions

This thesis addresses the performance evaluation of dynamic resource
scheduling in broadband OFDMA systems in downlink direction.
The following gives an overview of the main contributions of this
work.

• Using an analytical model, SNR level distributions and result-
ing saturation throughputs are determined for different schedul-
ing strategies (Max SINR, Round Robin, and Max Waiting Time)
depending on number of connections and resources in a broad-
band OFDMA system.

• A Markov chain model for the analysis of transmission queue
length distribution with Max SINR scheduling is developed and
used for simulator validation and investigating their resulting
impact on the system performance.

• The performance of different OFDMA subchannel mappings
are compared addressing the tradeoff between inter and intra
subchannel diversity and the resulting impact on the system
performance.

• The tradeoff between the saturation throughput, and fairness
and delay characteristics are demonstrated, highlighting the ben-
efits and drawbacks of different scheduling algorithms.

• The performance of different resource scheduling strategies in
combination with adaptive PHY mode selection are compared
by means of stochastic event-driven simulations under realistic
channel modeling.
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Outline – 1.3

• The effects of both traffic and channel characteristics on the al-
gorithms’ performance are investigated.

• The impact of uncertainty in the SINR level estimation on the
system performance are evaluated considering the impact of
both fading level and interference uncertainty in multi-cellular
deployments.

1.3 Outline

This thesis is organized in eight chapters. The following gives a short
overview of the further chapters.

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the characteristics of a radio
channel. The focus is set on the channel properties which directly
affect the performance of an OFDMA system such as time and fre-
quency dispersion.

Chapter 3 contains a detailed description of the architecture of an
OFDMA system. It comprises the physical layer techniques which
range from the basic OFDM transmission scheme to the adaptation
methods in multiuser OFDMA systems and the medium access con-
trol of a centrally controlled system.

Dynamic resource allocation in OFDMA systems is addresses in
Chapter 4. It contains the general problem description and the char-
acterization of the different impact factors on the performance of fre-
quency selective scheduling.

Chapter 5 presents the different system model components which
are used for the performance evaluation. It comprises the physical
layer models, the investigated dynamic resource scheduling algo-
rithms in a centrally controlled OFDMA system, the model for packet
retransmissions due to errors and the applied traffic models.

The first part of the performance evaluation is presented in Chap-
ter 6. It is conducted by means of mathematical analysis of a single
cell scenario. The evaluation comprises SNR level distribution, satu-
ration throughput, and queue length distribution based on Markov
chain analysis.

Chapter 7 contains the comprehensive performance analysis by
means of stochastic event-driven simulation of an OFDMA system.
The evaluation consists of two parts. The first part addresses a single
cell scenario and the second part provides the analysis of a cellular
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scenario. The single cell scenario is used to investigate the contri-
bution of different system parameters to the system performance in
isolation and in addition the superposition of all effects. In the cellu-
lar scenario, additionally, inter-cell interference is considered.

Finally, Chapter 8 gives a summary and discussion of the results
which are presented in this thesis, as well as an outlook with an
overview of further important research topics concerning the anal-
ysis of OFDMA systems.
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The signal propagation in a radio channel is affected by three basic
complementary mechanisms, namely reflection, diffraction and scatter-
ing [Rappaport, 2002].

• Reflection occurs when a radio wave impinges to a smooth sur-
face with very large dimensions compared to the wavelength λ
of the signal.

• Diffraction has the effect that radio signals can propagate behind
an obstacle if it has large dimensions compared to the wave-
length λ. Diffraction is based on Huygens’s principle.

• Scattering occurs when a wave impinges to a rough surface or
obstacles with dimensions in the order of the wavelength λ.
Due to the scattering, the reflected energy is spread out in all
directions.

Signal attenuation in a mobile radio channel is composed of a su-
perposition of three components: mean pathloss, large-scale fading
(also known as shadowing) and small-scale fading [Sklar, 1997]. In
terms of signal level fluctuation frequency the latter two components
are also known as slow and fast fading, respectively.

The superposition which has to be considered for the link budget
analysis in a mobile radio system is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. It shows the
probability density functions for both fast and slow fading. The link
budget analysis serves to calculate the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) at
the receiving antenna [Sklar, 2001]
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Path Loss

Path Loss Mean Shadowing Multipath Fading

Shadowing

Distribution

Multipath Fading
Distribution

Figure 2.1: Link budget considerations for a multipath fading channel

The complementary components causing signal degradation and
the respective models for performance evaluation of mobile radio
systems are explained in the following.

2.1 Large-Scale Path Loss

The large-scale path loss describes the mean signal attenuation L̄ for
given distance d between transmitter and receiver in dB. It has been
shows by extensive measurements, e.g. in [Seidel et al., 1991], that
the mean path loss is proportional to the nth power of distance d
relative to a reference distance d0. This relation is shown in Eq. (2.1).
L̄0 is the mean path loss at the reference distance.

L̄ = L̄0 + 10 n log10

(
d

d0

)
(2.1)

An equivalent representation of the large-scale path loss is given
in Eq. (2.2). The first summand describes the reference path loss of
an omnidirectional antenna depending on the wavelength λ, and the
second summand accounts for the antenna gains on both transmitter
(gT ) and receiver side (gR) [Walke, 1999].
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Large-Scale Path Loss – 2.1

L̄ = 20 log10

(
4π

λ

)
− 10 log10 (gT gR) + 10 n log10 (d) (2.2)

The path loss exponent strongly depends on the environment. Typ-
ical values which have been extracted from measurements are given
in Table 2.1.

Environment Path Loss Exponent n
Free space 2
Urban area cellular radio 2.7 - 3.5
Shadowed urban cellular radio 3 - 5
In building line-of-sight 1.6 - 1.8
Obstructed in building 4 - 6
Obstructed in factories 2 -3

Table 2.1: Path loss exponents for different environments [Rappaport, 2002]

In a real world scenario, receivers on a circle with the same distance
to the transmitter usually do not experience the same path loss. The
reason for this is that signals reach receivers at different positions
and hence the environment also differs in terms of reflections and
obstacles.

Signal attenuation due to obstacle denoted as shadowing or slow
fading is considered in path loss calculation by adding a random
shadowing component Xσ to the mean path loss in Eq. (2.1). The
resulting path loss is given in Eq. (2.3).

L = L̄ + Xσ = L̄0 + 10 n log10

(
d

d0

)
+ Xσ (2.3)

Xσ is modeled by a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with a stan-
dard deviation depending on the environment [Cox et al., 1984]. Since
Xσ is given in dB, it is also known as log-normal shadowing. Typical
values of the standard deviation are 8-10 dB [Walke, 1999].

Due to the fact that type of terrain and morphology structure change
smoothly, a spatial correlation of the Xσ component can be expected
[Forkel et al., 2004].

For indoor scenarios it may be useful to model signal attenuation
by obstacles by a deterministic distribution relating the terminal posi-
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Chapter 2 – Radio Channel Characteristics

tions to floors and walls between transmitter and receiver
[Lott and Forkel, 2001].

2.2 Small-Scale Fading and Multipath

Multipath propagation is typical for a mobile radio channel. A trans-
mitted signal reaches the receiver via multiple propagation paths with
different delays. This results in a time dispersion of the received sig-
nal.

2.2.1 Impulse Response Model

Time dispersion of the channel can be described by the channel im-
pulse response. The complex baseband impulse response hb(t, τ)
with N multipath components is given by Eq. (2.4). It depends on
the time t because it varies with time due to mobility of transmitter,
receiver and surrounding objects.

h(t, τ) =
N−1∑
i=0

ai(t, τ) ej(2πfcτi(t)+Φi(t,τ)) δ(τ − τi(t)) (2.4)

The parameters ai(t, τ) and τi(t) are the real amplitudes and de-
lays, respectively, of the ith multipath component at time t. The phase
term 2πfcτi(t) + Φi(t, τ) represents the phase shift due to free space
propagation of the ith multipath component, plus additional phase
shifts which are encountered in the channel, e.g. due to reflections.

The amplitude and the phase shift of two different signal paths
with delay τ1 and τ2 are usually uncorrelated. This property is de-
noted wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) of sig-
nals [Bello, 1963]. It has been shown that such a channel is effectively
wide-sense stationary (WSS)1 in both time and frequency domain.

An exemplary baseband channel impulse response is shown in
Fig. 2.2.

A multipath radio channel is characterized by the delay power or
multipath intensity profile given by Eq. (2.5). It describes the mean nor-
malized receive power depending on the delay τ (k is the normaliza-
tion factor).

1A stochastic process is wide-sense stationary if the first and second moments do not
vary with respect to time [Karlin and Taylor, 1975].
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Small-Scale Fading and Multipath – 2.2

approxiamtion
power delay profile

a 0

τ 0
τ

a

Figure 2.2: Example of a baseband channel impulse response and the according
delay power profile approximation

P (τ) ≈ k |h(t, τ)|2 (2.5)

If a channel exhibits the WSSUS property and the autocorrelation
function of the baseband channel impulse response h(t, τ) is defined
as Φh(Δt, τ1, τ2), the delay power profile in Eq. (2.5) corresponds to the
autocorrelation function Φh(0, τ, τ) ≡ Φh(τ) [Proakis, 2001].

Besides the time domain description also the Fourier transform of
the baseband channel impulse response is useful to characterize the
multipath radio channel. The time-variant transfer function H(t, f)
is given by:

H(t, f) =

∞∫
−∞

h(t, τ) e−j2πfτdτ (2.6)

As in the time domain description of the multipath channel, the
autocorrelation function ΦH(Δt, f1, f2) ≡ ΦH(Δt, Δf) of the WSS
transfer function describes the complete channel characteristics. It
is also known as the spaced-frequency, spaced-time correlation function of
the channel [Proakis, 2001].

As shown in Eq. (2.7), the delay power profile and the correlation
function ΦH(Δt, Δf) are related by the Fourier transform.
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ΦH(0, Δf) =

∞∫
−∞

Φh(τ) e−j2πΔfτdτ (2.7)

The Doppler power spectrum SH(fd) of a channel characterizes its
frequency dispersion properties. It gives the received signal power
as a function of the Doppler frequency fd.

Analog to the delay power profile, the relationship between Doppler
power spectrum and the correlation function ΦH(Δt, Δf) is defined by
the Fourier transform:

SH(fd) =

∞∫
−∞

ΦH(Δt, 0) e−j2πfdΔtdΔt (2.8)

The characteristics of the spaced-frequency, spaced-time correlation func-
tion of the channel ΦH(Δt, Δf) plays an important role in the design
of an OFDMA system, since it describes the correlation properties in
both time and frequency domain. How this affects the system perfor-
mance will be explained and evaluated later.

2.2.2 Multipath Channel Parameters

The time dispersion of a multipath radio channel is described by
the delay spread as given by Eq. (2.9), the square root of the second
central moment of the delay power profile [Rappaport, 2002]. Typical
delay spreads have a magnitude of nanoseconds in indoor scenarios
[Saleh and Valenzuela, 1987] and up to several microseconds in ur-
ban environments [Cox and Leck, 1975].

στ =
√

τ2 − (τ)2 (2.9)

τ and τ2 are the first and second moment of the power delay profile
given by:

τ =
∑

i a2
i τi∑

i a2
i

(2.10) τ2 =
∑

i a2
i τ

2
i∑

i a2
i

(2.11)
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Small-Scale Fading and Multipath – 2.2

An important channel metric in the frequency domain is the co-
herence bandwidth Bc. It is a statistical measure of the range of fre-
quencies over which the channel can be considered to be flat. Due to
the relationship in Eq. (2.7), Bc and the delay spread στ are inversely
proportional to each other. A commonly used approximation for Bc

in terms of στ is given by Eq. (2.12), definig the coherence bandwidth
as the bandwidth over which the frequency correlation is above 0.9
[Lee, 1989].

Bc ≈ 1
50στ

(2.12)

A channel is frequency-selective if the symbol rate W is larger than
Bc. Concerning the time domain this means that the symbol length
Ts is shorter than the delay spread, which causes inter symbol inter-
ference (ISI).

The maximum Doppler shift fm is a metric for the frequency disper-
sion of a mobile radio channel. It is the largest frequency for with
the Doppler power spectrum is not zero. The relation between Doppler
shift and terminal velocity is in general given by Eq. (2.13). The pa-
rameters v and α are the receiver velocity in m/s and α is the angle
between the velocity vector and the arriving radio wave, respectively.
The wave length of the signal is given by λ. The Doppler shift is max-
imal (fm) for α = 0.

fd =
v

λ
· cos α , fm =

v

λ
(2.13)

The Doppler power spectrum is formed by the superposition of all
reflected rays arriving at the receiver with different directions of ar-
rival (DoA), as shown in Fig. 2.3. According to Eq. (2.13), a specific
Doppler shift which depends on the direction is associated to each
arriving ray. Each ray is subject to a random phase shift uniformly
distributed between 0 and 2π [Rappaport, 2002].

As has been shown in [Clarke, 1968], the Doppler power spectrum is
given by Eq. (2.14) under the assumption of a dense scattering envi-
ronment and a uniform distribution of direction of arrival between 0
and 2π.
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v

arriving wave

Figure 2.3: Superposition of arriving waves with uniform distribution of direction
of arrival between 0 and 2π at a mobile terminal (velocity v)

SH(υ) =
1

πfm

√
1 −
(

υ−fc

fm

)2
(2.14)

The equation describes the Doppler power spectrum between fc −fm

and fc +fm around the carrier frequency fc of the transmitted signal.
Outside this frequency range the power spectrum is zero.

The time varying nature of the frequency dispersion of the chan-
nel is described by the coherence time Tc. It is a statistical measure of
the time duration over which the channel impulse response is essen-
tially invariant, and quantifies the similarity of the impulse response
at different times [Rappaport, 2002].

The coherence time Tc is proportional to the inverse of the maxi-
mum Doppler shift fm. Eq. (2.15) represents a commonly used ap-
proximation defining the time duration over which the channel im-
pulse response to sinusoids yields a correlation coefficient above 0.5
[Steele and Hanzo, 1999].

Tc ≈ 9
16πfm

(2.15)

A channel is referred to as fast fading if the symbol length is larger
than the coherence time Tc. This corresponds to a symbol rate W which
is smaller than the maximum Doppler shift fm.
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Small-Scale Fading and Multipath – 2.2

2.2.3 Fading Level Distributions

In a small-scale fading environment, the received narrowband signal
is made up of multiple reflected rays plus a significant line-of-sight
(LOS) component [Sklar, 1997].

The probability density function of the signal envelope can be de-
scribed the Rice distribution, see Eq. (2.16). It is the superposition of
a sine wave and random noise [Rice, 1948].

p(r) =
r

σ2
exp

(
−
(
r2 + A2

)
2 σ2

)
I0

(
A r

σ2

)
for r ≥ 0 (2.16)

The parameter A denotes the peak amplitude of the LOS signal
component and I0(·) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind
and zero-order. The Rice distribution is often described by a pa-
rameter K = A2/(2σ2) known as Rice factor. K gives the ratio be-
tween the deterministic signal power and the multipath signal vari-
ance [Rappaport, 2002].

If the non-faded LOS signal component is missing (A → 0), the Rice
distribution becomes the Rayleigh distribution as given by Eq. (2.17).
Since a LOS signal component is missing such a channel is denoted
non-line-of-sight (NLOS).

p(r) =
r

σ2
exp
(
− r2

2 σ2

)
for r ≥ 0 (2.17)

It is the envelope distribution of a complex random variable with
independent Gaussian distribution of real and imaginary part, both
with zero mean and the same variance. Mean and variance of the
Rayleigh distribution are given as:

E [r] = σ

√
π

2
= 1.2533 σ (2.18)

Var [r] = σ2
(
2 − π

2

)
= 0.4292 σ2 (2.19)
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Chapter 2 – Radio Channel Characteristics

2.2.4 Correlation Properties

In the following, the correlation properties of a multipath Rayleigh
channel are recapitulated.

It has been shown in [Jakes, 1974] that the correlation coefficient
ρe(Δt, Δf) of the received signal envelope is determined by Eq. (2.20)
under the assumption of an exponential delay power profile. Corre-
sponding to descriptions in Section 2.2.1, it depends on the time dis-
tance Δt and the frequency offset Δf . The Doppler shift and the delay
spread are given by fm, and στ , respectively, and J0(·) is the zero order
Bessel function of the first kind.

ρe(Δt, Δf) =
J2

0 (2πfmΔt)
1 + (Δf)2σ2

τ

(2.20)

Both time and frequency domain correlation of the Rayleigh fading
envelope are shown in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5 for different Doppler shifts
and delay spreads. According to Eq. (2.13), a Doppler shift of 100 Hz
corresponds to 21.6 km/h at 5 GHz.
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Figure 2.4: Time domain autocorrelation of the Rayleigh fading envelope

The normalized duration of fades is given by Eq. (2.21) in relation
to the maximum Doppler shift fm. The corresponding curve is shown
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in Fig. 2.6. This curve shows that the fading duration reduces signif-
icantly with the fading level.

τ̄ =
eρ2 − 1
ρfm

√
2π

(2.21)
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OFDMA System Structure
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This chapter addresses the structure of an OFDMA system. It pro-
vides a detailed description of the different components and the ac-
cording techniques and functionalities which are required for the op-
eration of such a system.

3.1 Physical Layer

3.1.1 OFDM Transmission Technique

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a transmis-
sion technique which subdivides the frequency channel into orthogo-
nal subcarriers. In the case of multiple users, the frequency channel is
shared between users in the time domain based on a multiple access
protocol. That means that in a single OFDM symbol all subcarriers
are used by the same transmitter and receiver pair.

The fundamental principles of orthogonal multiplexing of different
data streams in the frequency domain has already been proposed in
1966 [Chang, 1966]. In [Weinstein and Ebert, 1971], the authors pro-
posed the use of Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) instead of filter
banks. This approach yields a significant reduction of the complexity
of an OFDM modem.

It has been shown that substantial hardware simplifications can
be achieved by using the computationally efficient pair of Inverse
Fast Fourier Transform and Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT/FFT) for
the modulator/demodulator implementation. The transform length
is in this case an integer power of two. The according transmission
chain of an OFDM system is shown in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: OFDM transmission system [Hanzo et al., 2003]

The transform of the complex modulation symbols Sn into the com-
plex baseband time samples si is given by Eq. (3.1), whereby the
modulation information of N parallel data streams (subcarriers) is
transformed into a sequence of N time samples.

si =
1√
N

N−1∑
n=0

Sn ej( 2πni
N ) for 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1 (3.1)

The relation between subcarrier frequency fn and symbol length
Tb is

fn =
n

NTb
for 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1. (3.2)

The bandwidth of the OFDM spectrum is limited, due to Fourier
theory this means that the symbols have an infinite length in the
time domain. The assumption made for the IFFT based modula-
tion is that, although N frequency samples (subcarriers) are trans-
formed into N time samples, these time samples are repeated in-
finitely [Hanzo et al., 2003]. In practice it is sufficient to repeat the
time samples periodically for the duration of the channel impulse re-
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Physical Layer – 3.1

sponse, namely L time samples, which is also called the memory of
the channel.

The cyclic prefix as determined by Eq. (3.3) is used to remove both
inter-symbol interference (ISI) and inter-carrier interference (ICI)
[Henkel et al., 2002]. ICI occurs when the orthogonality between the
subcarriers is lost due to distortion owing to the limited symbol length.

scp
i = s(i−L)N

for 0 ≤ i ≤ N + L − 1 (3.3)

Another source of ICI arises when the OFDM symbol is longer than
the coherence time of the channel [Mostofi et al., 2003]. This may
happen under high terminal mobility.

OFDM time samples are sequentially transmitted over the radio
channel (baseband channel representation), N + L samples form
thereby an OFDM symbol including the cyclic prefix.

At the receiver, the cyclic prefix is removed from the sequence of re-
ceived time samples ri. The remaining samples are then transformed
into the frequency domain by Eq. (3.4).

Rn =
1√
N

N−1∑
i=0

ri e−j( 2πni
N ) for 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 (3.4)

The frequency domain representation of the orthogonal set of sub-
carriers is shown in Fig. 3.2. It can be sen that the spectrum of the
different narrowband signals is overlapping but orthogonal.

An exemplary OFDM time domain signal representation is shown
in Fig. 3.3. The overall symbol length is given by Ts, and Tb and
Tg are the useful symbol length and the length of the cyclic prefix,
respectively.

Since the baseband signals are uncorrelated and the waveforms are
orthogonal to each other, OFDM signals have a complex-Gaussian
distribution [Flament, 2002].

As a consequence the time domain OFDM symbols exhibit a larger
peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) than other modulation schemes.
As shown in [Hanzo et al., 2003], this yields signal distortions and
hence increased ICI when using non-linear amplifiers. Several tech-
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niques addressing PAPR reduction in OFDM have been proposed,
ranging from amplitude clipping to different coding and mapping
strategies, see [Han and Lee, 2005].

With a flat fading channel the effective received signal energy per
bit Eb in the baseband is reduced relative to the cyclic prefix length,
yielding an SNR impairment [Flament, 2002]. This is given by Eq. (3.5),
where N0 is the noise power spectral density of the AWGN process.

(
Eb

N0

)
OFDM

=
N

N + L

(
Eb

N0

)
Baseband

(3.5)
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Current OFDM systems like IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) apply coher-
ent M -ary QAM modulation schemes. That promises performance
gains compared to differential encoding schemes when perfect chan-
nel knowledge can be assumed, see [Proakis, 2001].

With coherent modulation, the baseband symbols are modulated
using an absolute reference concerning phase and amplitude. Conse-
quently, the receiver needs information about the channel character-
izing the distortion of the transmitted signal.

The channel estimation can be performed by either inserting pilot
tones into all subcarriers of the OFDM symbols with a specific period
or inserting pilot tones into each OFDM symbol [Coleri et al., 2002].
The optimal number of used pilots in a pilot symbol assisted OFDM
(PSA-OFDM) system is a tradeoff between channel estimation accu-
racy and bandwidth efficiency [Zhang et al., 2006].

3.1.2 Adaptive OFDM

The concept of adaptive quadrature amplitude modulation (AQAM)
transmission schemes for narrowband fading channels has been pro-
posed in [Steele and Webb, 1991]. Furthermore, the adaptation of cod-
ing rates [Matsuoka et al., 1996] and the adaptive allocation of trans-
mission power [Goldsmith and Chua, 1997] can be used to adjust the
data burst transmission to the channel conditions.

If multiple channels (subcarriers in the case of OFDM) are used
in parallel, water-filling is the optimum power allocation strategy
from information theoretic point of view [Cover and Thomas, 1991].
A comprehensive analysis of power adaptation in multiuser OFDM
systems is given in [Jang and Lee, 2003].

In a real system implementation, water-filling does normally not
yield the maximum system capacity since the achievable SNR levels
are mapped onto a limited set of modulation and coding schemes
(PHY modes). That has the effect that the throughput is not a strictly
monotone increasing function of the SNR level. It has been revealed
in [Biglieri et al., 1998] that the water-filling power allocation and the
equal power allocation may yield marginal performance differences.

Concerning combined adaptation of transmission power, modula-
tion and coding, it has been shown in [Chung and Goldsmith, 2001]
that using just one or two degrees of freedom in the adaptation yields
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close to the maximum possible spectral efficiency obtained by utiliz-
ing all degrees of freedom. The parameters to adapt should be chosen
based on implementation considerations.

In order to react to changes in the channel quality, the following
steps have to be taken [Keller and Hanzo, 2000]:

• Channel state estimation: In order to appropriately select the
transmission parameters for the next transmission, a reliable
prediction of the channel quality is required.

• Choice of the appropriate parameters: Based on the channel
prediction, the transmitter has to select appropriate adaptation
parameters.

• Signaling or blind detection of the employed parameters: The
receiver has to be informed about the demodulation parameters
for the received data packet. This information can either be ex-
plicitly transmitted to the receiver, or the receiver can attempt
to estimate the parameters by means of blind detection.

The OFDM transmission scheme allows to adaptat to the channel
on a subcarrier basis. The adaption can comprise the three dimen-
sions modulation, coding and power.

A close cooperation between physical layer (PHY) and medium ac-
cess control (MAC) is required to efficiently exploit the possible ad-
vantages of the different adaptation techniques in an OFDM system
[Grünheid et al., 2003]. In recent years, the term cross-layer optimiza-
tion has been established concerning the joint protocol layer design
[Song and Li, 2005].

If the transmissions on all subcarriers are adapted together, this is
called link adaptation (LA). This technique is for example applied
in IEEE 802.11a [IEEE, 1999]. Due to the corporate adaptation of all
subcarriers, the same modulation and coding scheme is used for all
subcarriers.

This yields a significant reduction of signaling overhead since only
one modulation and coding scheme has to be signaled from the re-
ceiver to the transmitter. But this also means that the adaptation to
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the current channel state is suboptimal. The variance of the SNR lev-
els of all subcarriers has to be considered for an efficient adaptation
[Lampe et al., 2003].

In general, the adaptation to the channel can be conducted for a
set of subcarriers together, or for each subcarrier independently. Ob-
viously, the adaptation per subcarrier will provide the best perfor-
mance in terms of adaptation to the channel conditions. On the other
hand, this approach also results in maximum signaling overhead be-
cause the quality level of each subcarrier has to be known at the trans-
mitter. A reasonable approach is the grouping of subcarriers to log-
ical channels which each are adapted to the current channel condi-
tions.

3.1.3 OFDMA

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) extends
the resource sharing between multiple users in addition to the time
domain to the frequency domain. That means that, in general, each
subcarrier can be used by a different user within one symbol. In the
case of frequency selective fading channels, this technique can signif-
icantly increase system capacity if each subcarrier is only used by the
transmitter-receiver pair with the best channel conditions. To exploit
this capability, an adaptive subcarrier management is required.

When the subcarriers within a symbol are used by different user,
this is referred to as multiuser OFDM when the data transmitted
on different subcarriers addresses different receivers but the trans-
mitter is the same (i.e. downlink transmissions) [Wong et al., 1999,
Rhee and Coiffi, 2000].

When also different terminal are allowed to transmit data on dif-
ferent subcarriers at the same time this is known as OFDM-FDMA
[Rohling and Grüneid, 1997].

Lately the term OFDMA has been established since it is used in the
standardization of the systems like IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) [IEEE, 2004,
IEEE, 2005] and 3GPP LTE [3GPP, 2007].

In an OFDMA system, the subcarriers are grouped into subchan-
nels. A subchannel defines the granularity of the resource allocation
in the frequency domain. In the time domain, the granularity is de-
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termined by the symbol length. An OFDMA subchannel is a logi-
cal channel which is mapped onto subcarriers within the frequency
channel. Within an OFDMA subchannel, the same modulation and
coding scheme is used for each subcarrier. This complies to link
adaptation in conventional OFDM systems like IEEE 802.11a.

The design of these subchannels has a crucial impact on the perfor-
mance of an OFDMA system. The performance is determined by the
diversity of the subcarriers within a subchannel and the diversity be-
tween the subchannels in multiuser scenarios [Shen et al., 2004]. Fur-
thermore, the amount of available channel state information (CSI) at
the transmitter strongly determines the performance.

When just the estimated mean SINR level of an OFDMA subchan-
nel is available, the mean PER can be significantly increased when
the subcarriers within the subchannel differ much and hence show a
large degree of diversity [Lampe et al., 2002]. This means that in such
a case a large variance within the SINR levels of the subcarriers that
form a subchannel is unfavorable.

Two different kinds of OFDMA subchannels can be distinguished
concerning the diversity within a subchannel: distributed and adjacent
subchannels as shown in Fig. 3.4.

In a distributed subchannel, the subcarriers that form a subchannel
are distributed in the frequency channel. With that approach, a large
degree of diversity is aspired.

In contrast to that, an adjacent subchannel is formed by subcarriers
which are located next to each other in the frequency channel. Hence,
the SINR levels on these subcarriers have a strong correlation.

In addition to the distribution of subcarriers in the frequency do-
main, distributed subchannels can additionally also be distributed in
the time domain [Hosein, 2006b].

3.2 Medium Access Control

This section describes the MAC layer aspects which all centrally con-
trolled OFDMA systems have in common. Centrally controlled means
that the complete dynamic resource allocation is controlled by a cen-
tral instance which conducts the scheduling, in contrast to distributed
channel access schemes as used in IEEE 802.11.
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Figure 3.4: OFDMA subchannel structure: adjacent (A) and distributed (B)

In a cellular deployment the central controller is the base station
(BS) which coordinates downlink and uplink data transmissions. With
the use of layer-2 relay nodes (RNs) in centrally controlled systems
also the RN constitutes a central controller. It operates on a resources
subset assigned to it by the associated BS [Pabst et al., 2005].

The centrally controlled access exhibits considerable advantages
concerning the provision of QoS compared to distributed schemes.
Delay and throughput can be dynamically adjusted per data stream.
Concerning the OFDMA transmission technique, the centrally con-
trolled approach has also advantages in terms of synchronization of
parallel transmissions of different terminals on different subchannels.
A lot of effort has to be spent to achieve a similar accuracy in the syn-
chronization of distributed systems [Zhao et al., 2006].

Current OFDMA systems like IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) and 3GPP
LTE support profiles for both time division duplex (TDD) and fre-
quency division duplex (FDD) for the centrally controlled coordina-
tion of dowlink and uplink resources.

In the following, the MAC frame structure of a centrally controlled
TDD system is described; an FDD system has a related frame struc-
ture [Otyakmaz et al., 2008]. Furthermore, the contributions to the
signaling overhead in such a system are outlined.
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3.2.1 MAC Frame Structure

The frequency channel is divided into MAC frames in the time di-
mension. Within such a MAC frame all resources are assigned by a
central controller, typically the BS.

The frame structure of a TDD system comprises different transmis-
sion phases. These are a broadcast, random access, and a phase with
dynamic allocation of resources for the transmission of user data. The
latter can further be subdivided into downlink and uplink. An addi-
tional direct link transmission phase in which mobile terminals can
directly communicate with each other under the control of the central
controller can also be supported.

The general structure of a TDD MAC frame is shown in Fig. 3.5
with an exemplary alignment of the different transmission phases
which is based on the frame structure on the OFDM based Hiper-
LAN/2 standard [ETSI, 1999].

The switching points in time between the different transmission
phases of the MAC frame are usually adapted, dynamically, to meet
current needs concerning downlink and uplink transmission capac-
ity. A guard time must be inserted between transmissions of differing
transmitters to prevent partial overlapping of signals propagating on
terminal specific paths.

Access
RandomBroadcast DL Resources UL Resources

TimeMAC Frame

Figure 3.5: Centrally controlled TDD MAC frame structure

3.2.1.1 Broadcast

The broadcast transmission phase of the MAC frame is used for syn-
chronization and the announcement of resource allocations for asso-
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ciated terminals. Broadcast bursts are transmitted by the BS, or by an
RN in a deployment scenario with relays.

A typical broadcast burst of a centrally controlled system contains
the following:

• A preamble is required for the synchronization of MTs.

• Information about transmission power is required for the channel
quality estimation at the terminal.

• The base station ID or relay node ID is used for terminal associa-
tion and mobility management.

• The frame structure layout contains information about the allo-
cated resource and the according transmission profiles (modu-
lation and coding scheme, transmission power, etc.) within the
MAC frame. This comprises also the description of resources
which are reserved for the random access by MTs.

• Further management information may be required depending on
specific system implementations, for example general transmis-
sion parameters like center frequency of the channel and maxi-
mum allowed transmission power.

3.2.1.2 Random Access

The random access phase of the MAC frame comprises a number of
random access resources (slots). A data burst can be sent by an MT
in the random access phase on any slot without a preceding resource
request by an MT.

It is possible that two or more MTs access the same resource. There-
fore a collision resolution algorithm is required. The random ac-
cess is in the majority of cases based on the Slotted-ALOHA protocol
[Kleinrock, 1975b].

A data packet is transmitted in the random access phase for exam-
ple to associate an MT to the BS, or to request resources for allocation
by the BS in a future frame.

3.2.1.3 Downlink and Uplink Resources

As explained before, all user data transmissions within the MAC
frame are scheduled by the central controller. The user data is trans-
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mitted in form of MAC protocol data units (MPDUs). The scheduled
resources are grouped into downlink and uplink in the time domain.

In an OFDMA system, the resource scheduling is conducted in
both time and frequency dimension. If multiple antenna transmis-
sion modes, e.g. multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), are sup-
ported by the system, a spatial dimension has also to be taken into
account [Wong et al., 2001, Hoymann et al., 2007].
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Figure 3.6: DL and UL MPDU transmission under a centrally controlled MAC pro-
tocol comprising resource request (RS) and resource grant (RG)

Since all resources are allocated by the central controller, it needs
information about the current resource requirements of all data con-
nections, both downlink and uplink. For the downlink this does not
constitute a problem since the BS, or the RN in the case of relay de-
ployments, knows about the downlink transmission queue states. In
the uplink direction, resources have to be requested by the MTs.

The resource allocation is conducted by means of a resource re-
quests (RRs) and resource grants (RGs) that take different QoS re-
quirements of the scheduled data connections into account
[Delicato et al., 2004]. Resources can, in general, be requested for MTs
or for connections. If they are requested for an MT, the assigned re-
sources can be used to multiplex connections. The transmission of
MPDUs and the according RRs and RGs is shown in Fig. 3.6 for both
downlink and uplink. In the context of WiMAX, these messages are
also known as bandwidth requests and grants.
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3.2.2 Signaling Overhead

According to the description in Section 3.1.2 the MAC signaling over-
head in an OFDMA system consists of two parts.

The first part accounts for the resource quality description in terms
of estimated SINR level which has to be transmitted from the receiver
of the user data to the transmitter. This information is required at the
transmitter to be able to apply dynamic resource allocation in terms
of adaptation to the current channel state and interference conditions.
The update frequency of the resource quality descriptions has signif-
icant impact on the system performance [Zhang et al., 2005].

The second part of the signaling overhead is the description of the
resource allocation decisions. The scheduling instance which is re-
sponsible for the dynamic allocation of resources has to inform the
terminals about the current allocations on a per MAC frame basis.
The description of the resource allocation in an OFDMA system com-
prises the following dimensions:

• Connection identifier: Required for the differentiation between
all active connections. It assures the collision free channel ac-
cess in the uplink.

• Resource parameters: Description of the allocated resource in
time and frequency (subchannel) domain. With the application
of MIMO a spatial dimension may be added.

• Adaptation parameters: Comprise transmission power, modu-
lation and coding scheme. In the context of WiMAX this is also
known as burst profile.

It is obvious that the amount of this signaling overhead depends on
the degree of flexibility in the dynamic resource allocation. The more
accurate the allocations are adapted to the current channel state con-
ditions, interference level and transmission queue length, the higher
is the signaling overhead share of the whole system capacity.

That is the reason why in OFDMA systems resources are not al-
located on subcarrier level. It is more efficient to form subchannels
from subcarrier groups as described in Section 3.1.3 and assign these
subchannels to data connections.
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An efficient strategy for signaling overhead reduction concerning
the resource allocation description is to signal only changes in the re-
source allocation and otherwise assume the same allocations in con-
secutive MAC frames [Klein et al., 2005, Gross et al., 2006].
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The chapter addresses the dynamic resource allocation in an OFDMA
system. A general definition of the resource allocation problem is
given in the first section. Furthermore, this section describes the clas-
sification of the resource allocation into slow and fast resource allo-
cation.

Since this thesis is focused on the fast resource allocation in terms
of frequency selective scheduling, further sections give an overview
of the aspects of frequency selective scheduling in an OFDMA system
comprising exploitation of diversity, provision of quality of service,
resource quality estimation and interference handling.

4.1 Problem Formulation

The problem of dynamic resource allocation in an OFDMA system is
depicted in Fig. 4.1. K traffic sources generate data packets which
have to be transmitted to a receiver. The packets arrive at the trans-
mission queue k with arrival rate λk. The arrival rate is determined
by the random time tkn

between the arrivals of packet n and packet
n + 1 in queue k. It is assumed that the different traffic sources are
mutually independent. The characteristics of the traffic generators
are determined by distribution function and autocorrelation of the
interarrival time.
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Figure 4.1: Dynamic resource allocation in OFDMA systems

Source and destination of a data stream are formed by different
terminals. Radio resources are required for the transmission of data
packets. These resources are defined by time-subchannel elements,
which will be called resource element in the following.

A MAC frame based OFDMA system provides Nt × Nf resource
elements which can be assigned to the K data streams (connections).
Nf is the number of OFDMA subchannels, and Nt is the number of
time slots1. A single resource element can be considered as a nested
TDMA channel within an OFDMA subchannel, it has a fixed relative
position within a MAC frame structure.

The dynamic allocation of resources is conducted by a scheduler
which operates based on a given strategy. In the context of OFDMA
this is also known as frequency adaptive scheduling due to the use of
the frequency domain in addition to the time domain.

The objective of the scheduler is the allocation of the resource el-
ements in a way that it meets the demands of the data connections
in terms of quality of service (QoS) parameters like throughput and
delay.

In the following, we differentiate between connection and link: A
connection is made up from a number of sequential links, each link
spanning the distance between two nodes that are part of the routing

1The index f stands for frequency domain, and t stands for time domain
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graph of the connections.
In an OFDMA system, the allocation of the Nf ×Nt radio resources

is subject to the constraint that it is not possible for a terminal to re-
ceive and transmit data packets at the same time, i.e. using different
OFDMA subchannels in the same time slot.

It is possible to use a resource element at the same time to serve dif-
ferent links. The quality of these links in terms of bit error rate (BER)
is then determined by the mutual interference. In a multi-cellular sys-
tem it is inefficient to assign a given resource element exclusively to a
single link only since the number of active terminals, and related con-
nections, typically exceeds the number of resource elements. Hence,
the system performance is determined by interference rather than by
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power P0 is used for the comparison of different resource elements
and data connections. L̄ is the mean pathloss as given in Eq. (2.1).

The thermal noise power in the receiver is given by N0, Fi,j is the
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position and the MAC frame number due to fast fading and interfer-
ence. Both contributions to the SINR level of a resource element, fast
fading Fi,j and interference Ii,j are independent random variables.

The system state from the point of view of data link i at start of
MAC frame n can be described by the tuple

Si(n) =
{

xi(n), γi0,0(n), · · · , γiNt,Nf
(n)
}

. (4.2)

It contains the fill level of the transmission queue xi(n), and the
SINR level γi(n) of each resource element in the MAC frame.

Following this notation, the overall system state is described by tu-
ple SS(n) given in Eq. (4.3) which encompasses the state of all active
data links.

SS(n) = {S0(n), · · · ,SK(n)} (4.3)

As explained before, the objective of the dynamic resource alloca-
tion based scheduler is the maximization of the overall system through-
put under the constraints of given QoS requirements of the data con-
nections.

It has been shown in [Ben-Shimol et al., 2006] that finding the opti-
mal resource allocation schedule for maximizing resource efficiency
is an NP-hard problem, which means that it cannot be solved in poly-
nomial time [Papadimitriou and Steiglitz, 1998]. Therefore heuristic
approaches are required for the resource scheduling.

Another problem to be faced in the context of dynamic resource al-
location is the uncertainty concerning the parameter value estimation
precision [Johansson, 2004]. The estimated SINR level γi,j(n) is un-
certain due to fast fading and a timegap between measurement and
scheduler invocation, and variable interference power.

For an efficient handling of the radio resource management (RRM),
the dynamic resource allocation scheduling process is based on two
complementary parts concerning the resource allocation process up-
date frequency.

• Slow Resource Allocation:
The slow resource allocation (SRA) addressing the dynamic al-
location of resource blocks to a BS or RN in relay deployments
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is based on long term traffic load and interference estimations
[Roy et al., 2008].

The objective is to partition all radio resources available into
subsets to be used by a BS or RN in a way that within these
subsets accurate mutual interference estimation is possible and
the foreseen traffic load can be carried. The frequency of up-
dates of this type of resource allocation shall be rather small,
say once per minute or less. The overall resource utilization
within a resource subset is resulting from the statistical mul-
tiplexing of links of multiple data connections to that subset.
SRA is called resource partitioning in the 3GPP LTE standard.

A detailed evaluation of the effects of resource partitioning in
time and frequency domain in a OFDMA system is presented
in [Einhaus and Klein, 2006b].

• Fast Resource Allocation:
The fast resource allocation (FRA) operates per frame in a cen-
trally controlled MAC protocol as applied in WiMAX and 3GPP
LTE.

In contrast to SRA, the actual channel characteristics are con-
sidered during resource allocation. In an OFDMA system this
comprises for example the current fading levels of different sub-
channels.

Accurate CSI and interference estimation are required for an ef-
ficient FRA. Hence, it would be inefficient in terms of signaling
overhead to apply global FRA for the entire system comprising
all BSs, RNs, and MTs.

It is expected that SRA combined with FRA provides a means for
efficiently trading adaptability against signaling overhead.

Clearly, FRA shall be conducted close to the radio channel access
decision to be able to take fast channel state changes into account. In a
cellular deployment this means that the frequency selective schedul-
ing in an OFDMA system has to be conducted in the BS and not
within a radio network controller (RNC). According to that, functions
which were traditionally performed by the RNC have been moved to
the BS in 3GPP LTE [Qualcomm, 2008].

The interaction between SRA and FRA is described by Fig. 4.2.
It shows how connection sets (e.g. connections in different cells A, B,
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... ) are mapped onto resource element (RE) sets. Different connec-
tion sets can also be mapped onto the same RE set. This corresponds
for example to the reuse of resources in multi-cellular system under
the control of the SRA scheduler. The dynamic scheduling of links
of established connections to resources of an RE set is performed by
the FRA scheduler (i.e. frequency selective scheduling in an OFDMA
system).

B
b

a

c
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D

resource element setconnection set

A

Figure 4.2: Relation between resource set and connection set

4.2 Exploitation of Diversity

It has been shown that the capacity of a multiuser communication
system can be significantly increased if at any given point in time
only the terminal with the best channel conditions transmit data on a
channel [Knopp and Humblet, 1995].

In multiuser OFDM systems which are actually systems with sev-
eral narrowband subchannels in parallel, this result can be applied to
increase the capacity [Wong et al., 1999, Rhee and Coiffi, 2000].

To explain possible exploitation of diversity in a multiuser sce-
nario, Fig. 4.3 shows the result of multiplexing two data connections
to an OFDMA subchannel in the time domain. The subchannel is
at any time allocated to the connection with the best channel fad-
ing conditions (intercell-interference is not considered). Thereby, the
mean SNR level of all data transmissions is increased.
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The more data connections are multiplexed onto a given subchan-
nel, the higher is the probability that one of them during a given time
slot has a very high SINR level. Hence, the total system throughput
can be increased with increased number of multiplexed connections.
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Figure 4.3: Exploitation of diversity by the application of multiuser scheduling

It can be concluded from Fig. 4.3 that the short term fairness pro-
vided by the multiuser scheduling strategy is determined by the
Doppler shift of the channel. The faster the channel state changes,
the shorter the time slot is during which a very high SNR channel
can be assigned to a single connection. This effect will be analyzed
and discussed in detail in Chapter 7.

4.3 Provision of Quality of Service and
Fairness

The exploitation of multiuser diversity can be used to maximize sys-
tem throughput. But in real world systems it is required to satisfy
different demands of data connections. These demands are described
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by QoS parameters, comprising packet delay, throughput, packet loss
ratio, delay jitter, etc. The specific requirements generally depend on
the application operating a connection.

The term fairness provision means that different data connections
with the same QoS requirements are treated in the same way inde-
penent of the channel quality perceived by the respective terminal.
No connections shall be prioritized in any way, except it is explic-
itly required by the respective QoS class and is enforced by the FRA
scheduler.

In [Shenker, 1995], the concept of utility functions has been pro-
posed. Following [Dianati et al., 2005], utility based fairness maxi-
mization can be achieved by Eq. (4.4). Parameter xk is the current
transmission capacity experienced by connection k, for example mea-
sured in number of transmitted packets within a given time window,
and Uk(xk) is the according nondecreasing utility function of the con-
nection.

H(x) =
K∑

k=1

Uk(xk) (4.4)

A simple variant of the utility based fairness is the concept of pro-
portional fairness which has been proposed in [Kelly et al., 1998]. In
this case the utility function is defined as UK(xk) = ln(xk) for all con-
nections. The maximization of the utility sum corresponds to maxi-
mization of the system capacity if Uk(xk) = 1.

Under the assumption that the utility function Uk(xk) of all con-
nections are concave functions (U ′′

k < 0), the utility sum is maximized
in a sequential allocation of resources if the next resource is always
assigned to the connection with the largest gradient U ′

k(xk) at the cur-
rent allocation vector x [Hosein, 2006a].

One of the major problems related to utility function based schedul-
ing is how different QoS classes can be mapped to that functions. The
problem is that the performance parameters of a scheduled connec-
tion cannot just be determined by the according utility function, but
only the combination of the utility functions of all scheduled connec-
tions.

In addition to the QoS aware resource scheduling it is inevitable to
apply call or connection admission control (CAC) to avoid overload
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situations [Rong et al., 2007], [Niyato and Hossain, 2005]. Based on
a CAC algorithm the system decides whether it can provide a new
connection the required QoS parameters or not.

Furthermore, the dynamic resource allocation should also be co-
ordinated with higher layer protocols like the Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) [Kim et al., 2007].

4.4 Resource Quality Estimation

For the efficient dynamic allocation of resources it is inevitable that
the scheduler has information about the expected SINR levels Γi,j(n)
of all resource elements. Since the exact SINR level is not known at
the moment of resource allocation, it has to be estimated based on
previous SINR samples. Therefore the SINR level can be described as
the sum of an estimated SINR level Γ̃i,j(n) and an additional uncer-
tainty summand Δi,j(n):

Γi,j(n) = Γ̃i,j(n) + Δi,j(n) (4.5)

The uncertainty summand can be further subdivided into the im-
pact of interference ΔI(n) and fading ΔF (n)3:

Δ(n) = ΔI(n) + ΔF (n) (4.6)

The reason for the uncertainty in the fading level estimation is
that the frequency of changes can be very high depending on ter-
minal velocity and transmission frequency. This is described by the
Doppler shift and the corresponding coherence time of the channel,
see Eq. (2.15).

The uncertainty in the interference level estimation depends on the
traffic load in the system. A fully loaded system enables very accu-
rate interference estimation since all resources are used all the time
for data transmissions. Obviously the same applies in the case of a
system without any traffic load. The highest degree of uncertainty
is expected when the system is operated at a resource utilization of
50 %.

Since multipath fading and resource scheduling for different con-
nection groups on the same set of resource elements is mutually inde-

3The resource indices i and j are omitted for the sake of readability.
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pendent, also ΔI(n) and ΔF (n) are uncorrelated. Hence, the variance
of the estimation error is given by the following equation4:

Var (Δ(n)) = Var (ΔI(n)) + Var (ΔF (n)) (4.7)

The superposition of the uncertainty due to fading and interference
estimation errors is exemplarly depicted in Fig. 4.4.

uncertainty
SINR
uncertainty

fading
uncertainty

interference

+ =

Figure 4.4: Superposition of uncertainty in fading (ΔF ) and interference level
estimation (ΔI )

4.5 Interference Averaging and Avoidance

To handle the mutual interference of terminals sharing a resource ei-
ther interference averaging or interference avoidance can be applied. The
objective of interference averaging is to mitigate the impact of interfer-
ence with the help of spread spectrum techniques.

The principle of interference averaging is that of distributing a rela-
tive low dimensional data signal in a high dimensional environment
[Pickholtz et al., 1982]. The transmission power is allocated into a
small subspace, leaving the remainder of the space interference free.

In the receiver, all dimensions of the spread data signal are com-
bined, causing an averaging of the interference. In OFDMA sys-
tems, spreading can be accomplished by Frequency Hopping (FH),
where each terminal transmits on a pseudo-randomly selected subset
of subcarriers. Terminals interfering each other in the same frequency
band do the same, statistically independent.

4Var {X1 + X2} = Var {X1} + Var {X2} + 2 Cov {X1, X2}
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Therefore, the interfering systems constitute a form of Frequency
Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) system operating in the presence
of a partial band jammer. The data from carriers with a low SINR
level are corrected through interleaving and convolutional coding
with a long constraint length [Koffman and Roman, 2002].

One basic characteristic of interference averaging is that the interfer-
ence is averaged over all logical subchannels. This does in general
apply for every system with code division multiple access (CDMA).

This reduces the degree of multiuser diversity in interference sce-
narios, which could be exploited with dynamic resource allocation
based on interference avoidance.

In the latter case the frequency selectivity of the radio channel is
exploited in an OFDMA system since subchannels are adaptively al-
located to different users.

The general effect of interference averaging in an OFDMA system on
the interference reception process is shown in Fig. 4.5. The interfer-
ence caused by OFDMA terminals, which are transmitting on single
subchannels, is averaged over all subchannels in the receiver, caus-
ing a loss of diversity in the interference which could be utilized by
sophisticated resource allocation strategies.

subchannel subchannel

with frequency hoppingwithout frequency hopping

interference from terminal A interference from terminal B

Figure 4.5: Interference patterns depending on OFDMA subchannel structure

The interference avoidance approach is a technique to exploit the di-
versity in the resource quality concerning the fading level of different
data connections. In environments where terminals are distributed
over a relatively large area, the interference levels produced by a re-
source element to different terminals can be assumed uncorrelated to
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Figure 4.5: Interference patterns depending on OFDMA subchannel structure

The interference avoidance approach is a technique to exploit the di-
versity in the resource quality concerning the fading level of different
data connections. In environments where terminals are distributed
over a relatively large area, the interference levels produced by a re-
source element to different terminals can be assumed uncorrelated to
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a certain extend. This means that resources with low quality for a
terminal A can show an acceptable interference level for a terminal B
in the same cell.

For the application of interference avoidance, knowledge about in-
terference to the receiver side of a connection is required. Therefore,
interference measurement and estimation procedures must be sup-
ported. Based on that information, a transmitting terminal can allo-
cate resource elements for data transmission aiming at minimizing
the interference level.

The cost of interference avoidance is the overhead required for the
acquisition of the interference level of all usable resources. When a
terminal A has to send data packets to a terminal B, at first it has
to request the resource quality in terms of interference at terminal
B, and terminal B must propose appropriate resources for the data
transmission.

In [Einhaus et al., 2005], the impact of interference averaging and in-
terference avoidance on the performance of an OFDMA system has
been investigated.
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This chapter introduces the models used for the performance evalu-
ation in this work. The models presented are used for both mathe-
matical analysis and evaluation by means of stochastic event-driven
simulation. While the models used in the mathematical analysis are
of rather basic nature, the models used for simulation analysis are
more sophisticated. This comprises for example the fading correla-
tion, packet error probabilities and different traffic models.

The chapter consists of four sections. At first, the models for physi-
cal layer and radio channel are specified in detail. The second section
addresses the dynamic resource scheduling. The different investi-
gated scheduling strategies are described as they have been imple-
mented in the simulation tool. Some of the strategies have also been
applied in the mathematical analysis. The model representing the
ARQ protocol is explained in the third section. Finally, the employed
traffic model is described.

5.1 Physical Layer

The modeling of physical layer and radio channel is of significant
importance for the performance evaluation of the dynamic resource
allocation in an OFDMA system. The reason for this is that one of the
key features of an OFDMA system is the exploitation of diversity, for
example in terms of frequency selective fading.
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5.1.1 Effective Subchannel Fading and SINR

As explained in Section 3, the smallest assignable resource element
in an OFDMA system is formed by a subchannel (frequency domain)
and a slot (time domain). For the performance analysis from MAC
point of view, the effective SINR level on theses resources has to be
modeled. This comprises both stationary distribution of the SINR
levels and the correlation between the SINR levels of different re-
sources.

Figure 5.1: Simulation chain for link level simulation

Figure 5.2: Simulation chain for MAC level simulation

The difference between link level and MAC level simulation of an
OFDMA system can be clarified by Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2. Both figures
show the receiver block of a simulation chain. In the link level simu-
lation model in Fig. 5.1, the SINR levels of all subcarriers of the used
OFDMA subchannel are known. The effective packet error probabil-
ity is determined by a complex interaction of several functional units
like demodulation and channel coding.

When a data packet is transmitted, different fractions of the packet
are mapped onto different subcarriers within the used subchannel.
Each of these subcarriers can have a different SINR level during the
transmission. The specific overall packet error probability strongly
depends on the channel coding strategy.
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The link level representation by a respective simulator as part of a
MAC level simulation is too processing power consuming: It is very
time consuming to disassemble the transmission of a data packet into
transmission of several packet fractions with different error charac-
teristics. For MAC level simulations, the effective packet error prob-
ability has to be modeled, based on link level simulation results.

To determine the effective error probability of a received data paket,
at first the effective SINR level has to be determined. The complete
receiver chain, as it is used for the analysis of OFDMA systems in this
work, is shown in Fig. 5.2.

At first the effective fading level is generated in the model for the
subchannel. It depends, in general, on the subcarrier permutation
chosen. The fading process generated by this should have appropri-
ate characteristics concerning distribution function and correlation
properties.

For the determination of the effective SINR level interference and
average received power are incorporated. It is assumed that both in-
terference and transmission power is equally distributed on all sub-
carriers of a subchannel.

The effective SINR level is increased by an effective coding gain
resulting from the applied channel coding strategy. It is in general a
nonlinear function of the SINR level. In this work, a constant cod-
ing gain is assumed; the focus is on the MAC level performance of
OFDMA systems.

The effective SINR level taking coding gain into account forms the
input for the link level mapping of SINR to error probability. In this
work, the focus is on error probability of a received MAC protocol
data unit (MPDU), also referred to as packet error rate (PER). It is
determined by the size of the MPDU and the modulation and coding
scheme applied, see Section 5.1.3.

As explained in Section 3.1.3, an OFDMA subchannel comprises
N subcarriers. Since each subcarrier might exhibit a different SINR
level γi, these have to be combined to an effective SINR γe for the
whole subchannel in order to be able to estimate the quality of the
subchannel from MAC point of view.

As shown in [Brüninghaus et al., 2005], the effective SINR can, in
general, be determined by:
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γe = α1I
−1

(
1
N

N∑
i=1

I

(
γi

α2

))
(5.1)

In Eq. (5.1), I(·) is a model specific transformation function and
I−1(·) its inverse. The parameters α1 and α2 allow the adaptation to
the characteristics of specific modulation and coding schemes.

Figure 5.3: Mutual information depending on SNR for different modulation
schemes (MQAM) and Shannon capacity

In [Brüninghaus et al., 2005], the applicability of several different
functions I(·) have been analyzed. It has been shown that mutual
information as the model specific function shows the best perfor-
mance. Fig. 5.3 shows the mutual information for different modu-
lation schemes versus the SNR level. Furthermore, the figure also
contains the Shannon capacity.

The determination of the effective SINR based on mutual informa-
tion provides rather accurate results, but this is achieved on cost of
increased overhead compared to the approach based on Shannon ca-
pacity (see below). Calculation of effective SINR based on mutual
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information depends on the used modulation and coding scheme.
This requires in the context of simulation that an effective SINR level
has to be tracked for all PHY modes applied.

In the following, the effective SINR is determined based on Shan-
non capacity as the transformation function. In the case of flat fad-
ing within an OFDMA subchannel, which means that all subcarriers
within that subchannel have the same fading level, this approach ex-
hibits an adequate accuracy. If the subcarriers of a subchannel are
distributed in the frequency spectrum with frequency-selective fad-
ing, the effective SINR is overestimated.

The transformation function based on Shannon capacity is:

I (γ) = log2 (1 + γ) (5.2)

It is assumed α1 = α2 = 1 throughout this work. Assuming the
SINR level of a subcarrier used for data transmission is much greater
than 1, an approximation can be used:

log2 (1 + γ) ≈ log2 (γ) (5.3)

The advantage of this modeling concept is that the effective SINR
can be subdivided into an SINR component without fading superim-
posed by a subchannel specific component resulting from effective
subchannel fading.

According to [Sklar, 1997], in a mobile radio system the received
signal r(t) can be described as the superposition of a large-scale fad-
ing component m(t) and a small-scale fading component r0(t):

r(t) = m(t) · r0(t) (5.4)

Since the large-scale fading component is the same for all subcarri-
ers, it is possible to determine an effective small-scale fading compo-
nent based on the Shannon capacity.

For the representation by Eq. (5.4) a normalization to E[r2
0] = 1

is common and useful [Walke, 1999]. So in our case the logarithmic
representation of the effective OFDMA subchannel fading is given by
Eq. (5.5).
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ye0 = 20 · log10 (re0) =
1
N

N∑
i=1

20 · log10 (ri0) (5.5)

Apparently, the logarithmic representation of the effective small-
scale fading ye0 is the mean of the logarithmic representations of the
subcarriers’ fading levels ri0 . With this approach, the resulting effec-
tive subchannel fading can be generated independently of the current
mean SINR level during simulation.

5.1.2 OFDMA Subchannel Structure

It is assumed that the frequency channel can be subdivided into Nb

subbands each subject to flat fading. Each subband comprises a fixed
number of subcarriers. Since an OFDMA subchannel is formed by
a subcarrier set, the effective fading level of the subchannel is deter-
mined by the subcarrier permutation. The mapping of an OFDMA
subchannel onto the frequency subbands with different fading levels
is shown in Fig. 5.4.

frequency channel

fading levelsubbandsubchannel fraction

Figure 5.4: Subdivision of the frequency channel into flat fading subbands

Corresponding to the explanation in Section 5.1.1, the relation be-
tween effective subchannel fading γsi of subchannel i and the fading
levels of all subbands γj is:

log10 (γsi
) =

Nb∑
j=0

pi,j · log10 (γj) (5.6)

Parameter pij describes the contribution of subband j to subchan-
nel i. With pij = 1/Nb the subchannels exhibit maximal distribution
in the frequency channel.
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Fig. 5.5 shows the cumulative distribution function of the effective
subchannel fading level for different mapping schemes. Uncorre-
lated Rayleigh fading is assumed in each subband. The figure clearly
reveals that the variance of the effective fading can be significantly
reduced by the distribution of OFDMA subchannels in the frequency
channel. The larger the number of subbands which contribute to an
OFDMA subchannel, the larger is also the diversity within a single
subchannel which yields an averaging effect. This effect and the im-
pact on the system performance is analyzed in detail in this work by
means of stochastic event-driven simulations. The results are pre-
sented in Chapter 7.
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Figure 5.5: CDF of the effective subchannel fading depending on the number of
used subbands per subchannel

5.1.3 Link Level Mapping

The symbol error probability depending on the effective SINR level
has been determined based on the equations given in [Proakis, 2001]
for quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) on an additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel.

Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8) show the symbol error probability calculation
for M -ary QAM with M = 4, 16 and 64. Eav is the average signal
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energy per bit and N0 the power density of the white Gaussian noise.

PM = 1 − (1 − P√
M

)2 (5.7)

P√
M = 2 ·

(
1 − 1√

M

)
·
(√

3
M − 1

· Eav

N0

)
(5.8)

In this model it is assumed that interference can be considered as
additional white noise. According to [Mangold et al., 2001], the ratio
of signal energy and noise power density is then given by:

Eav

N0
= αg

(
C

N +
∑

I

)
= γ (5.9)

The factor αg has to be incorporated because the useful signal en-
ergy in an OFDMA system is reduced due to the use of the cyclic
prefix according to Eq. (5.10) where Tb and Tg are the useful symbol
length and the length of the cyclic prefix, respectively.

αg =
Tb

Tg + Tb
(5.10)

Assuming Gray coded constellation mappings, the raw bit error
probability P

(M)
b of an M -ary QAM can be approximated by:

P
(M)
b ≈ PM

log2 M
(5.11)

The calculation of the probability Pp of MPDU errors is given by
Eq. (5.12). N is the number of bits in an MPDU, and Pb is the accord-
ing bit error probability depending on the effective SINR level. That
is made up of the real SINR level γ and a parameter θ modeling the
impact of the channel coding:

Pp = 1 − (1 − Pb (γ + θ (γ)))N (5.12)

The throughput T can be determined from Eq. (5.13) when an SR-
ARQ protocol for error corrections by reransmission. R is the maxi-
mum rate of transmitted MPDUs per second.
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T = R · (1 − Pp) (5.13)

The choice of a PHY mode for MPDU transmission is based on the
combination of achievable throughput T and expected MPDU error
probability Pp. That PHY mode is used for the transmission, which
provides the highest throughput under a given Pm > Pp maximum
error probability constraint (e.g. Pm = 10−1).

Since the retransmission of MPDUs increases packet delay, a trade-
off exists between achievable throughput and delay.
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Figure 5.6: Pp curves for 18 byte MPDUs (coding gain θ = 2 dB)

Fig. 5.6 shows the calculated MPDU error probability Pp depend-
ing on the SINR level for PHY modes QPSK3/4, 16QAM3/4 and
64QAM3/4 with MPDU size is 18 byte and coding gain of θ = 2 dB.

The figure also shows the switching points for PHY mode selection
depending on SINR level for a maximum MPDU error probability of
Pm = 10−1.

Table 5.1 contains the SINR level switching points for the PHY
modes used in this work under different Pm constraints. Further-
more, the mean number of transmission E [NT ] which are required
for a successful MPDU delivery at the switching point is given. The
number of transmissions at a fixed Pm follows a geometric distribu-
tion.
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ing on the SINR level for PHY modes QPSK3/4, 16QAM3/4 and
64QAM3/4 with MPDU size is 18 byte and coding gain of θ = 2 dB.

The figure also shows the switching points for PHY mode selection
depending on SINR level for a maximum MPDU error probability of
Pm = 10−1.

Table 5.1 contains the SINR level switching points for the PHY
modes used in this work under different Pm constraints. Further-
more, the mean number of transmission E [NT ] which are required
for a successful MPDU delivery at the switching point is given. The
number of transmissions at a fixed Pm follows a geometric distribu-
tion.
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Table 5.1: SINR margins for PHY modes depending on PER (18 byte MPDUs)

Pm = 0.3 Pm = 0.2 Pm = 0.1 Pm = 0.01 Pm = 0.001

QPSK 3/4 7.00 dB 7.50 dB 8.25 dB 10.00 dB 11.00 dB

16QAM 3/4 13.75 dB 14.25 dB 15.00 dB 16.75 dB 18.00 dB

64QAM 3/4 19.75 dB 20.25 dB 21.00 dB 22.75 dB 24.00 dB

E [NT ] 1.43 1.25 1.11 1.01 1.00

5.1.4 Time Correlated Effective Fading

As has been shown in [Clarke, 1968] and [Jakes, 1974] the baseband
channel impulse response of a flat fading channel can be described
by Eq. (5.14) where E0 is a scaling factor and Cn, αn, and φn are the
random path gain, angle of incoming wave and initial phase shift of
the nth propagation path, respectively. The maximum Doppler shift
is given by fm which occurs when αn = 0 as has been explained in
Section 2.2.2.

x(t) = E0

N∑
n=1

Cn ej(2πfmt cos αn+φn) (5.14)

This approach for modeling Rayleigh fading is also known as sum-
of-sinusoids (SOS). Under the assumption that the gain Cn is real val-
ued, Eq. (5.14) can be written as

x(t) = xI(t) + j xQ(t) (5.15)

xI(t) = E0

M∑
n=1

Cn cos(2πfmt cos αn + φn) (5.16)

xQ(t) = E0

M∑
n=1

Cn sin(2πfmt cos αn + φn). (5.17)

The most prominent model for Rayleigh fading is the Jakes model
[Jakes, 1974]. It assumes that all arriving waves have the same ampli-
tude Cn = 1/

√
N and that the angles of the arriving waves are given

by αn = 2πn/N . Furthermore the initial phase shift φn is zero for
all waves. Due to the exploitation of symmetries the fading can be
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generated by M = (N/2 -1)/2 oscillators.
The major drawback of this model is that it is deterministic (i.e.

it contains no randomness). This makes it difficult to create several
uncorrelated fading processes [Dent et al., 1993]. Furthermore it has
been shown in [Pop and Beaulieu, 2001] that the fading process gen-
erated by the Jakes model does not exhibit the WSS property.

In [Zheng and Xiao, 2003], an improved fading generator has been
proposed. The components of the complex fading process are given
in Eq. (5.18) and Eq. (5.19), the according angles of the arriving waves
are determined by Eq. (5.20).

xI(t) =
2√
M

M∑
n=1

cos(ψn) · cos(2πfm t cos αn + φ) (5.18)

xQ(t) =
2√
M

M∑
n=1

sin(ψn) · cos(2πfm t cos αn + φ) (5.19)

αn =
2πn − π + θ

4 M
, n = 1, · · · , M (5.20)

The parameters θ, φ and ψn are statistically independent and uni-
formly distributed over [−π, π) for all n. As with the Jakes model
symmetries are exploited to reduce the number of the oscillators to
M = N/4.

Rayleigh fading levels can also be generated using Inverse Discrete
Fourier Transform (IDFT) as described in [Young and Beaulieu, 2000].
Furthermore, autoregressive (AR) modeling can be used as shown in
[Baddour and Beaulieu, 2005].

The AR model has been used in [Einhaus et al., 2007c] for the per-
formance evaluation of resource scheduling in OFDMA systems un-
der the consideration of frequency correlated fading.

Another approach to model time correlated fading is the use of
finite-state Markov chains [Wang and Moayeri, 1995]. The use of such
a fading model allows the description of the complete transmission
system including channel state and transmission queue state by means
of an extensive Markov chain model.

A drawback using a basic finite-state Markov chain model to rep-
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resent the fading is that long time correlations can not be considered.
A narrowband Rayleigh fading process does not exhibit the Markov
property. More accurate approximations can be achieved by the use
of a hidden Markov model (HMM) [Turin and van Nobelen, 1998].

In this work the SOS model is used to generate the uncorrelated
flat fading processes for the subbands onto which the OFDMA sub-
channels are mapped.

5.1.5 Effective SINR Estimation

The effective SINR estimation procedure consists of two complemen-
tary parts. At first the effective fading level on a resource is estimated.
In the next step, the expected uncertainty in the SINR estimation due
to changes in the channel state in terms of fast fading and interference
is calculated.

5.1.5.1 Fading Level Estimation

The fading level at a specific time depends on previously measured
samples. Three different strategies that differ in the number of sam-
ples which are combined in a linear manner1 are explained in the
following.

The first strategy given by Eq. (5.21) considers just the last known
channel state. It is assumed that this state will not significantly change
between two consecutive samples. The variable γ(n) represents the
SNR level in MAC frame n, and γ̃1p(n+1) is the estimated SNR level
for the next MAC frame. The sampling frequency is determined by
the MAC frame length of the OFDMA system. It is assumed that the
channel state is measured at the beginning of each frame.

γ̃1p(n + 1) = γ(n) (5.21)

The second estimator given by Eq. (5.22) is not just based on the
preceding SNR level but also the difference between the last two sam-
ples. Actually, this estimator is based on the last fading level and the
gradient of the SNR level curve estimated on the last two samples.

1All fading levels are given in dB
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γ̃2p(n + 1) = γ(n)+

(γ(n) − γ(n − 1))

= 2 γ(n) − γ(n − 1)

(5.22)

The third strategy considered in this work estimates the SNR level
based on the last three samples. It is given by Eq. (5.23). In addi-
tion to the gradient considered in the second strategy also the second
derivation of the fading level curve is taken into account.

γ̃3p(n + 1) = γ(n)+

(γ(n) − γ(n − 1)) +

((γ(n) − γ(n − 1)) − (γ(n − 1) − γ(n − 2)))

= 3 γ(n) − 3 γ(n − 1) + γ(n − 2)
(5.23)

Fig. 5.7 clarifies the use of the different SNR level estimation strate-
gies. It is shown how the strategies perform at low and high fad-
ing levels. It can be seen that the estimation based on three samples
shows very good performance at high fading levels since it follows
the curvature of the fading rather accurate. At low fading levels, this
constitutes a problem because the curve does not exhibit a steady
curvature at fading dips.

In the following, the performance of the three estimation strategies
is analyzed. Simulation experiments have been conducted for a sam-
pling frequency of 1 kHz, corresponding to a MAC frame length of
1 ms, and for 100 Hz Doppler shift. According to properties of the
fading characterized in Chapter 2, two consecutive fading samples
are strongly correlated in this case2.

Fig. 5.8 shows the CDF of the difference between the estimated and
the real fading level depending on the applied strategy. If this esti-
mation error is positive, the real fading level is smaller than the es-
timated one meaning that the resource quality in terms of estimated

2the correlation coefficient ρ has a value larger than 0.8 as shown in Fig. 2.4
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Figure 5.7: Fading level estimation based on just the last measured sample (γ1),
the last two samples (γ2), and the last three samples (γ3)

fading is below the expectation.

The results show that both the one-point estimator and the three-
point estimator exhibit a rather symmetric error distribution whereas
the resource quality is under or overestimated with the same proba-
bility. The three-point estimator has a slightly larger variance.

In contrast to these estimators, the two-point estimator which is
based on the estimation of the fading gradient shows an unsymmet-
rical behaviour. The resource quality is overestimated in 70 % of the
evaluations and underestimated in mere 30 %.

In the rest of this work, the one-point estimator will be used in all
simulations. This decision is based on small estimation error variance
compared to the other two strategies as shown in Fig. 5.8. An exten-
sive analysis of the channel estimation procedure and the effects on
the performance of the OFDMA system is beyond the scope of this
work.
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Figure 5.8: CDF of fading level estimation error with different strategies

5.1.5.2 Consideration of Uncertainty

As explained in detail in Section. 4.1, the SINR estimation is subject
to uncertainty because of changes in the channel state due to termi-
nal mobility, and unforeseen interference. The latter is based on the
fact that different base stations in a cellular scenario may schedule re-
sources independently. There have been several investigations con-
cerning cooperative scheduling of resources by base stations or re-
lays (e.g. [Wittneben et al., 2004] and [Einhaus et al., 2006b]) but this
is not within the scope of this work.

The relation between the estimated SINR level γ̃(n) and the real
SINR level γ(n) during the MPDU reception is given in Eq. (5.24).
The difference δ(n) is determined by the superposition of two compo-
nents, the uncertainty due to interference δI(n) and fast fading δF (n)
as shown in Eq. (5.25).

γ(n) = γ̃(n) + δ(n) (5.24)
δ(n) = δF (n) + δI(n) (5.25)

The SINR level as a basis for the resource scheduling decision, see
Eq. (5.26), consists of three parts. These are the estimated SNR level
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γ̃(n) that is determined by the estimation strategy described in the
previous section, the estimated estimation error δ̃(n) that describes
the estimated difference between the estimated SNR level and the
real SINR level during the MPDU reception, and an optional addi-
tional SINR offset ε(n).

γS(n) = γ̃(n) + δ̃(n) − ε(n) (5.26)

The latter can be used to reduce the probability of transmission er-
rors at the expense of reduced throughput. A large ε(n) value results
in an underestimation of the SINR level. Hence, more robust PHY
modes will be used for data transmissions. As will be show in the
next subsection, the magnitude of ε(n) shall depend on the mean ex-
pected SINR level. Throughout the investigations presented in this
work, the offset ε(n) is not considered.

In this work, the recursion given by Eq. (5.27) and Eq. (5.28) is
used to estimate the difference between the estimated SINR for the
scheduling decision and the real SINR during data reception. The
estimated error for the MAC frame n + 1 is determined by the last
estimated estimation error value and a correction based on the dif-
ference between the last estimation δ̃(n) and the real error δ(n). The
correction factor α determines the rate of the adaptation of the error
estimator to the current error.

δ̃(0) = 0 (5.27)

δ̃(n + 1) = δ̃(n) + α
(
δ(n) − δ̃(n)

)
(5.28)

In all simulation experiments conducted within this work, α = 0.2
has been used.

5.1.6 PER Estimation

The PHY mode selection is based on an estimated packet error rate
(PER) which is determined from the SINR level. As explained in the
preceding section, the SINR estimation is subject to uncertainty, and
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this causes uncertainty in the SINR estimation.
It has already been shown in [Lampe et al., 2003] that an adaptive

PHY mode selection based on mean and variance of SINR increases
the accuracy compared to the sole consideration of the mean SINR
level.

One problem is that PER is a nonlinear function of SINR level. This
relation is shown in Eq. (5.29) where Pp and Γ are packet error rate
and SINR level, respecively, and a and b are two real numbers.

Pp = f (Γ) �= a · Γ + b (5.29)

When there is a nonlinear relation between Pp and Γ, Eq. (5.30)
is true. The expectation of the PER is not equal to the PER at the
expectation of the SINR.

E [Pe (Γ)] �= Pe (E [Γ]) (5.30)
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Figure 5.9: Mean SINR versus mean PER for various values of estimation error
standard variance σ

Fig. 5.9 shows the mean PER depending on mean SINR and stan-
dard deviation of SINR estimation error at PHY mode 16QAM3/4.
It is assumed that the SINR estimation error obeys a Gaussian dis-
tribution which is the maximum entropy distribution for a continu-
ous variable with known mean μ and known standard deviation σ
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[Johansson and Sternad, 2005].
The maximum entropy principle is a commonly used strategy for

the estimation of probability distribution functions under a limited
number of known distribution parameters [Jaynes, 2003]. To deter-
mine the SINR estimation error distribution it can be assumed that it
is possible to estimate its mean and variance.

With the use of an unbiased SINR estimator, the standard devia-
tion of the SINR level corresponds to the standard deviation of the
estimation error. The figure clearly shows the impact of uncertainty
in the SINR estimation of the PER value.

With uncertainty in the SINR estimation, the mean SINR level which
is required to achieve the same Pp as with perfect SINR knowledge
deviates and the PER is misestimated. If Pp would be a linear func-
tion of the SINR level Γ, the difference would always be zero.

The SINR difference, called SINR shift, is shown in Fig. 5.10 versus
the mean SINR. At large SINR levels (>13 dB) the shift is positive,
otherwise it is negative. Corresponding to Fig. 5.9, the SINR shift is
zero at PER = 0.5.

The SINR shift can be approximated by a linear function, as shown
in Eq. (5.31). With the link level models used in this work, the SINR
shift has the same inclination for all used PHY modes (QPSK3/4,
16QAM3/4 and 64QAM3/4).

Δsinr ≈ β (Γ − Γ0.5) (5.31)

The knowledge of characteristics of Δsinr can be used to design
an SINR estimator that incorporates information about the expected
variance of the SINR estimation error.

Eq. (5.32) can be applied to estimate the variance of the SNR es-
timation error. The last N error samples are considered in a sliding
window manner. The SINR shift Δsinr in Eq. (5.31) shall be used as
offset ε(n) in the SINR level estimation in Eq. (5.26).

Ṽar (Δ) =
1

N − 1

⎛
⎝( N∑

i=1

Δi
2

)
− 1

N

(
N∑

i=1

Δi

)2
⎞
⎠ (5.32)
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Figure 5.10: SINR shift depending on mean SINR

The compensation of the nonlinear mapping of SINR levels onto
MPDU error probabilities is not considered in the performance anal-
ysis which has been conducted in this work. It is beyond the scope of
this thesis.

5.2 Dynamic Resource Scheduling

Within a scheduling cycle which corresponds to a MAC frame of a
centrally controlled OFDMA system, the scheduling algorithm suc-
cessively allocates resources to data connections until all resources
are assigned, or no more MPDUs have to be transmitted.

In each allocation step, a single connection is selected based on
a specific strategy. This connection gets then the resource with the
highest quality in terms of estimated SINR level. The SINR level es-
timation which has been described in the previous section provides
the input for all allocation and adaptation steps.

Adaptive transmission power allocation is not considered in this
work, the adaptation to the channel state is performed by dynamic
PHY mode selection. The scheduling process is outlined in Fig. 5.11.

In the following, the strategies for connection selection and resource
allocation which are investgated in this thesis are described.
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Figure 5.11: Structure of the dynamic resource scheduler

5.2.1 Random Scheduler

With this strategy, a connection is chosen randomly, and this con-
nections gets also a randomly chosen resource from the set of free
resources. This strategy can be considered as the worst case and can
serve as a reference for frequency selective scheduling because, actu-
ally, no information about the current channel state is exploited. Fur-
thermore, also the current state of the data connections, e.g. waiting
time or queue length, are not considered.

5.2.2 Round Robin Scheduler

Within a scheduling cycle, the connections are selected one after an-
other. The selected connection then gets the resource with the highest
estimated SINR level which corresponds to the highest estimated ca-
pacity in terms of MPDUs per resource. This strategy provides fair-
ness concerning the allocation of resources. Each connection gets the
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same mean number of resources per scheduling cycle, i.e. within a
MAC frame.

Anyway, this strategy does in general not provide the maximum
fairness concerning throughput and delay. The reason is that con-
nections with source and destination terminals close to each other
may be able to use resources more efficiently than connections with a
larger distance between source and destination due to adaptive PHY
mode selection. This means that in a cellular scenario, the terminals
located close to the base station benefit from the use of this strategy,
and terminals closer to the cell border might suffer from starvation.

However, this effect could be compensated with the use of an adap-
tive allocation of transmission power. One strategy could be the dy-
namic allocation of transmission power in a way that all assigned
resources have the same SINR level, independent of the actual termi-
nal positions. This would again result in optimal fairness concerning
the connection throughput.

5.2.3 Max SINR Scheduler

This strategy provides maximum overall system throughput under
the assumption of full transmission queues for all connections. Ev-
ery resource is assigned to the connection with the best channel con-
ditions concerning the estimated SINR level. Hence, this connections
can also achieve the highest throughput on this resource.

The essential drawback of this scheduling strategy is the degree of
unfairness. MTs with positions close to the BS in a cellular environ-
ment get due to higher mean SINR levels always more resources than
MTs at the cell border.

Another synonym for this scheduling strategy could also be Max
Capacity in reference to performance evaluations from physical layer
point of view.

5.2.4 Max SINR Gain Scheduler

In contrast to Max SINR, a resource is not assigned to the connection
with the highest estimated SINR, but to the highest estimated SINR
level relative to the mean SINR. The latter is in general determined
by pathloss and shadowing.
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The dynamic resource allocation only reacts to the channel quality
fluctuations due to fast frequency selective fading. Regarding fair-
ness, this scheme provides maximum long-term fairness, but the de-
gree of short-term fairness is strongly determined by the fast fading
frequency in terms of Doppler shift.

When the scheduled connections have the same mean SINR, this
strategy corresponds to Max SINR.

5.2.5 Max Waiting Time Scheduler

This scheduling strategy provides maximum fairness concerning wait-
ing time of MPDUs in the transmission queues. From the set of con-
nections with MPDUs waiting in the transmission queue, always the
connection with the largest MPDU waiting time is selected for the
next resource allocation to transmit as many waiting MPDUs as fit
into the allocated resource depending on the PHY mode. The deci-
sion is based on the waiting time of the first MPDU in the queue.

This strategy aims at minimizing the variance of the waiting time
of all data connections. The drawback with this scheme is that diver-
sity of resources is not exploited efficiently which in general results
in a reduced maximum overall system throughput.

Fig. 5.12 shows a classification of the scheduling strategies Max
Waiting Time, Round Robin and Max SINR (Max SINR Gain) concern-
ing system throughput and fairness in terms of MPDU delay. The
performance results for a given scenario characterized by propaga-
tion conditions, velocity, etc. depend for all strategies an several pa-
rameters like number of scheduled connections, available resources
and traffic load statistics. There are also parameter settings with
which different strategies show the same performance.

Anyway, the Max Waiting Time strategy provides always maximum
fairness and Max SINR provides the highest system throughput.

A detailed analysis of the scheduling strategies depending an dif-
ferent system parameters is presented in Chapter 7.

5.3 Automatic Repeat Request

An automatic repeat request (ARQ) strategy is required for the han-
dling of MPDU transmission errors. In this thesis, a selective repeat
ARQ (SR-ARQ) protocol is assumed in all simulation studies. This
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Figure 5.12: Classification of scheduling strategies concerning the tradeoff be-
tween throughput and fairness

means that retransmission is requested only for MPDUs that are er-
roneous or missing.

It is assumed that the MPDU transmitter receives the ACK message
from the receiver after one MAC frame duration. The performance of
different ARQ protocols and the related signaling is not considered
in this thesis.

5.4 Traffic Load Generator

All performance evaluation studies conducted in this thesis address
the system performance on MAC level. The protocol layers on top
of the MAC layer are not considered. Concerning the traffic load
generator, this means that MAC protocol data units (MPDUs) have
to be generated as traffic load.

The characteristics of the traffic load are determined by the MPDU
interarrival time distribution and correlation properties of MPDUs of
the same traffic source. In this work, consecutive interarrival times
for MPDUs are generated independently. A fixed MPDU size of 18
bytes is assumed in this work. It is determined by the size of assignable
resources and the usable PHY modes.
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5.4.1 Exponential Distribution for Interarrival
Process

When the time between the generation of two MPDUs exhibits an
exponential distribution, the number of MPDUs arriving in a given
time interval (e.g. a MAC frame) follows a Poisson distribution.

Poisson traffic sources are often used in modeling systems due
to the attractive properties concerning well-known analytical mod-
els based on Markov chain theory. The exponential distribution is
the only continuous distribution that satisfies the Markov property,
namely its memoryless behavior.

The probability density function and the according distribution
function are given as:

fX(x) =
{

λe−λx : x ≥ 0
0 : x < 0 (5.33)

FX(x) =
{

1 − e−λx : x ≥ 0
0 : x < 0 (5.34)

Mean and variance are given in Eq. (5.35) and in Eq. (5.36). It can
be seen that the coefficient of variation cX , the quotient of mean and
standard deviation (square root of variance) has the value 1.0.

E[X] =
1
λ

(5.35)

Var[X] =
1
λ2

(5.36)

In a simulator, a random variable with an exponential distribution
can easily be generated by the inversion method [Devroye, 1986].

5.4.2 Hyperexponential Distribution for Interarrival
Process

In many cases Poisson sources are not suitable for the modeling of
realistic traffic streams [Paxson and Floyed, 1994]. To account for the
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bursty character of MPDU arrivals in a real system, the hyperexpo-
nential distribution is used in this work to model interarrival times.

This distribution results from a mixture of exponential phases al-
ternatively chosen according to its weights, represented by the prob-
ability pi, see Fig. 5.13. To produce a hyperexponentially distributed
random number, at first the phase is selected randomly, and then a
random number is drawn from the selected exponential distribution.
This distribution can be used to model interarrival times with a spe-
cific coefficient of variation cX > 1.0 [Law and Kelton, 2000].
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Figure 5.13: Hyperexponential distribution with k phases

The probability density function and the according distribution
function of a hyperexponential distribution is given by:

fX(x) =

⎧⎨
⎩

k∑
i=1

piλie
−λix : x ≥ 0

0 : x < 0
(5.37)

FX(x) =

⎧⎨
⎩

k∑
i=1

pi

(
1 − e−λix

)
: x ≥ 0

0 : x < 0
(5.38)

Mean and variance of the hyperexponential distribution are deter-
mined by Eq. (5.39) and by Eq. (5.40), respectively. It can be seen
that the mean of the hyperexponential distribution is determined by
a weighted sum of the means of the exponential phases.
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E[X] =
N∑

i=1

pi

λi
=

1
λ

(5.39)

Var[X] = 2
N∑

i=1

pi

λ2
i

− 1
λ2

(5.40)

The coefficient of variation cX is determined by Eq. (5.41). In this
thesis, only hyperexponential distributions with two phases are used.
This means that the distribution has three degrees of freedom, given
by p1, λ1 and λ2. The probability p2 is determined by p2 = 1 − p1.

cX =

√√√√2 λ2

k∑
i=1

pi

λ2
i

− 1 ≥ 1 (5.41)

In this work, the intensities of the exponential phases are deter-
mined by λ1 = 2 p1 λ and λ2 = 2 p2 λ. From that the weight of the
first exonential phase, given the coefficient of variation cX , is deter-
mined from:

p1 = 1 − 1
2

(
1 +

√
c2
X − 1

c2
X + 1

)
(5.42)

To visualize the impact of the coefficient of variation on the char-
acteristics of the MPDU interarrival time, Fig. 5.14 shows example
CCDFs. It can be seen that although all distributions have the same
mean E[X] = 3.4, the curves exhibit considerable differences (c = 1.0
represents an exponential distribution function).

Although not applied in this work, the figure also shows the CCDF
for a coefficient of variation of 0.25 by example of an Erlang-k distri-
bution [Papoulis, 1991].

With a hyperexponential distribution, under a given mean value
the probability for small interarrival times is higher than with an ex-
ponential distribution. And the probability for rather large inter ar-
rival times is substantially increased. Accordingly the variance is in-
creased although the mean is the same for both distributions. This
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can be considered as an approximation to the packet train model
which has been proposed in [Jain and Routhier, 1986] to model bursty
traffic.
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Figure 5.14: CCDF of the MPDU inter arrival time four various coefficients of vari-
ation cX , all distributions have the same mean E[X] = 3.4
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Mathematical Analysis
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This chapter addresses the performance evaluation of dynamic re-
source allocation in OFDMA systems by means of mathematical anal-
ysis. Perfect channel knowledge is assumed in all calculations. The
chapter is subdivided into four sections, each based on the results of
the preceding section.

The first section presents an evaluation of the inter and intra sub-
channel diversity of different OFDMA subchannel structures.

In the second section, the achievable SNR gains due to the exploita-
tion of frequency selective scheduling and multiuser diversity are in-
vestigated for a single cell scenario without interference. The term
SNR gain denotes the difference between the achievable SNR with
frequency selective scheduling and without (i.e. adjacent and dis-
tributed OFDMA subchannels, respectively). The SNR level distribu-
tion is the most significant performance metric because it is the basis
for all further metrics like saturation throughput or packet error rate.

The third section addresses the saturation throughput. To be con-
sistent to the simulation results which are presented later in this work,
the same PHY modes and packet sizes are used in the analysis. The
saturation throughput is determined by the mapping of SNR levels
onto usable PHY modes.

But the sole saturation throughput analysis is not sufficient for an
overall performance evaluation of a communication system in terms
of QoS. Therefore also an analysis of the transmission queue length
and transmission delay is required. This analysis is provided in the
third section of this chapter. It is conducted by means of a Markov
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chain model. The states of the proposed Markov chain represent the
system state in terms of transmission queue fill levels.

The major purpose of the analytical models applied in this chapter
is the validation of the simulation tool which has been developed
within the scope of this work (see Appendix A).

This chapter also motivates the need for stochastic simulation for
the analysis of OFDMA systems. In case of complex scenarios with
multiple users, the performance evaluation cannot be handled by the
application of analytical models anymore.

6.1 Subchannel Diversity Analysis

As explained in Section 3.1.3, an OFDMA subchannel consists of a set
of subcarriers. The performance of an OFDMA system strongly de-
pends on the distribution of these subcarriers in the frequency spec-
trum.

The performance is determined by he tradeoff between a high de-
gree of diversity between the effective quality levels of different sub-
channels and the accuracy in the subchannel quality estimation. The
estimation accuracy can be increased by a high degree of diversity
within a subchannel due to averaging.

This tradeoff is quantified by means of a diversity metric for the
inter and intra subchannel diversity.

6.1.1 Derivation of the Diversity Metric

Fig. 6.1 shows the principle of mapping logical OFDMA subchan-
nels onto subcarriers in the frequency domain. It is assumed that the
frequency channel can be subdivided into subbands with flat signal
fading. That means that the subband does not exceed the coherence
bandwidth of the frequency channel.

In the figure, the frequency channel is divided into 8 subbands
(subcarrier groups) and 8 OFDMA subchannels are mapped onto the
frequency channel. The number of subcarriers per subband is a mul-
tiple of 8.

A metric to quantify the diversity within an OFDMA subchannel
has been proposed in [Hosein and Lee, 2007]. It is defined as the vari-
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subcarriersubcarrier group

L/M = 8/8

L/M = 2/8

L/M = 1/8

subchannel 0 subchannel 1 subchannel 2

Figure 6.1: Mapping of logical subchannels onto physical resources in the fre-
quency domain

ance of the mean fading level of the subcarriers of an OFDMA sub-
channel normalized to the variance of the subcarrier fading.

The calculation of the diversity metric D is given in Eq. (6.1). Let γi

denote the fading level on subcarrier i. M is the number of subcarri-
ers per subchannel, and σ2 is the variance of the subcarrier fading.

D =
1
σ2

Var

(
1
M

M∑
i=1

γi

)
(6.1)

In the extreme case when all subcarriers of a subchannel have max-
imum correlation, which means that all have always the same fading
level, the expression reduces to D = 1. If all subcarriers are inde-
pendent of each other then the result is D = 1/M . In general, the
diversity metric will lie between these two extremes. The larger D,
the higher is the degree of similarity between the subcarriers.

In this work, this diversity metric is used to quantify both the di-
versity within an OFDMA subchannel (Dintra) and the diversity be-
tween the set of usable OFDMA subchannels (Dinter). In the latter
case, γi represents the effective subchannel fading on OFDMA sub-
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channel i from MAC point of view, corresponding to the description
given in Section 5.1.1, the according variance is σ2, and M is the num-
ber of subchannels.

Intra Subchannel Diversity

The intra subchannel diversity Dintra is determined first. The calcu-
lation of the metric for the diversity within a single OFDMA subchan-
nel is given in Eq. (6.2). The number of subcarriers within a subband
which contribute to the subchannel is L, and these subcarriers have
always the same fading level. Therefore M/L different uncorrelated
subbands contribute to a subchannel.

Dintra =
1
σ2

Var

⎛
⎝ 1

M

M/L∑
i=1

L · γi

⎞
⎠ (6.2)

In Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4), it is shown how the equation for the diver-
sity metric can be reduced when the subband fading processes are
independent, which means that the covariance is zero.1

Dintra =
1
σ2

L2

M2
Var

⎛
⎝M/L∑

i=1

γi

⎞
⎠ (6.3)

Dintra =
1
σ2

L2

M2

(
M

L
σ2

)
=

L

M
(6.4)

The results show that Dintra is proportional to the number of sub-
carriers L of a given subband when the overall number of subcarriers
per subchannel M is constant.

Inter Subchannel Diversity

In the next step, the inter subchannel diversity metric Dintra is de-
rived. Let γsi be the effective fading level of OFDMA subchannel i,

1Following rules have been used for the variance calculation:

Var (c X) = c2 Var (X)

Var (X1 + X2) = Var (X1) + Var (X2) + 2 · Cov (X1, X2)
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and σ2
s the variance of the effective fading. The metric for the diver-

sity between the different OFDMA subchannels is then determined
by Eq. (6.5). The number of subchannels is given by N .

Dinter =
1
σ2

s

Var

(
1
N

N∑
i=1

γsi

)
(6.5)

The reduction of this equation is given in Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7). Cor-
responding to Fig. 6.1, M/L OFDMA subchannels have the same sub-
band pattern. Therefore these subchannels have also always the same
effective fading level. Subchannels with different subband patterns
are mutually independent and the subband patterns are orthogonal
to each other.

Dinter =
1
σ2

s

Var

⎛
⎝ 1

N

N
M/L∑
i=1

M

L
· γsi

⎞
⎠ (6.6)

Dinter =
1
σ2

s

1
N2

M2

L2

(
NL

M
σ2

s

)
=

N

LM
(6.7)

It can be seen that, under the assumption of a fixed number of sub-
channels N and a fixed number of subcarriers per subchannel M , the
metric Dinter is inversely proportional to L. This means that the di-
versity between the OFDMA subchannels is reduced when the sub-
carriers of a subchannel are distributed over the subbands.

6.1.2 Performance Evaluation

The ratio between the diversity within a single OFDMA subchannel
and the diversity between all usable subchannels is given in Eq. (6.8).

Dinter

Dintra
=

N

L2
(6.8)

It can be seen that, with a fixed number of OFDMA subchannels
N , the diversity within a subchannel can be increased by reducing
the diversity between subchannels by reducing the number of sub-
carriers per subband. As has been explained above, this means that
the subcarriers are more distributed in the frequency domain.
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The relation between Dintra and Dinter is depicted in Fig. 6.2. The
number of both OFDMA subchannels and uncorrelated subbands is
N = 32 and each subchannel comprises M = 32 subcarriers. Further-
more, each subband also consists of 32 subcarriers. These parameters
are used in all simulation studies presented in Chapter 7.
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Figure 6.2: Diversity metric evaluation

This figure clearly illustrates the tradeoff between intra and inter
subchannel diversity in an OFDMA system. How this tradeoff affects
the system performance in terms of throughput and delay will be
discussed in Chapter 7 in detail.

6.1.3 Conclusion

The subchannels consisting of subcarriers mapping which are dis-
tributed over all subbands provides maximum intra subchannel di-
versity. The inter subchannel diversity is minimal for this mapping
since all subchannels always have the same effective quality in terms
of SNR level. In contrast to that, the mapping of subchannels onto
single subbands provides minimum intra and maximum inter sub-
channel diversity.
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6.2 SNR Analysis

6.2.1 Derivation of the Distribution Function

In the following analysis, the cumulative distribution function
P (Γ ≤ γ) of the SNR level γ is determined depending on the allo-
cation of N resources to K data connections in a single cell scenario
without consideration of interference. It is assumed that no two data
connections have the same source and destination terminal pair. That
means for all connections that the quality levels in terms of fading are
uncorrelated on a specific resource.

From connection point of view, the distribution of the SNR level on
allocated resources is determined by the size of the set of available
resources. The more resources are usable, the larger is the degree of
diversity which can be exploited.

During resource scheduling per MAC frame, step by step one re-
source is removed from that set and assigned to a data connection.
The scheduler periodically creates resource connection pairs for the
sequence of MAC frames. How this is conducted is prescribed by
the respective scheduling strategy. As has been already described in
Section 5.2, the dynamic allocation of resources to connections com-
prises two steps for all scheduling strategies which are analyzed in
this work.

First, a connection is selected based on a given strategy (e.g. Max
Waiting Time or Round Robin), then the resource with the highest qual-
ity in terms of estimated SINR is assigned to this connection from the
set of available resources.

Assuming a given channel realization at the beginning of a schedul-
ing cycle (focussing a given MAC frame), for each connection, the
available resources can be sorted by decreasing estimated SINR level.
This sorted array of resources is then given by Γ1,N , Γ2,N , · · · , ΓN,N ,
whereas Γ1,N is the estimated SINR level of the best resources, and
ΓN,N is the SINR level of the worst out of all N assignable resources.

The distribution of Γ1,N can be determined without much effort if
the SNR level of all resources are mutually independent and have the
same distribution (IID). Based on the explanations in [David, 1981],
the CDF is given by Eq. (6.9). The CDF of the SNR level on a single
resource is P(Γ1,1 ≤ γ). For sake of readability, it will be denoted
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P1,1(γ) in the following.

P(Γ1,N ≤ γ) = P1,1(γ)N (6.9)

This is a special case of the CDF of the random variable Γi,N given
by Eq. (6.10). The term in the sum is the probability that exactly j out
of all N resources have an SNR level less than or equal to γ.

P(Γi,N ≤ γ) =
N∑

j=i

(
N

j

)
· P1,1 (γ)j · (1 − P1,1(γ))N−j (6.10)

In addition to the number of resources, it has also significant im-
pact on the performance whether a selected connection did already
get a resource from the overall set of assignable resources. In the fol-
lowing it will be explained how the SNR levels on allocated resources
depend on the question whether a connection gets more than one re-
source within a scheduling cycle.

Consider the following case: N resources can be allocated to con-
nections within a scheduling cycle. The first selected connection can
choose the best out of all N resources. The next selected connection
can then just choose out of N − 1 resources. The expectation of the
SNR level of this resource allocation is always smaller than or equal
to the SNR level of the first allocation. Equality is just given in the
case of a constant value of the SNR level which means that there is
no randomness.

Concerning the SNR level expectation of the second allocation, it
has to be distinguished between two cases. In the first case the re-
source is assigned to a connection which is not the same as in the first
allocation. In the second case the connection is the same. This means
that instead of getting the best resource out of N − 1 resources the
connections gets the second best out of N resources (the best one has
already been assign to that connection). The relation of the according
expectations of the SNR level is given by Eq. (6.11) if the SNR levels
are not constant (deterministic distribution).

E [Γ1,N ] < E [Γ0,N−1] (6.11)
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The relation can be proven by the following consideration. A spe-
cific channel realization is given and as explained above for each con-
nections all N resources are sorted according to the SNR level. This
is exemplarily shown for N = 6 resources for a single connection in
Fig. 6.3.

In case (A) the first resource which has been allocated to a con-
nection is the best resource (ID 4) for the considered connection. In
the second case (B) the resource which has been allocated is not the
resource with the highest SNR level, here it is the resource with ID 2.

53 20 14

4 3 0 2 1 5

A

Γ

B

Γ Γ Γ Γ Γ3,6 4,6 5,6 6,61,6 2,6

Figure 6.3: Sorted resources regarding the SNR level

If the connection is selected for the next resource allocation, in case
A it will get the resource with ID 3 and in case B the resource with
ID 4. The according SNR levels in this round are given by Γ2,6 and
Γ1,6, respectively. Obviously, in case B the SNR is higher than in case
A.

If the first resource has been assigned to another connection, the
probability of case A is given by 1/6. The probability that the best re-
source is still available, represented by case B, is 5/6. If the last sched-
uled connection was the same connection, case A applies. Therefore
the expectation of the SNR level for the allocated resource is larger
if in the first resource allocation of the scheduling cycle another con-
nection was chosen.

For the analytical performance evaluation presented in this chap-
ter it is assumed that the quality of an allocated resource, which each
connections gets, does not depend on the number of resources which
have already been assigned to this connection within the same
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Figure 6.3: Sorted resources regarding the SNR level
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scheduling cycle.
In the following, the number of available resources is denoted Nc,

and the probability that a data connection can choose between n re-
sources is given by P (Nc = n). Hence, P (Γ ≤ γ) is given in Eq. (6.12)
by applying Bayes’ theorem [Papoulis, 1991]. In this equation, P (Γ ≤
γ|Nc = n) describes the distribution function of the SNR level de-
pending on the number of available resources.

P(Γ ≤ γ) =
N∑

n=1

P(Γ ≤ γ|Nc = n) · P(Nc = n) (6.12)

Under the assumption that the SNR levels on all resources are un-
correlated and that a connection gets the resource with the highest
estimated SNR level, the probability P (Γ ≤ γ|Nc = n) can be calcu-
lated by Eq. (6.13).

Normally, the estimated SINR determines the allocation decision.
But since interference is not considered here, the estimated SNR level
is the decision criterion. According to Eq. (6.9) this describes the CDF
of the maximum SNR level out of n independent and identically dis-
tributed random SNR levels of the available resources.

P (Γ ≤ γ|Nc = n) = P (Γ ≤ γ|Nc = 1)n (6.13)

In this equation, P (Γ ≤ γ|Nc = 1) describes the cumulative distri-
bution function of the SNR level on a single resource. This is assumed
to be Rayleigh distributed in this analysis. Hence, the distribution
function is given by Eq. (6.14), see detailed description of Rayleigh
fading in Section 2.2.

P (Γ ≤ γ|Nc = 1) = 1 − e−(10γ/10) (6.14)

Hence, the SNR distribution under the assumption of k available
resources can be written:

P (Γ ≤ γ|Nc = n) =
(
1 − e−(10γ/10)

)n

(6.15)

When a data connection is included in the scheduling process, which
means that at least one MPDU is waiting in its transmission queue,
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the sum probability of all possible cases in which it can get a resources
from a set with a total of N resources must be 1, see Eq. (6.16). The
probability P (Nc = n) actually is conditioned on the assumption that
the connection is active.

1 =
N∑

n=1

P (Nc = n) (6.16)

The determining factor regarding the system performance is the
probability mass function concerning the number of available
resources during the generation of a resource connection pair.

Two different connection selection strategies are compared in this
section, namely Round Robin and Max SINR. Concerning Max SINR
is has to be noted that, as mentioned before, interference (I) is not
considered so that the SNR level is the scheduling criterion. Anyway,
it has in general no impact on the resource selection procedure if the
same interference distribution is assumed for all resources.

It is furthermore assumed that all scheduled connections have the
same mean SINR level. This has as a consequence that both Round
Robin and Max SINR provide fairness concerning the amount of as-
signed resources per connection. If the connections have different
mean SINR levels, the Max SINR strategy would prefer connections
with high mean SINR aiming at maximum system capacity. In the
case of same mean SINR levels, Max SINR corresponds to Max SINR
Gain.

Fig. 6.4 shows the characteristic probability mass functions of the
number of usable resources for different scheduling strategies when
the overall number of available resources is N = 8. All connection
selection strategies (i.e. Round Robin, Max Waiting Time, etc) which do
not take into account channel state and interference information (re-
flected by the resource quality) show in general the same probability
mass function. Each number of resources has the same probability in
this case.

With the use of the Max SINR strategy, the effective number of re-
sources from which a connection can choose from is always 8. This
comes from the combined connection and resource selection in con-
trast to the sequential resource allocation for strategies like Round
Robin.
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Figure 6.4: Probability mass functions of the number of available resource ele-
ments at resource allocation

The random selection of connection and resource elements results
in an effective resource set size of one from connection point of view.
The resource allocation is not based on any selection procedure. This
corresponds to dynamic resource scheduling without considering any
channel state information.

The fourth probability mass function in Fig. 6.4 applies for a re-
source scheduling strategy which prioritizes a specific connection.
This results in a resource set size distribution between the two ex-
treme cases of maximum adaptation to the channel state (i.e. Max
SINR) and maximum adaptation to the current transmission queue
state (i.e. Round Robin, Max Waiting Time).

6.2.1.1 Max SINR based Connection Selection

The data connection with the highest SINR level is selected for a re-
source allocation with this scheduling strategy. The resource schedul-
ing can in this case be investigated from the resource point of view.
For the evaluation of the Max SINR or Max SINR Gain strategy it does
not make any difference how the best (resource, connection) pair in
terms of estimated SINR is determined.
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The random selection of connection and resource elements results
in an effective resource set size of one from connection point of view.
The resource allocation is not based on any selection procedure. This
corresponds to dynamic resource scheduling without considering any
channel state information.

The fourth probability mass function in Fig. 6.4 applies for a re-
source scheduling strategy which prioritizes a specific connection.
This results in a resource set size distribution between the two ex-
treme cases of maximum adaptation to the channel state (i.e. Max
SINR) and maximum adaptation to the current transmission queue
state (i.e. Round Robin, Max Waiting Time).

6.2.1.1 Max SINR based Connection Selection

The data connection with the highest SINR level is selected for a re-
source allocation with this scheduling strategy. The resource schedul-
ing can in this case be investigated from the resource point of view.
For the evaluation of the Max SINR or Max SINR Gain strategy it does
not make any difference how the best (resource, connection) pair in
terms of estimated SINR is determined.
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The investigation from resource point of view means that each re-
source gets the connection with the highest SINR level during schedul-
ing. Hence, the according cumulative distribution function is given
by:

Pms(Γ ≤ γ) =
(
1 − e−(10γ/10)

)Ka

, Ka ≥ 1 (6.17)

An important property of the SINR distribution for any packet
transmission is that it does not depend on the number of resources
allocated. The pivotal factor Ka is the number of active connections.
Since the cumulative distribution function of the SINR level is a non-
linear function of Ka, the probability mass function of the number
of active connections has an impact on the SINR performance which
should not be neglected. If the dependence were linearly, the effective
SINR distribution would just depend on the mean number of active
connections. The following example is given to explain this effect in
more detail.

The mean SINR level E [γ] depending on the distribution of the
number of active connections considered in a scheduling cycle is given
by Eq. (6.18), where pms(γ, k) is the density function of the SINR level
under the assumption of k active connections and Pa(k) is the proba-
bility that k connections are active.

Ems [γ] =
K∑

k=1

⎛
⎝Pa(k)

∞∫
−∞

γ · pms(γ, k) · dγ

⎞
⎠ (6.18)

6.2.1.2 Round Robin based Connection Selection

In contrast to Max SINR, the Round Robin scheduling strategy does
not consider the current channel state during connection selection.
With this strategy, the selected connection gets the resource with the
highest estimated SINR level from the set of available resource. The
number of available resources is decremented with each resource al-
location within a scheduling cycle (corresponding to a MAC frame in
a centrally controlled system like WiMAX or LTE).

The number of resource elements out of which a selected connec-
tion can choose can be any number between one and the maximum
number of all resources N . When a connection has N resources to
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choose from this means that it is the first connection which is sched-
uled in the current scheduling cycle, and when only one resource is
available this implies that all other resource have already been allo-
cated to the same or other connections.

The probability that a connection can choose from Nc resources is
given in Eq. (6.19). The stationary probability is the same for each set
size.

Prr(Nc = n) =
1
N

, 1 ≤ n ≤ N (6.19)

Using Eq. (6.12) with Eq. (6.14) for the conditional SINR probabili-
ties depending on the number of available resources, the cumulative
distribution function of he SINR level with Round Robin is deter-
mined by:

Prr(Γ ≤ γ) =
1
N

N∑
n=1

(
1 − e−(10γ/10)

)n

(6.20)

The sum in this equation is a geometric sequence2, hence the ex-
pression can be reduced Eq. (6.21). Compared to the SINR distribu-
tion with the Max SINR scheduling strategy, it can be seen that the
performance with Round Robin does not depend on the number of
active connections but just on the amount of resources with uncorre-
lated SINR levels.

Prr(Γ ≤ γ) =

(
1 − e−(10γ/10)

)
−
(
1 − e−(10γ/10)

)N+1

Ne−(10γ/10)
(6.21)

Corresponding to Eq. (6.18) for Max SINR, the mean SINR level
with Round Robin is:

Err [γ] =
K∑

k=1

⎛
⎝p(k)

∞∫
−∞

γ · prr(γ, k) · dγ

⎞
⎠ (6.22)

2Geometric sequence [Bronstein et al., 1995]:

nX

i=0

qi =
qn+1 − 1

q − 1
, q < 1
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Since the distribution of the SINR level is here independent of the
number of connections, the density function prr(γ, k) reduces to
prr(γ), and the sum disappears because sum over all p(k) is one. The
resulting equation for the mean SINR level with Round Robin schedul-
ing is then determined by:

Err [γ] =

∞∫
−∞

γ · prr(γ) · dγ (6.23)

These results for the SINR distribution apply in general also for all
other scheduling strategies which do not consider the actual chan-
nel state during the connection selection (i.e. Max Waiting Time, Max
Queue Length, etc.).

6.2.1.3 Random Selection of Connection and Resource

The third scheduling strategy which is investigated is random selec-
tion of both connection and resource element. This cannot be con-
sidered as a reasonable scheduling strategy, the resulting SINR dis-
tribution rather serves as a lower bound to all the other scheduling
strategies.

As shown in Eq. (6.24), random selection corresponds to the case
where a connection could only take a single available resource with-
out any chance of state dependent choice.

P (Nc = n) =
{

1 : n = 1
0 : n > 1 ≥ N

(6.24)

The resulting cumulative distribution function of the SINR level
is given by Eq. (6.25). Compared to the results for Max SINR in
Eq. (6.21) and to Round Robin in Eq. (6.17), it can be seen that the
SINR distribution with random selection corresponds to Max SINR
in case of a single active connection and Round Robin with just one
usable resource.

Pr(Γ ≤ γ) = 1 − e−(10γ/10) (6.25)

Next to constraints in the number of available resources and con-
nections, a further very important determining factor has to be con-
sidered. It is the uncertainty in the SINR estimation. Independent of
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the amount of allocatable resources and active connections, Eq. (6.25)
expresses the SINR distribution for all scheduling strategies that do
not make use of any channel knowledge. This function actually rep-
resents the Rayleigh distribution.

6.2.1.4 Connection Selection based on Max Waiting Time

In contrast to the previously discussed scheduling strategies, for
which the SNR level distribution has been derived for a saturated
system with always full transmission queues, the performance of
Max Waiting Time strongly depends on the traffic load characteristic.

As explained in Section 5.2, the application of the Max Waiting Time
strategy corresponds to serving a global transmission queue in FCFS
manner. How the traffic load characteristics in terms of MPDU inter
arrival time distributions affects the SNR performance is explained
for an exemplary case with the aid of Fig. 6.5.

In this example four active connections are assumed to be served,
and four resources are allocated for MPDU transmission within a
scheduling cycle (MAC frame). For the sake of clarity it is assumed
that always one MPDU can be transmitted on a single resource (no
adaptive PHY mode selection assumed here).

ID 4

λ1 λ 4

λ1 λ 4

A

ID 1

scheduling cycle

B

Figure 6.5: Representation of the Max Waiting Time as the service process of a
global queue for a coefficient of variation cX = 0 of the inter arrival
time of MPDUs (A) and a bursty arrival process (B) with a large cX

An exemplary global transmission queue state is shown in Fig. 6.5
for two different coefficients of variation cX of the MPDU inter arrival
time.
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In case A, a deterministic inter arrival time is assumed which cor-
responds to cX = 0. All four connections have the same fixed inter
arrival time. This scenario is a very special case where each connec-
tion can always select a resource from a set with the same size. The
connection with ID 4 can always choose the best out of all available
resources, and the connection with ID 1 has no choice at all. In each
scheduling cycle it gets the last free resource.

In case B, a large cX is assumed for the MPDU inter arrival time
distribution. Due to the bursty nature of the according MPDU ar-
rival processes, the probability that a connection gets more than one
resource within a single scheduling cycle is rather high. And as it
has been explained in Section 6.2.1, this can significantly reduce the
performance of the dynamic resource scheduling strategy concerning
the SNR distribution of all allocations.

This example reveals that the SNR level distribution of allocated
resources for the Max Waiting Time strategy strongly depends on the
MPDU arrival process. A detailed analysis of this influence is pro-
vided in Chapter 7 where simulation results are presented and dis-
cussed.

6.2.2 Performance Evaluation

The cumulative distribution function of the SINR gain under mul-
tiuser diversity and frequency selective scheduling for both Max SINR
and Round Robin strategy are shown in Fig. 6.6 and in Fig. 6.7, based
on Eqs. (6.17) and (6.21).

Corresponding to the discussion on the previous subsection, the
performance of Max SINR is shown depending on the number of con-
nections, and with Round Robin the number of available resources has
been varied. Of special interest in these results is the shape of the cu-
mulative distribution function in the low SINR gain region. Therefore
the functions are plotted with logarithmic scaling.

Obviously, the SINR gain distributions of both scheduling strate-
gies coincide in the case of one usable resource in the case of Max
SINR and one connection for Round Robin. As explained before, this
curve also corresponds to a random selection of both resource and
connection.

Fig. 6.6 shows that with Max SINR the steepness of the SINR distri-
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bution function strongly depends on the number of scheduled con-
nections. It can be seen that in addition to the increased mean SINR
due to frequency selective scheduling also the according variance is
significantly reduced. The expectation of the SINR gain is monoton-
ically increasing with the number of connections, and the variance is
a monotonically decreasing function.
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With the Round Robin strategy evaluated in Fig 6.7, the steepness of
the SINR distribution is not increased with the number of resources
in the low SINR region. In semi-logarithmic representation, the dis-
tributions for more than one resource are parallel to the distribution
with one resource. The reason for this is that, even with a large num-
ber of connections and resources, one connection gets the last unas-
signed resource during a scheduling cycle independent of the quality.

When there are N resources, which are assigned to the same num-
ber of connections, the first connections can choose between N re-
sources, the next connection can choose between N − 1 resources,
and so on. The last connections within a scheduling cycle has to take
the last free resource.

The probability that a specific connection has to take a resource in-
dependently of its quality is 1/N . Concerning the calculation results
for Round Robin, this means that the values of the SINR distribution
in the low SINR region are approximately proportional to 1/N . It can
be seen in Fig. 6.7 that the probability of a low SINR gain like -15 dB
is divided by 4, when the number of resources is multiplied by 4.
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Figure 6.8: Asymptote of the SNR gain CDF with Round Robin and 64 resources

Comparing the results for Round Robin and Max SINR it can be
seen with respect to Eq. (6.20) that the SINR distribution for Round
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Robin constitutes actually a superposition of the Max SINR distribu-
tion functions, see Eq. (6.17), for all possible numbers Ka of active
connections between one and the number of resources which are con-
sidered in the case of Round Robin.

The asymptotic behavior of the distribution in the low SNR region
is determined by the sum element in Eq. (6.20) which constitutes the
contribution of the case where only one resource is left for allocation
at the end of each scheduling cycle. This is exemplarily shown for the
case of 64 resources in Fig. 6.8.

Fig. 6.9 shows the mean SINR gain due to exploitation of both mul-
tiuser diversity and frequency selective scheduling for Max SINR and
Round Robin from Eqs. (6.18) and (6.23). The calculations have been
conducted for different numbers of connections in the case of Max
SINR and different numbers of resources in the case of Round Robin.
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Figure 6.9: Mean SNR gain versus degree of diversity counted in number of con-
nections with Max SINR and number of resources with Round Robin
scheduling

It can be seen that the mean SINR gain can be significantly in-
creased with both strategies if the diversity degree is increased. With
Max SINR, the mean SINR gain can be increased by approximately
3 dB when the number of active connections is increased from a diver-
sity degree of 1 to 2, but when the number is increased from 48 to 64,
the additional SINR gain is merely 0.3 dB. In the case of only one us-
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able connection per resources (diversity degree = 1), the mean SINR
gain for both scheduling strategies is -2.51 dB which corresponds to
the mean SINR difference between a Rayleigh fading channel and a
channel without any fading [Walke, 1999].

In the context of OFDMA systems the latter case corresponds to
the use of distributed subchannels. The results for this example show
that the Max SINR strategy provides on average an about 1.3 dB higher
SINR than Round Robin.

As already mentioned before, in addition to the increased mean
SINR also its variance can be significantly reduced with both strate-
gies, as shown in Fig. 6.10.
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Figure 6.10: Standard deviation of SNR gain versus degree of diversity counted
in number of connections with Max SINR and number of resources
with Round Robin scheduling

With Max SINR, the standard deviation is reduced from 5.57 dB in
the case of one connection to 1.10 dB when 64 connections are active.
With Round Robin, the standard deviation is reduced to 2.29 dB when
64 resources are available.

Comparison with Simulation Results

In this subsection, the analytical results presented for the SNR gain
distributions are compared with simulation results. In this compari-
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son, 32 resources are dynamically assigned to 32 data connections.
This comparison can be considered as a system test for the event-

driven simulator developed in the scope of this work.
In addition to the assumption of perfect channel state information

(CSI) knowledge at the scheduler, the impact of uncertainty is also
considered in the simulation study. As explained in Chapter 2, the
degree of uncertainty in the SNR estimation is determined by the ra-
tio of coherence time of the channel and time between channel mea-
surement and data transmission. The coherence time is, in general,
proportional to the reciprocal of the Doppler shift which is deter-
mined by the average terminal velocity. The period of time between
channel estimation and data transmission is assumed to be 1 ms in
all simulation experiments. For the channel state estimation, a sim-
ple point estimator has been used as explained in Section 5.1.5.

The results presented in Fig. 6.11 and Fig. 6.12 show that analyti-
cal results and simulation results exactly correspond to each other in
case of perfect CSI knowledge. Furthermore, it can be seen that the
difference between analytically determined distribution function and
simulation result increases as expected with increased Doppler shift.

Two effects are revealed by these results. First, it is shown that
with Max SINR, the steepness of the SINR distribution curve is sig-
nificantly reduced with a decreasing Doppler shift. But with Round
Robin, the distribution functions run in parallel in the low SINR gain
range. A second observation is that with an increased Doppler shift
(>200 Hz), the SINR gain distributions fo both strategies more and
more approach each other.

Actually, both distribution functions converge to the curve for ran-
dom resource selection since the frequency of the changes in channel
quality in terms of subchannel fading level is too high for any reason-
able estimation.

All preceding evaluations have been conducted under the assump-
tion of system saturation which means that all connections have al-
ways data packets in the transmission queue. In contrast to that,
Fig. 6.13 shows the SNR distribution depending on the resource uti-
lization for the Round Robin allocation strategy.

There, it can be seen that the SINR gain distribution approaches the
distribution of Max SINR if the utilization of resources is small.

As mentioned before, these results can be considered as a partly
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Figure 6.11: SINR gain distribution functions depending on Doppler shift with
Max SINR scheduling
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validation of the simulator developed for the performance evaluation
of OFDMA systems.

Furthermore, this basic scenario already reveals the importance
of stochastic event-driven simulation for the comprehensive perfor-
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Figure 6.13: CDF of the SNR level depending on the resource utilization with
Round Robin scheduling

mance evaluation of an OFDMA system since the system behavior
strongly depends on the traffic characteristics.

6.2.3 Conclusion

This section provided an analysis of the SINR gain due to frequency
selective scheduling in an OFDMA system under Max SINR and
Round Robin resource scheduling.

It has been shown that the exploitation of diversity can signifi-
cantly increase the SINR distribution. The mean SINR level is in-
creased and the according variance is reduced.

A comparison of Max SINR and Round Robin strategies has shown
the difference in SINR level of these strategies. Compared to all other
scheduling strategies Max SINR has been shown to provide maximal
exploitation of diversity without considering any fairness.

The need of stochastic event-driven simulation for investigating
the detailed performance of an OFDMA system with frequency se-
lective scheduling has been motivated as an inevitable means for the
analysis when uncertainty in the SNR level estimation and variable
traffic loads have to be considered.
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6.3 Throughput Analysis

6.3.1 Derivation of Saturation Throughput

The number of packets C which can be transmitted in a resource el-
ement depends on the SINR level. It is in general determined by an
monotonically increasing function C(γ) where γ is the SINR level.

For the determination of the ergodic throughput, all channel real-
izations in terms of SINR level γ have to be considered. With the
density function p(γ), the throughput is given by the following equa-
tion:

E[C] =

∞∫
−∞

C(γ) p(γ) dγ (6.26)

Normally there is a limited set of PHY modes which can be used
for data transmissions in a radio system. Which mode will be used at
a given estimated SINR level depends on the selection strategy which
takes into account a maximum MPDU error probability Pmax.

Furthermore, the PHY mode selection strategy can also consider
the expected uncertainty in the SINR level estimation as explained in
Section 5.1.6.

The ergodic throughput with a limited set of PHY modes is deter-
mined by Eq. (6.27) where P (γmini

≤ γ < γmaxi
) is the probability

that the SINR level lies within the range of PHY mode i, and Ci is the
capacity of PHY mode i.

E[C] =
N∑

i=1

Ci P (γmini
≤ γ < γmaxi

) (6.27)

6.3.2 Performance Evaluation

In Section 5.1.3, the SINR margins of the PHY modes have been cal-
culated for a packet size of 18 byte and an assumed channel coding
gain of 2 dB. Due to the discrete set of PHY modes, the function C(γ)
has steps at the given SINR margins. The number of MPDUs which
can be transmitted per resource element are one with QPSK 3/4, two
with 16QAM 3/4, and three with 64QAM 3/4.
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The density function p(γ) is determined by the resource allocation
algorithm. In this section, we consider the scheduling strategies Max
SINR and Round Robin. The according SINR calculations are given in
Section 6.2. The minimum SINR levels for the PHY modes are 11 dB,
18 dB and 24 dB. These values correspond to the switching points for
a maximum MPDU error probability of 10−3 in Table 5.1.

The mean relative capacity depending on mean SINR is presented
in Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15. These figures also show the mapping curve
for the used PHY modes that also represent the mean throughput in
case of distributed OFDMA subchannels. These results show that the
throughput gain achieved by using adjacent OFDMA subchannels
depends on the degree of multiuser diversity which is determined
by the number of resources and connections, respectively.

Corresponding to the results of the SINR analysis in the previous
section, it can be seen that the throughput gain with Max SINR is
higher than with Round Robin. Only in the case of one usable re-
source, the results of both allocation strategies coincide. Regarding
the performance comparison these results reveal the impact of diver-
sity and adaptive PHY mode selection.

The mean SINR level can always be increased when more resources
or connections are available under the assumption of uncorrelated
fading. On the other hand this does not mean that the achievable
throughput can always be increased to the same extent.

Reasons are the usually limited number of available PHY modes
and the non-linear mapping of SINR level to capacity. Especially for
large mean SINR levels a further increased SINR does not increase
the capacity any more.

For a more in-depth analysis of the effects of multiuser diversity,
Fig. 6.16 shows the complementary cumulative distribution function
(CCDF) of the number of packets transmitted per resource under Max
SINR scheduling at a mean SINR level of 20 dB. The comparison has
been done for 1 and 32 active connections.

This result indicates that, besides the mean throughput, the vari-
ance of the throughput is also increased when exploiting multiuser
diversity. This may result in noticeable negative impacts concerning
the transmission delay distribution. Since it is known that a high vari-
ance of the service time distribution of a system increases the mean
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waiting time in the transmission queue [Kleinrock, 1975b].

These results also show that the SINR region, in which throughput
gains can be achieved move more and more to low SINR areas when
the number of available resources is increased.
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6.3.3 Conclusion

Based on the SINR gain analysis in the previous section, this section
provides an analysis of the saturation throughput (capacity) for the
Max SINR and Round Robin scheduling strategies. The performance
evaluation takes into account that in addition to the SNR gain due to
frequency selective scheduling the mean SINR level must be consid-
ered too.

The results show, as expected, that with Max SINR scheduling a
larger saturation throughput is achieved than with Round Robin. The
mean SINR levels where significant performance gains can be achieved
strongly depend on the number of available connections and resources
(subchannels).

The tendency derived from the results is that connections with low
mean SINR level benefit most from an increased degree of diversity
and connections with high mean SINR levels do not profit from the
advantages of frequency selective scheduling. The latter is a conse-
quence of a limited set of available PHY modes. Concerning the ap-
plication in a cellular system, this means that MTs close to the cell bor-
der profit much more from frequency selective scheduling than the
other MTs. Since under a uniform distribution of MTs in a cell much
more MTs are close to the cell border than close to the BS, frquency
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selective scheduling appears to be attractive.

6.4 Queue Length Analysis

In the analysis presented in the preceding sections, the OFDMA sys-
tem has been assumed to be saturated with traffic load which corre-
sponds to full transmission queues and all connections always have
MPDUs to transmit.

In this section, the impact of variable traffic load is investigated,
thereby better representing operation of a communication system that
usually is not fully loaded to saturation. The capacity (saturation
throughput) is of rather theoretical value providing one important
performance benchmark.

6.4.1 Markov Chain Model
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Figure 6.17: Transmission queue model description
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For the analysis of a non-saturated system, the dynamic resource
allocation process can be described by a Markov chain. The model
used for the transmission queue length analysis is shown in Fig. 6.17.
The upper part describes the MPDU arrival process and the periodic
MPDU transmission. The lower part shows the according transmis-
sion queue length over time. The system state is evaluated only at
the start of a MAC frame (which length is the scheduling interval).

As shown in the figure, the MPDU arrivals are randomly distributed
over the MAC frame duration. From scheduler point of view the ar-
rivals are modeled as batch arrivals at the start of each MAC frame.
The statistical properties of the batch arrival process is determined
by the statistics of the MPDU interarrival time. It may happen that
not all MPDUs arrived in the preceding MAC frame are served in the
following frame, but are queued instead.

In the following analysis, the stationary distribution of the queue
length of a data connection is determined. For the calculation of the
stationary state probabilities, at first the transition probabilities are
required.

The queue state transition can be considered to happen in two
steps. In the first step, the MPDU transmissions are considered and
the queue length is reduced thereby. The related transition proba-
bilities are determined by the scheduling strategy applied and the
channel state statistics. In the second step, a new batch of MPDUs
arrives in the system and the length of the transmission queue is in-
creased. The according queue state transition probabilities are deter-
mined from the MPDU arrival process.

The queue state transition probabilities for MPDU arrivals and trans-
missions are depicted in Fig. 6.18 and Fig. 6.19, respectively. The
figures show the transmission probabilities pt and the arrival prob-
abilities pa. The probability that k MPDUs are transmitted is denoted
pt(k), and pa(k) is the probability that the queue length is increased
by i MPDUs during the scheduling interval. The maximum transmis-
sion queue length is given by Nq.

Due to this modeling approach, the matrix of transition probabil-
ities P is formed by the product of the transition matrix regarding
transmissions Pt and the transition matrix regarding packet arrivals
Pa, as shown in Eq. (6.28).
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P = PtPa (6.28)

The vector of stationary state probabilities π is defined as the eigen-
vector of the transmission matrix with the eigenvalue 1. This requires
that the result of a multiplication of that vector with the transition
matrix is the vector itself. The relation between π and P is given in
Eq. (6.29). The equation can be solved numerically.

π = πP (6.29)

6.4.1.1 MPDU arrivals

The stationary probability for increasing the length of a connections
specific transmission queue, see Fig. 6.18, is given in Eq. (6.30). In
reference to the MAC frame structure of an OFDMA system, this
probability is determined by the number of packets arriving in the
transmission queue of a data connection during a MAC frame.

As shown in the equation, the transition from a certain queue fill
level i to maximum fill level Nq comprises all possible events with
the arrival of at least Nq − i packets. The arrival of more than Nq − i
packets corresponds to the loss of packets since the maximum queue
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length is exceeded then.

paij =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

pa(j − i) : j < Nq

∞∑
k=Nq−i

pa(k) = 1 −
Nq−i−1∑

k=0

pa(k) : j = Nq
(6.30)

It is assumed that the interarrival time between two packets obeys
an exponential distribution. Hence, the number of MPDU arrivals
during a MAC frame obeys a Poisson distribution [Kleinrock, 1975a].
The according arrival probabilities are given by Eq. (6.31) where ā is
the mean number of packet arrivals during a MAC frame.

pa(k) =
{

0 : k < 0
āk

k! e
−ā : k ≥ 0

(6.31)

It is worth noting that the assumption of an exponential distribu-
tion of interarrival times is not an essential property of the arrival
process in this model. It is however inevitable that the number of
MPDU arrivals during the duration of a MAC frame does not depend
on the number of MPDU arrivals in preceding frames, otherwise the
analysis would be much more complicated.

An extreme case for the arrival process would be the arrival of a
fixed number of packets per MAC frame without any variance. The
assumption of a Poisson distribution for the number of MPDU ar-
rivals is used in the following analysis because the exponential dis-
tribution for interarrival times is also used in the simulation studies
presented in Chapter 7.

6.4.1.2 MPDU transmission

The stationary transition probability due to MPDU transmission is
determined by Eq. (6.32). A transmission reduces the transmission
queue length.

ptij =

⎧⎨
⎩

pt(i − j|S) : j > 0
∞∑

k=i

pt(k|S) = 1 −
i−1∑
k=0

pt(k|S) : j = 0 (6.32)
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The probability pt(s) that s MPDUs of a specific connection are
transmitted depends on the transmission queue occupancy Xi of all
i data connections and the quality levels of all resources for all con-
nections Y(i,n)

3, both describing the system state S:

S =
{
X1, · · · , XK , Y(1,1), · · · , Y(N,K)

}
(6.33)

How the number of MPDUs that can be transmitted per connection
is determined by the system state depends on the resource schedul-
ing strategy applied. These strategies range from maximum adapta-
tion to the channels state (Max SINR) to maximum adaptation to the
transmission queue state (Max Waiting Time, Max Queue Length). The
following analysis focusses on the Max SINR strategy, and interfer-
ence is not considered.

6.4.2 Transmission Probabilities

With N resources and K connections, the probability that n resources
are assigned to connection k is given by Eq. (6.34) under the Max
SINR scheduling strategy. Ps(k) is the probability that a resource is
assigned to connection k, which typically depends on the distribution
of MT positions in the scenario.

Pk(n) =
(

N

n

)
· Ps(k)n · (1 − Ps(k))N−n (6.34)

Due to pathloss, shadowing and interference, Ps(k) is high for data
connections with a high mean SINR level and low for connections
with low mean SINR level. Yet, Ps(k) is not determined by the abso-
lute mean SINR values, but the ratio of these values between concur-
rent connections.

The number of MPDUs that can be transmitted on an allocated re-
source depends on the degree of diversity in terms of available re-
sources, which has been analyzed in detail in the previous sections of
this chapter.

3The quality level of a resource influences the number of MPDUs that can be trans-
mitted
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6.4.2.1 Scheduling without Queue State Consideration

In this case a connections takes part in the resource scheduling pro-
cess independently of the number of MPDUs waiting in the transmis-
sion queue. Even if the transmission queue is empty, resource may
be assigned to this connections.

In a special case when all connections experience the same mean
SINR level, the probability Ps(k) is the same for each of the K con-
nections, as given by Eq. (6.35).

Ps(k) =
1
K

(6.35)

The probability of having the highest SINR level on a specific re-
source is the same for all connections and the scheduling strategy is
Max SINR.

6.4.2.2 Scheduling with Queue State Consideration

With K connections there are 2K possible states concerning the num-
ber of active connections at the time of resource allocation. A con-
nection is considered to be active if there is at least one MPDU to be
transmitted. States range from all transmission queues are empty to
all queues have at least one MPDU waiting.

Assuming K connections and a maximum transmission queue
length of Nq MPDUs, the Markov chain describing the state of the
system (occupancy of all transmission queues) consists of (Nq + 1)K

states. These states span a K-dimensional space where each dimen-
sion describes the queue length of a single connection.

During each allocation of a single resource by the scheduler, the
state of the Markov chain is changed only in one dimension of the
state space. This dimension corresponds to the connection chosen for
MPDU transmission on the chosen resource.

Assuming that all connections have the same mean SINR level, the
probability that a specific connection is chosen for a given resource is
given by Eq. (6.36). It depends on the number of active connections
ka, where a connection is considered active if at least one MPDU is in
the transmission queue.
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Ps(k) =
1
ka

, 0 ≤ ka ≤ K (6.36)

It has to be kept in mind that the magnitude of ka can change be-
tween two consecutive resource allocation events. It is reduced by
one if a connection could transmit all MPDUs waiting in the queue
and no new MPDUs arrived for this connection during the schedul-
ing interval, and it is increased when MPDUs arrive for a connection
that before had an empty transmission queue.

6.4.2.3 Determination of the Transition Matrix

The cumulative transition matrix, comprising both MPDU arrivals
and transmissions, has been introduced by Eq. (6.28).

As given in Eq. (6.37), the transition matrix Pt for the allocation
of N resources at a scheduling event can be subdivided into N suc-
cessive independent allocations of a single resource. The transition
matrix of a single resource allocation is Pts .

Pt = (Pts)
N (6.37)

Fig. 6.20 clarifies which transitions have to be considered at the
start of each scheduling interval (MAC frame) for the determination
of the cumulative transition matrix P of the Markov chain.

It is determined by the product of transition matrix Pa (MPDU
arrivals) and transition matrix Pt (MPDU transmissions). The latter
is formed by multiplying the transition matrix Pts for the allocation
of a single resource N times when N resources are allocated within a
scheduling interval with the strategy Max SINR.

P = (Pts)
N Pa (6.38)

As explained before, the aggregate number of system states is S =
(Nq + 1)K . This means that the transition matrix Pt and hence also
P contains S2 elements. This points to the significant problem to be
faced when calculating the queue length distribution using a Markov
chain model.

Considering a realistic case with for example 10 connections and a
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Figure 6.20: MPDU transmission substates

maximum queue length of 99 MPDUs per connection, calculation of
the stationary queue length distribution would require the determi-
nation of an eigenvector of a matrix with 100102

elements.
This clearly reveals the limits of this method for performance eval-

uation of the dynamic resource allocation in an OFDMA system. How-
ever, it is a reasonable means for the validation of the functionality
and results of the simulation tool for a given reference scenario.

6.4.3 Performance Evaluation for a Reference
Scenario

In the following, the queue length analysis by means of Markov chains
is conducted for a reference scenario with two connections and the
Max SINR strategy. The transmission queue state is considered dur-
ing the resource scheduling. Thus the number of active connections
ka is variable.

This is a rather simple example, but as explained before is suited
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6.4.3.1 Queue Length Distribution

According to the results presented in Section 6.3, the mean MPDU
capacity per allocated resource increases if the number of resources
increases due to exploitation of diversity.

The probability P (i) for transmitting a specific number of MPDUs
on a assigned resource is given in Tab. 6.1 depending on the number
of active connections ka. The table also shows the expectation E[X]
of the number of MPDUs transmitted. It can be seen that according
to previous investigations, the number of MPDUs that can be trans-
mitted on a single resource increases with the number of connections
due to the exploitation of multiuser diversify. The maximum capacity
is three MPDUs per resource if PHY mode 64QAM3/4 is used.

For the reference scenario with two connection only the first two
columns with ka = 1 and ka = 2 are required, either just one of them
or both are active. If no connection is active, no resources will be
allocated which means P (0) = 1.0.

Table 6.1: Distribution of the number of MPDUs transmitted per resource (20 dB
mean SINR level)

ka = 1 ka = 2 ka = 3 · · · ka = ∞
P (0) 0.12 0.01 0.00 · · · 0.00

P (1) 0.35 0.20 0.10 · · · 0.00

P (2) 0.45 0.63 0.67 · · · 0.00

P (3) 0.08 0.16 0.23 · · · 1.00

E[X] 1.49 1.94 2.13 · · · 3.00

The states of the Markov chain of the two connection scenario are
shown in Fig. 6.21. Concerning the set of active connections, the
states are classified into four groups Ai. These groups can also be
considered as scheduler system states.

• In group A0 both transmission queues are empty, hence no
MPDU has to be transmitted and the transmission probabilities
for both connections are zero for any number of MPDUs.

• In group A1 only the second connection has MPDUs waiting
in the transmission queue, the queue of the first connections is
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empty. Hence, transmission probability for the first connections
is zero, and the resource can be used by the second connection.
The MPDU transmission probabilities are given in the column
with ka = 1 in Table 6.1.

• In group A2, the second connection has an empty transmission
queue.

• In group A3, both connections have MPDUs in the transmis-
sion queue. This means that the resource is assigned to the con-
nection with the best channel conditions.
Since both connections experience the same mean SINR and the
same fading level distribution, the resource is assigned to both
connections with the same probability. The probably distribu-
tions of the number of MPDUs that can be transmitted by the
chosen connection is given in the column with ka = 2 in Ta-
ble 6.1.

A2

A 0 A1

A 3

N  ,1qN  ,0q N  ,N

0,1 0,2 0,3

1,0 1,1 1,2

2,0 2,1

3,0

0,0 0,Nq

1,Nq

q q

Figure 6.21: Grouping of Markov chain states for the representation of transmis-
sion queue length (maximum queue length N )

The transmission probability vector for both connections (0 and 1)
depending on the current group state is given by Pt0(Ai) and Pt1(Ai)
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The probability vector contains four elements due to the set of usable
PHY modes.

The probability that no MPDU can be transmitted is given by the
first vector element, and the probability that 3 MPDUs (correspond-
ing to the use of 64QAM3/4) can be transmitted is given by the last
element. Due to completeness, all transmission probabilities have to
sum up to 1.0. The according Markov chain transition probabilities
for MPDU transmission are given by the following vectors:

Pt0 (A0) = [ 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 ]
Pt0 (A1) = [ 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 ]
Pt0 (A2) = [ 0.120 0.350 0.450 0.080 ]
Pt0 (A3) = [ 0.505 0.100 0.315 0.080 ]

Pt1 (A0) = [ 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 ]
Pt1 (A1) = [ 0.120 0.350 0.450 0.080 ]
Pt1 (A2) = [ 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 ]
Pt1 (A3) = [ 0.505 0.100 0.315 0.080 ]

The transition probability vectors Pa0 and Pa1 describing MPDU
arrivals are determined by the the arrival process statistics. They do
not depend on the current state.

With the knowledge of all transition probability vectors, the over-
all transition matrix of the Markov chain and hence also the station-
ary probability of each state can be determined as explained before.
The transition matrix is determined by the mean SINR level and the
statistics of the MPDU arrival process.

6.4.3.2 Comparison with Simulation Results

In this section, the calculated queue length distribution is presented
and compared to simulation results. Four resources with uncorre-
lated Rayleigh fading are assumed available for MPDU transmission
and the mean SINR level is assumed to be 20 dB. The MPDU arrivals
follow a Poisson process.

Fig. 6.22 and Fig. 6.23 show the two-dimensional stationary prob-
ability density functions of the transmission queue lengths of both
connections. The density functions are symmetric because both con-
nection have the same traffic load in terms of MPDUs arriving per
MAC frame. The maximum queue length is 30 MPDUs.
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The figures show results for 2.0 and 3.0 MPDUs per MAC frame,
respectively. As expected, the mean queue length of both connections
is increased when the traffic load is increased.
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Figure 6.22: Probability density function of transmission queue length with 2.0
MPDU arrivals per MAC frame
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Figure 6.23: Probability density function of transmission queue length with 3.0
MPDU arrivals per MAC frame

The comparison between analytical and simulation results is pre-
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sented in Fig. 6.24 and in Fig. 6.25 for an MPDU arrival rate of 2.0
and 3.0 MPDUs per MAC frame, respectively. These figures show
the CCDF of the transmission queue length of a single connection at
the start time of a MAC frame.

The simulation results have been gained assuming time correlated
Rayleigh fading processes on the subchannels. The Doppler shift con-
sidered is 25, 50 and 200 Hz. The MAC frame has a duration of 1 ms
and it is assumed that the scheduler has perfect channel knowledge.

The results show that the queue length distribution can be approx-
imated very well for low traffic load (2.0 MPDUs per MAC frame)
where it is independent of the Doppler shift. (For better readability,
Fig. 6.24 shows results for 25 Hz Doppler shift only.)

Under high traffic load (3.0 MPDUs per MAC frame), the queue
length distribution strongly depends on the Doppler shift. The smaller
the Doppler shift, the larger is the mean transmission queue length at
the start of a MAC frame.

With small Doppler shift, the frequency of significant changes of
the channel quality is low. Thus the resource allocation patterns do
not change much in two consecutive MAC frames if the Max SINR
scheduling strategy is applied. Concerning the Markov chain model
results, this means that the resource allocation process under corre-
lated fading is not memoryless, resulting in deviations from the sim-
ulation results. This means that the analytical model is too simple to
represent the real conditions.

The effects of the time correlation property of fading, comprising in
addition uncertainty in the SINR level estimation, will be evaluated
in detail in Chapter 7.

The mean transmission queue length depending on MPDU arrival
rate and maximum queue length is shown in Fig. 6.26. Both connec-
tions are assumed to have the same traffic load.

The simulation results have been gained with a maximum trans-
mission queue length of 100 MPDUs and uncorrelated Rayleigh fad-
ing. For the analytical calculation, the maximum queue length has
been varied between 30 and 50 MPDUs to show the impact of the
maximum queue length on the mean length.

When the maximum queue length is reduced, e.g. to 30 MPDUs
compared to 50 MPDUs, the mean queue length at high traffic load is
reduced. The reason for this is the increased probability of dropped
MPDUs. According to the results given in Tab. 6.1, the saturation
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Figure 6.24: CCDF of the transmission queue length with 2.0 MPDU arrivals per
MAC frame
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Figure 6.25: CCDF of the transmission queue length with 3.0 MPDU arrivals per
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throughput per connection in the investigated scenario is 2 × 1.94 =
3.88 MPDUs per MAC frame since each connection gets on average
two resources.

Based on Little’s Theorem, the mean waiting time w̄ in the trans-
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Figure 6.26: Mean transmission queue length depending on traffic load per con-
nection for variable maximum queue length Nq

mission queue can be calculated by dividing mean queue length n̄ by
mean transmission rate λt [Kleinrock, 1975a]. In general, the trans-
mission rate is not equal to mean arrival rate since MPDUs may be
dropped.

6.4.4 Conclusion

In this section, the transmission queue length distribution with Max
SINR scheduling is analyzed using a Markov chain model for the re-
source allocation process assuming uncorrelated fading.

The results show that this model provides highly accurate results
under low traffic load if perfect channel knowledge is assumed. At
high traffic load, the model accuracy is low and the error strongly
depends on the Doppler shift.

The Markov chain model provides a reasonable means for the vali-
dation of the scheduler implementation in the event-driven simulator
used in Chapter 7.

This section has also shown that stochastic simulation studies are
required for a comprehensive performance evaluation of frequency
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selective scheduling in OFDMA systems. It is, in general, possible to
use Markov chains for modeling time correlation properties of fading
but this would yield rather bulky models with an enormous number
of system states making it hard and time consuming (if not impossi-
ble) to calculate the stationary state probabilities.
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This chapter addresses the detailed performance evaluation of fre-
quency selective scheduling in OFDMA systems using adjacent (not
distributed) subchannels by means of stochastic event-driven simu-
lation.

The first section contains a brief description of the simulation en-
vironment developed within the scope of this work and presents the
simulation parameters which are the same in all performance evalu-
ation studies in this chapter.

The comprehensive performance evaluation is presented in the next
two sections, devoted to single cell and multi cell scenarios, repec-
tively.

7.1 Simulation Tool

The simulation tool developed within the scope of this thesis is based
on the well-known NS-2 simulator [NS2, 2008], an event-driven sim-
ulator targeted at networking research. Since this work addresses the
performance evaluation of dynamic resource scheduling in OFDMA
systems, all required models explained in Chapter 5 have been im-
plemented. A short description of the simulator components is given
in the Appendix A.

The general parameter settings of the OFDMA system used for all
simulation studies are given in Table 7.1. The effective subchannel
bandwidth corresponds to the parameters of the Mobile WiMAX sys-
tem.
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Table 7.1: OFDMA system parameters

Parameters Values

MAC frame length NMAC × 0.5 ms

OFDMA subchannels 32

MPDU size 18 byte

Bandwidth 20 MHz (32 × 0.625 MHz)

Subcarriers 2048 (32 × (48 + 16))

Data subcarriers per subchannel 48

Symbol length 100.8 μs

Slot length 2 × 100.8 μs

DL slots NDL

Position of DL slots 100.8 μs

PHY modes QPSK3/4, 16QAM3/4, 64QAM3/4

The MAC frame structure used in the simulation studies is given
in Fig. 7.1. The first MAC frame shown has a length of 0.5 ms, and
one time slot with a length of 2×100.8 μs is used for the transmission
of downlink data. The remaining resources of the MAC frame are re-
served for broadcast (before downlink) and uplink (after downlink).
In the second MAC frame, the length and the amount of resources for
downlink transmission are doubled. Hence, the relative downlink re-
source capacity of both frames is the same.

All simulation studies performed consider just the downlink which
starts always at t = 100.8 μs within a MAC frame, assuming that
one OFDMA symbol is reserved for broadcast. Broadcast and uplink
transmissions are not considered in the following.

The mapping of MPDUs onto radio resource elements is shown in
Fig. 7.2. The MPDU length is 18 bytes and the usable PHY modes are
QPSK3/4, 16QAM3/4 and 64QAM3/4, see Section 5.1.3. Depending on
the selected PHY mode, a resource can be used to transmit one, two
or three MPDUs.

7.2 Single Cell Performance Evaluation

This section contains five case studies. In the first two of them, ex-
ploiting multiuser diversity in case of uncorrelated and correlated
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QPSK3/4, 16QAM3/4 and 64QAM3/4, see Section 5.1.3. Depending on
the selected PHY mode, a resource can be used to transmit one, two
or three MPDUs.

7.2 Single Cell Performance Evaluation

This section contains five case studies. In the first two of them, ex-
ploiting multiuser diversity in case of uncorrelated and correlated
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fading is evaluated, while in the third one the effects of uncertainty
in SNR estimation are investigated. Only one specific system config-
uration is studied, in order to analyze the occuring effects in detail.
Following that, different scheduling strategies are compared under
correlated fading and under channel uncertainty. The focus of the
final case study is on the OFDMA subchannel structure.
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Chapter 7 – Simulation Results

7.2.1 Simulation Scenarios

Two scenarios, shown in Fig. 7.3, have been studied for the single cell
performance evaluation.

• Fixed Terminal:
All MTs have fixed positions at the same distance R to the BS;
having the same mean channel quality in terms of SINR level,
since shadowing and co-channel interference are not consid-
ered. The instantaneous channel quality is determined by mul-
tipath fading.

• Mobile Terminals:
All MTs randomly move around within a circular region with
radius R, following Brownian motion. MTs which move to the
border of the circle are reflected. Velocity and correlation of
the movement are parameters that can be set in this scenario.
Concerning channel quality, the impact of both pathloss and
multipath fading are considered.

BS

MT
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fixed terminals

BS
R

MT

moving terminals

Figure 7.3: Single cell simulation scenarios

7.2.2 Multiuser Diversity with Uncorrelated Fading

In this section, the impact of multiuser diversity and frequency selec-
tive scheduling for adjacent subchannels on the system performance
is investigated in detail.
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In a first step, the system performance is investigated assuming un-
correlated flat Rayleigh fading on each adjacent OFDMA subchannel
and perfect channel knowledge at the scheduler. The fading level
of each subchannel is drawn independently at the beginning of each
scheduling interval (start of the MAC frame).

7.2.2.1 Simulation Parameters

Simulation runs have been conducted for different numbers of down-
link connections to fixed MTs. In line with the number of connections
also the number of available resources is varied in a way that on av-
erage each connections gets one resource element.

The simulation parameters are given in Tab.7.2. Although the sim-
ulations have been conducted for the downlink , the results are in
general also valid for the uplink. The MPDU arrivals for each con-
nection are assumed to have exponentially distributed interarrival
times. The number of subchannels in all simulation runs equals the
number of connections.

Table 7.2: Simulation parameters

Parameters Values

MAC frame duration 1 ms

Number of downlink time slots Nt 1

Number of subchannels Nf 1 - 32

Number of connections K 1 - 32

Mean SINR level without fading 20 dB

7.2.2.2 Simulation Results

The CDF of the SINR level depending on the number of connections
is shown in Fig. 7.4. The scheduling strategy is Max SINR and the
system operates in saturation. As already shown in Section 6.2, it can
be seen that the mean SINR level can be significantly increased when
a large number of connections is served in parallel. In addition to the
mean SINR gain, the variance is reduced too.

Since transmission power is assumed fixed, the adaptation to the
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Figure 7.4: CDF of SINR level depending on the number of connections with Max
SINR scheduling strategy (mean SINR = 20 dB) and fixed terminals

Figure 7.5: PHY mode usage depending on number of connections (terminals)
with Max SINR scheduling strategy (mean SINR = 20 dB) and fixed
terminals

SINR level is done by adaptive PHY mode selection. The usable PHY
modes are QPSK 3/4, 16QAM 3/4 and 64QAM 3/4, and the switching
points between the PHY modes are defined by the maximum MPDU
error probability of 10−3. Corresponding to Table 5.1, the according
SINR levels are 11.0 dB, 18.0 dB and 24 dB.
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The usage probabilities of the different PHY modes are shown in
Fig. 7.5. Corresponding to the SINR results in Fig. 7.4, it can be seen
that the share of the high capacity PHY mode 64QAM 3/4 is signifi-
cantly increased with a growing number of connections, from 10 %
with one connection to about 95 % with 32 connections. The share
of QPSK 3/4 is at the same time reduced. When there are 8 or more
connections scheduled in parallel QPSK 3/4 is not used at all.

With the knowledge of the PHY mode usage and the capacity per
PHY mode it is possible to determine the saturation throughput per
connection according to Eq. (6.27) as described in Section 6.3.

With 32 connections, the saturation throughput under Max SINR
scheduling is given by 0.95 × 3 MPDUs + 0.05 × 2 MPDUs = 2.95
MPDUs. The probability that 64QAM3/4 is used is 0.95 and the prob-
ability for using 64QAM3/4 is 0.05, and the according resource capac-
ities are 3 and 2 MPDUs, respectively.

The resulting saturation throughput is shown in Fig. 7.6 for oppor-
tunistic Max SINR and Round Robin resource scheduling.
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Figure 7.6: Saturation throughput (transmitted MPDUs per MAC frame per con-
nections) depending on number of connections with Max SINR and
Round Robin scheduling strategy (mean SINR = 20 dB) and fixed ter-
minals

As explained in Chapter 6, Round Robin is less efficient in utiliza-
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Chapter 7 – Simulation Results

tion of resources, e.g. with 32 connections, the saturation throughput
is about 7 % smaller then with Max SINR. With one active connec-
tion only, both strategies have the same performance. This is obvious
since the radio resources are used independently of the actual chan-
nel quality and no diversity is exploited.

The mean transmission queue length at the start of a MAC frame
is shown in Fig. 7.7 for different numbers of connections under Max
SINR scheduling. It can be seen that a high degree of diversity in
terms of connections can significantly reduce the mean queue length,
corresponding to a reduced delay.
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Figure 7.7: Mean queue transmission length depending on number of connec-
tions (terminals) with Max SINR scheduling strategy (mean SINR =
20 dB) and fixed terminals

Table 7.3 shows the mean transmission queue length with Max
SINR depending on the number of connections at an arrival rate of
2.0 MPDUs per MAC frame. The table also contains the mean MPDU
delay found by simulations.

For a more detailed analysis of the MPDU delay depending on the
number of connections, the CCDF is shown in Fig. 7.8 for an arrival
rate 2.0 MPDUs per MAC frame. No transmission errors occur in the
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Table 7.3: Mean queue length and mean MPDU delay under Max SINR scheduling

Connections Queue length MPDU delay

4 5.89 2.57 ms

8 3.39 1.38 ms

16 2.66 1.02 ms

32 2.35 0.86 ms

simulation since perfect channel knowledge is assumed. Hence, the
MPDU delay is not affected by any retransmissions.

These results reveal that the variance of the MPDU delay can sig-
nificantly differ although the mean queue length (Fig. 7.7) is rather
similar. In general, besides a reduced mean delay with an increased
degree of diversity (number of connections), the delay variance is re-
duced too.
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Figure 7.8: CCDF of the MPDU delay depending on number of connections with
Max SINR scheduling strategy (arrival rate = 2.0 MPDUs per MAC
frame) and fixed terminals
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7.2.2.3 Conclusion

The simulation study for the fixed terminals single-cell scenario,
Fig. 7.3, confirms the results for SNR and saturation throughput as
anlayzed in Chapter 6. In addition to that, PHY mode distribution
and MPDU delay are analyzed and compared.

It has been confirmed that the mean SNR level is increased by ex-
ploitation of multiuser diversity, and the according variance is re-
duced, yielding an increased saturation throughput per connection
and reduced transmission delay.

7.2.3 Multiuser Diversity with Time Correlated
Fading

The performance analysis in the previous section has been performed
assuming uncorrelated fading on the adjacent OFDMA subchannels.
This section addresses the impact of time correlated fading on the
system performance in terms of throughput, MPDU delay and fair-
ness. It is still assumed that the scheduler has perfect channel knowl-
edge. The effect of uncertain channel knowledge is investigated in
Section 7.2.4.

7.2.3.1 Simulation Parameters

The simulation scenario consists of one BS and two MTs with param-
eters as given in Table 7.4. All MTs have fixed positions1.

Table 7.4: Simulation parameters

Parameters Values

MAC frame length 1 ms

Number of time slots Nt 1

Number of subchannels Nf 4

Number of connections K 2

Mean SNR level without fading 20 dB

Doppler shift fm 25 - 200 Hz

1As explained before, fixed MT positions are assumed to prevent the superposition
of effects due to small-scale fading and variability of the mean pathloss.
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7.2.3.2 Simulation Results

Results for Max SINR Scheduling

Corresponding to the results presented in the previous section (see
Fig. 7.6), the maximum system throughput with Max SINR schedul-
ing is 4 × 1.94 = 7.72 MPDUs per MAC frame. Hence, assuming fair
resource sharing, the maximum throughput per connection is 3.88
packets per MAC frame. Perfect channel knowledge is assumed in
all simulations to avoid MPDU retransmissions due to transmission
errors.
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Figure 7.9: CCDF of number of MPDUs transmitted per MAC frame with Max
SINR (max capacity = 3.88 MPDUs) with two fixed terminals

The CCDF of the number of MPDUs transmitted per data connec-
tion within a MAC frame is shown in Fig. 7.9 with the traffic loads
(MPDU arrival rate as a parameter).

The maximum number of MPDUs that can be transmitted per MAC
frame is 4 × 3 = 12, if 64QAM3/4 is used on all resources. The CCDF
resulting for an arrival rate of 4 MPDUs per MAC frame has been
found to represent the system saturation. The distribution of the
number of transmitted MPDUs will not change when the traffic load
is further increased.

Corresponding to the PHY mode usage per resource element in the
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case of two connections, see Fig. 7.5, the usage fractions of QPSK3/4,
16QAM3/4 and 64QAM3/4 are 19.4%, 63.2% and 17.4%, respectively.

It is worth noting that the distribution of the number of transmitted
MPDUs is not affected by fading time correlation properties.

Fig. 7.10 shows the mean queue length of a connection, and Fig. 7.11
shows the mean fairness index of the queue length.

Jain’s index [Jain et al., 1984], a metric for the variability of given
values within a given set, is used for the evaluation of fairness in this
work. The calculation of the metric is given in Eq. (7.1) where xi is the
transmission queue length of connection i at start of a MAC frame,
and n is the number of all connections. The maximum value of the
fairness index is 1.0, which means that the resource allocation is fair,
and in this special case that all queues have always the same lengths.

f (x1, x2, x3, · · · , xn) =
(
∑n

i=1 xi)
2

n
∑n

i=1 x2
i

(7.1)

In the two figures, results are given for uncorrelated Rayleigh fad-
ing2 and time correlated Rayleigh fading represented by different
Doppler shift values.

In addition, reference curves for infinite transmission capacity are
contained. This means that between two consecutive MAC frames all
queues are completely emptied. Therefore the mean queue length at
the start of a MAC frame corresponds to the mean number of MPDU
arrivals during a MAC frame determined by the MPDU arrival pro-
cess. Transmission errors have not been considered in the simulation
study.

Fig. 7.10 reveals that the Doppler shift (representing time correla-
tion of fading) has an impact on the mean transmission queue length
under high load, and hence on the mean MPDU delay.

The minimum mean queue length is gained with uncorrelated fad-
ing, and the smaller the Doppler shift is, the larger is the mean queue
length. The reason for this is that the frequency of channel state
changes reduces with decreased Doppler shift.

The theoretical case of no Doppler shift (as given by the reference
curve) would apply to a channel that never changes. In combina-

2These results correspond to the results presented in the previous section for two
connections.
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Figure 7.10: Mean queue length with Max SINR strategy versus MDPU arrival
rate under Doppler shift (max capacity = 3.88 MPDUs) with two fixed
terminals

tion with a resource scheduling strategy which assigns a resource
always to the connection with the best channel characterized by its
SNR level, the resource allocation would never change. The other ex-
treme is that there is no correlation between channel realizations in
consecutive MAC frames. In that case each connection would have
the same chance to get a resource at the start of a scheduling interval.

Since the maximum capacity per connection is 3.88 MPDUs per
MAC frame, a mean transmission queue length of more than 3.88
MPDUs at the start of a MAC frame would result in a delay of more
than one single MAC frame. The arrival rate which results in a mean
queue length of 3.88 MPDUs at 25 Hz Doppler shift is between 2.5
and 2.6 MPDUs per MAC frame, and at 200 Hz Doppler shift between
2.8 and 2.9 MPDUs per MAC frame. This corresponds to a capacity
gain from higher Doppler shift of approximately 12 %.

The fairness index shown in Fig. 7.11 reveals an interesting prop-
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Figure 7.11: Fairness index of queue length distribution with Max SINR strategy
versus MPDU arrival rate under Doppler shift (max capacity = 3.88
MPDUs) with two fixed terminals

rate close to the system capacity of 3.88 MPDUs per MAC frame. Af-
ter that, the fairness index increases until reaching the maximum of
1.0 (but this is not of practical relevance since the system is saturated
beyond 3.88 MPDUs).

A fairness index of 1.0 means that all transmission queues have al-
ways the same length (in this case they are full owing to overload). It
can be seen in the figure that the fairness index at a given MPDU ar-
rival rate is reduced when the Doppler shift is increased correspond-
ing to a reduced time correlation of fading levels.

Since it was found in the preceding investigations that the time
correlation of fading strongly affects the system performance under
Max SINR scheduling, the resemblance of consecutive MAC frames,
described by a two-dimensional resource allocation pattern, will be
analyzed more thoroughly in the following. The resemblance metric
ρa given in Eq. (7.2) is used as a metric,

ρa =
1

NtNf

Nt∑
i=1

Nf∑
j=1

g (ai,j(n), ai,j(n − 1)) (7.2)
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where ai,j(n) is the allocation trait represented by an integer number
of the resource element determined by time slot i and OFDMA sub-
channel j in MAC frame n. The set of assignable resources consists
of Nt × Nf resource elements, with Nt time slots and Nf OFDMA
subchannels. The indicator function g(x1, x2) is 1 if x1 and x2 have
the same integer value, otherwise it is 0.

Concerning the parameter ai,j , the metric ρa can be used in two
different ways, as a correlation metric for the resources allocated to
the competing connections or as an interference correlation metric.
In the first approach, ai,j is considered to be the connection ID of the
MPDUs transmitted on a resource element. This results in a correla-
tion metric for the allocation patterns. In the second case, ai,j is either
0 or 1, depending on the allocation of the resource element. It is 1 if
the resource element is allocated to any connection, otherwise it is 0.
The result can be considered as an interference correlation metric.
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Figure 7.12: Resource allocation pattern correlation with Max SINR strategy de-
pending on Doppler shift (MAC frame length = 1 ms) with two fixed
terminals

Fig. 7.12 shows the mean correlation of resource allocation patterns
versus Doppler shift in the simulated scenario. The results have been
gained at an arrival rate of 4 MPDUs per MAC frame, a saturated sys-
tem. Hence, all resource elements are used for MPDU transmissions
in every MAC frame and due to this, the interference correlation is
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always 1.0.

With two data connections and a fully loaded system, the mini-
mum value of ρa is 0.5. A resource element is allocated to each of the
connections with the same probability. With Max SINR scheduling
this corresponds to no correlation between fading levels in consecu-
tive MAC frames.

As expected, Fig. 7.12 shows that the pattern correlation reduces
with increased Doppler shift, approaching the minimum correlation
value 0.5 at high Doppler shift. With low Doppler shift, the prob-
ability that the channel state (regarding fading level) significantly
changes between two MAC frames is very small. This means that
also the resource allocation pattern will not change since the Max
SINR scheduling strategy aims on maximum adaptation to the chan-
nel state different from other schemes like Max Waiting Time.

When the pattern correlation is low, this means that with a high
probability, a connection does not get the same number of resources
in two consecutive MAC frames. This results in an increased variance
of the transmission rate per connection and due to this in an increased
mean transmission queue length and MPDU delay.

Fig. 7.13 shows the CCDF of the MPDU delay at an arrival rate of
2.0 MPDUs per MAC frame for correlated and uncorrelated fading,
respectively. In addition, the delay distribution for infinite transmis-
sion capacity is shown by the reference curve.

The time between resource allocation and reception of an MPDU
comprises the length of the downlink phase (one time slot) of the
MAC frame (the broadcast phase is not considered in this investiga-
tion), namely 2×100.8 μs = 201.6 μs due to the slot length parameter
given in Tab. 7.1. The time an arriving MPDU has to wait for being
scheduled is uniformly distributed between 0 μs and the MAC frame
duration of 1 s. Due to this, the MPDU delay is uniformly distributed
between 201.6 μs and 1201.6 μs assuming infinite transmission capac-
ity, as visible from the reference curve in the figure.

As expected, the figure shows that the mean MPDU delay and the
according variance are increased when the Doppler shift becomes
smaller.
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Figure 7.13: CCDF of MPDU delay for an arrival rate of 2 MPDUs per MAC frame
for various Doppler shifts with two fixed terminals

Results for Max Waiting Time Scheduling

So far, the resource elements have been allocated to connections in
order to maximize the system throughput. This is achieved by opti-
mum adaptation to the channel state with Max SINR scheduling. In
the following, the performance of Max SINR is compared with the
performance of Max Waiting Time, which provides maximum consid-
eration of QoS requirements of data connections in terms of MPDU
delay.

The histogram of the estimated SINR level of allocated resources in
a saturated system is shown in Fig. 7.14 for Max SINR and Max Wait-
ing Time scheduling. The minimum SNR level of allocated resources
is 11 dB corresponding to an MPDU error probability of 10−3 with
QPSK3/4. The figure clarifies that Max SINR provides a higher mean
SNR level and also reduces the according variance, in line with the
results of the mathematical analysis in Section 6.2.

The values for the mean SNR level μΓ and the according standard
deviation σΓ and the according connection capacity in MPDUs per
MAC frame are given in Table 7.5

The results show that Max SINR provides approximately 5% higher
throughput than Max Waiting Time. The reason for this is the value
of the first two moments of the SINR distribution. With Max Wait-
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Figure 7.14: Probability density function of the SNR level at system saturation
with two fixed terminals

Table 7.5: Saturation throughput (MPDUs) and SNR characteristics

Strategy MPDUs μΓ σΓ

Max SINR 3.88 20.7 dB 3.3 dB

Max Waiting Time 3.59 19.7 dB 3.7 dB

ing Time, the mean SINR is 1 dB lower and the standard deviation is
0.4 dB higher. This results in a reduced probability of using high ca-
pacity PHY modes (64QAM3/4) and an increased probability of using
a robust PHY mode (QPSK3/4).

The mean transmission queue length depending on the traffic load
per connections with Max SINR and Max Waiting Time at 25 and
200 Hz Doppler shift is given in Fig. 7.15. With both scheduling strate-
gies, the mean queue length is reduced when the Doppler shift, and
hence the frequency of channel state variations is large.

The effects of Max Waiting Time scheduling on the mean queue
length can be seen clearly at 25 Hz Doppler shift. At low arrival rates,
Max Waiting Time reduces the mean queue length compared to Max
SINR since its focus is on the minimization of the MPDU delay. At
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high MPDU arrival rate, Max SINR significantly reduces the MPDU
delay compared to Max Waiting Time because, corresponding to the
results in Table 7.5, Max SINR gains 5 % higher saturation through-
put.

The Max Waiting Time strategy minimizes the mean transmission
queue length, and hence the mean MPDU delay, but only if enough
resource elements are available. Under high load, Max SINR provides
lower MPDU delay since it exploits the available radio resource in a
more efficient way concerning throughput maximization.
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Figure 7.15: Mean transmission queue length with Max SINR scheduling de-
pending on MPDU arrival rate and Doppler shift with two fixed ter-
minals

The fairness results in terms of transmission queue length for Max
SINR and Max Waiting Time is shown in Fig. 7.16 for 25 Hz Doppler
shift. Apparently, Max Waiting Time provides a higher degree of fair-
ness than Max SINR that increases with the traffic load. In fact, fair-
ness with Max Waiting Time is even higher than shown by the refer-
ence curve indicating that Max Waiting Time reduces the variance of
the queue lengths of different data connections, thereby reducing the
MPDU delay.

The MPDU delay CCDF exemplary shown in Fig. 7.17 for an ar-
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Figure 7.16: Fairness index of transmission queue length with Max SINR
scheduling depending on MPDU arrival rate and Doppler shift with
two fixed terminals

rival rate of 3.0 MPDUs per MAC frame. Corresponding to the eval-
uation of the transmission queue length, it can be seen that the Max
Waiting Time strategy reduces both mean and variance of the MPDU
delay. Regarding the impact of Doppler shift on the MPDU distribu-
tion, the results show that Max Waiting Time is less sensitive than Max
SINR.

7.2.3.3 Conclusion

The results presented in this section give evidence that the time cor-
relation of fading on adjacent OFDMA subchannels in a single cell
has significant impact on the system performance concerning delay
and fairness, although the saturation throughput is not affected by
fading correlation properties.

How the time correlation affects the delay and fairness performance
is determined by the scheduling strategy. In general there is a trade-
off between throughput and fairness. The Max SINR strategy pro-
vides maximum throughput, and Max Waiting Time queue selection
strategy features maximum fairness concerning the MPDU delay.
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Figure 7.17: CCDF of MPDU delay for various Doppler shifts (arrival rate = 3.0
MPDUs per MAC frame) with two fixed terminals
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Figure 7.17: CCDF of MPDU delay for various Doppler shifts (arrival rate = 3.0
MPDUs per MAC frame) with two fixed terminals
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7.2.4 Uncertainty in SNR Estimation

In this section, the impact of SNR estimation errors due to time cor-
relation properties of fast fading is analyzed.

The performance of the system is investigated for both distributed
and adjacent OFDMA subchannels. The resource scheduling strategy
is Round Robin.

7.2.4.1 Simulation Parameters

The simulated scenario consists of a single BS with 16 associated MTs
that randomly move around within 200 m radius around the BS. Each
MT has one active downlink connection. All downlink connections
have the same traffic load during a simulation run. The list of the
parameters and their values are given in Table 7.6

Table 7.6: Simulation parameters

Parameters Values

MAC frame length 0.5 - 2.5 ms

Number of subchannels Nf 32

Number of time slots Nt 1 - 5

Number of connections K 16

Cell Radius R 200 m

Pathloss exponent n 2.5

Doppler shift fm 100 Hz

Transmission power per subchannel 15 dB

Thermal noise -100 dBm

The downlink phase of MAC frame consists of 201.6 μs long down-
link slots. The number of downlink slots is proportional to the MAC
frame duration (1 slot per 0.5 ms). Due to this, the maximum achiev-
able downlink throughput with perfect channel knowledge is not af-
fected by the MAC frame length.
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Figure 7.18: CDF of estimated SINR level for 0.5 ms MAC frame length with 16
moving terminals
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Figure 7.19: CDF of SINR level measured during data reception for various MAC
frame durations with 16 moving terminals

7.2.4.2 Simulation Results

SINR Level

Fig. 7.18 shows the CDF of the estimated SINR level of the connec-
tions for a traffic load of 300 kbit/s and a MAC frame length of 0.5 ms.
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7.2.4.2 Simulation Results

SINR Level

Fig. 7.18 shows the CDF of the estimated SINR level of the connec-
tions for a traffic load of 300 kbit/s and a MAC frame length of 0.5 ms.
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The MPDU error probability that determines the PHY mode switch-
ing points is assumed to be 10−1.

The results in Fig. 7.18 show that, as expected, the use of adja-
cent OFDMA subchannels achieves a large SNR gain compared to the
use of distributed OFDMA subchannels, owing to the exploitation of
multiuser diversity and frequency selective scheduling.

With the assumption of perfect channel knowledge at the transmit-
ter scheduler, the SINR distribution coincides with that at the receiver
during data reception. Since perfect channel knowledge cannot be
provided in a real system, the dynamics of the channel state, i.e. the
fading level, must be taken into account, resulting in uncertainty in
SINR estimation.

The SINR distribution function during MPDU reception is shown
in Fig. 7.19 for various MAC frame durations. The figure shows
only one curve (2 ms MAC frame length) for the use of distributed
OFDMA subchannels since with this subchannel scheme the results
show only marginal dependency on the MAC frame length.

When comparing the results to the estimated SINR shown in
Fig. 7.18 it is apparent that the distributed OFDMA subchannel ap-
proach provides an exact SINR estimation.

In the case of adjacent OFDMA subchannels the estimation accu-
racy strongly depends on the MAC frame length. The longer the
frame, the larger is the degree of uncertainty. Mean and standard de-
viation of the SINR level during MPDU reception for adjacent
OFDMA subchannels are given in Table 7.7.

Table 7.7: SINR level statistics with adjacent OFDMA subchannels depending on
MAC frame length (300 kbit/s traffic load)

MAC frame length 0.5 ms 1.0 ms 1.5 ms 2.0 ms 2.5 ms

Mean 21.7 dB 20.8 dB 18.5 dB 16.1 dB 13.7 dB

Standard deviation 1.93 dB 2.41 dB 3.71 dB 4.70 dB 5.06 dB

Mean and standard deviation of the SINR level resulting with dis-
tributed OFDMA subchannels are 15.1 dB and 1.22 dB, respectively, at
a MAC frame duration of 2.5 ms. With a frame duration of 0.5 ms, the
mean SNR level is 15.5 dB and the standard deviation is 1.07 dB. This
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shows that concerning the mean SNR level, distributed OFDMA sub-
channel provide noticeable better performance for long MAC frames
than adjacent OFDMA subchannels, i.e. durations longer then 2.5 ms.

The PHY mode usage probabilities are shown in Fig. 7.20. Since
the PHY mode selection is based on the estimated SINR level, it does
not depend on the MAC frame length.

According to the estimated SNR, the use of the adjacent subchannel
scheme results in a significantly increased probability of using the
high capacity mode 64QAM3/4 compared to the PHY mode usages
with distributed OFDMA subchannels.

Figure 7.20: PHY mode usage with distributed and adjacent OFDMA subchan-
nels

On the other hand, the adjacent OFDMA subchannel scheme is
much more affected by inaccuracies in the channel state estimation,
causing errors in optimum PHY mode selection resulting in higher
MPDU error rates. This will be discussed in detail in the following.

SINR Estimation Error and SINR Reserve

Mean and standard deviation of the SINR estimation error are given
in Table 7.8. A negative estimation error implies that the real SNR
during an MPDU reception is smaller than the estimated SNR level.
Since the correlation between estimated and real SNR level decreases
when the MAC frame duration is increased, this yields an increased
estimation error.

Fig. 7.21 shows the effective SNR reserve during data reception,
namely the difference between actual SINR value and the SINR value
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Table 7.8: SNR estimation error statistics with adjacent OFDMA subchannels de-
pending on MAC frame length (300 kbit/s traffic load)

MAC frame length 0.5 ms 1.0 ms 1.5 ms 2.0 ms 2.5 ms

Mean -0.22 dB -0.89 dB -2.55 dB -4.45 dB -6.26 dB

Standard deviation 0.77 dB 1.61 dB 3.24 dB 4.46 dB 5.10 dB

that would cause switching to a lower PHY mode. These SINR switch-
ing points are 8.25 dB for QPKS3/4, 15 dB for 16QAM3/4, and 21 dB for
64QAM3/4 to not exceed an MPDU error probability of 10−1. An ef-
fective SINR reserve of 0 dB corresponds to an MPDU error probabil-
ity of 10−1. When the effective SNR is positive, the error probability
is smaller than 10−1, otherwise the error probability exceeds the error
limit.
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Figure 7.21: Effective SINR reserve depending on MAC frame duration with 16
moving terminals

The impact of the effective SINR reserve on the MPDU error prob-
ability is shown in Fig. 7.22. It can be seen that the mean MPDU error
probability, in general, increases with the MAC frame duration since
the PHY mode selection by the OFDMA resource scheduler is not op-
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The impact of the effective SINR reserve on the MPDU error prob-
ability is shown in Fig. 7.22. It can be seen that the mean MPDU error
probability, in general, increases with the MAC frame duration since
the PHY mode selection by the OFDMA resource scheduler is not op-
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timal due to changes of the channel quality between scheduling and
MPDU reception.

Corresponding to the statistics of the effective SINR reserve, the
distributed subchannel scheme guaranties the lowest MPDU error
probability due to minimum uncertainty in the SINR level estima-
tion. Obviously, the error probability results shown in Fig. 7.22 is
closely related to the SINR reserve distributions in Fig.7.21.

Consider for example a MAC frame length of 1.5 ms. The proba-
bility that the MPDU error rate is larger than 10−1 is approximately
0.35. This is exactly the probability that the effective SNR reserve is
below 0 dB.
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Figure 7.22: CCDF of MPDU error rate for various MAC frame durations with 16
moving terminals

The results show that with adjacent OFDMA subchannels the prob-
ability that SNR levels are below the SNR margin for each PHY mode
increases with longer MAC frames. With the use of distributed sub-
channels, the effective SNR gain has no considerable dependency on
the MAC frame duration.

The mean of the effective SNR reserve μR for the adjacent subchan-
nel scheme and the standard deviation σR depending on the MAC
frame duration are given in Table 7.9. The table also contains the cor-
relation coefficient ρ of the subchannel fading on allocated resources
between channel measurement and MPDU transmission, which de-
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pends on the MAC frame duration, and the mean MPDU error prob-
ability Pe in the according simulation run. The correlation coefficient
has been calculated by Eq. (2.20). All results apply for a saturated sys-
tem. What can be seen is that the fading level correlation significantly
decreases when the MAC frame duration is increased. This results in
a reduced mean and increased standard deviation, respectively, of
the SINR reserve which leads to increased mean MPDU error proba-
bilities. If the MAC frame duration exceeds 1 ms, an error probability
of 101 cannot be provided any more.

Table 7.9: System performance with adjacent OFDMA subchannels depending
on MAC frame duration

MAC frame length μR σR ρ Pe

0.5 ms 4.14 dB 2.00 dB 0.95 0.02

1.0 ms 3.14 dB 2.47 dB 0.82 0.08

1.5 ms 1.49 dB 3.76 dB 0.62 0.22

2.0 ms -0.64 dB 4.82 dB 0.41 0.35

2.5 ms -2.72 dB 5.40 dB 0.22 0.46

For a better understanding of the relation between time correlation
properties of the fading level and the mean MPDU error probability,
the mutual dependency is shown in Fig. 7.23 for different PHY mode
switching points. The maximum acceptable MPDU error probability
Pmax that determines the SINR ranges of the PHY modes (given in
Table 5.1) are 10−2, 10−1 and 2 · 10−1.

It can be seen that there exists an approximately linear relation be-
tween the error probability and the correlation coefficient. An impor-
tant property of the correlation coefficient of the fading level is that
it is determined by the product of the MAC frame duration and the
Doppler shift. It is assumed that the time between channel measure-
ment and MPDU transmission corresponds to the duration of one
MAC frame.

This implies that if for example the mean MPDU error probabil-
ity shall be below 10−1, the MAC frame duration should not exceed
0.1 ms (ρ = 0.82) at 100 Hz Doppler shift if the PHY mode switching
points are defined by an MPDU error limit of 10−1. Corresponding to
that, with a Doppler shift of 200 Hz the MAC frame duration should
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be shorter than 0.5 ms.

The relation between SINR level time correlation and mean MPDU
error probability is determined by several system parameters, the
most important of which are the stationary SINR distribution deter-
mined by the distribution of terminal positions, and the PHY mode
selection strategy, depending on the SINR range translated to a spe-
cific PHY mode. The SINR range may for example be dynamically
adapted to the expected uncertainty in the SINR level estimation. Be-
sides that, the resource scheduling strategy has strong impact on the
SINR distribution as shown in Section 6.2.
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Figure 7.23: Mean MPDU error rate versus correlation coefficient of the fading
envelope with 16 moving terminals

MPDU Delay and Throughput

The impact of the MAC frame duration on the MPDU delay CCDF is
shown in Fig. 7.24 and in Fig. 7.25 for both adjacent and distributed
OFDMA subchannels. The traffic load is 500 kbit/s per connection,
corresponding to an overall resource utilization of less then 80 %.

Besides the delay distributions under uncertain SINR estimation
(which can result in transmission errors), Fig 7.24 also contains refer-
ence curves for the MPDU delay for adjacent OFDMA subchannels
under perfect channel knowledge. The purpose of showing them is
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to point to the impact of the MAC frame length on the MPDU delay
resulting from waiting in the transmission queue because each arriv-
ing MPDU has to wait at least for the start of the next MAC frame
to be scheduled, without additional delay caused by possible MPDU
retransmission.
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Figure 7.24: CCDF of MPDU delay with adjacent OFDMA subchannels with 16
moving terminals (500 kbit/s, Pmax = 10−1)
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It can be seen in both figures that the mean MPDU delay increases
with the MAC frame length as expected. Furthermore, adjacent sub-
channels increase the MPDU delay compared to distributed subchan-
nels. The longer the MAC frame, the larger is the difference be-
tween distributed and adjacent subchannel delay resulting from an
increased MPDU error probability of adjacent OFDMA subchannels.
These errors cause retransmission of disturbed MPDUs, increasing
the overall delay.

It should be kept in mind that, considering the SINR distribution
results shown in Table 7.7, adjacent OFDMA subchannels still pro-
vide a higher mean SINR level at all MAC frame durations analyzed
in Fig. 7.24 than distributed OFDMA subchannels.

The summarizing performance comparison of the adjacent and dis-
tributed OFDMA subchannel schemes is provided by Fig. 7.26 and
Fig. 7.27. The first figure gives the delay-throughput characteristics
for various MAC frame lengths, and the second gives the utilization
of downlink resources within a MAC frame.

The resource utilization grows linearly with increased traffic load
until it reaches the saturation point corresponding to the system ca-
pacity. The slope of the resource utilization curve relates to the spec-
tral efficiency: The higher the slope is, the smaller is the spectral ef-
ficiency. With adjacent OFDMA subchannels the system saturation
increases with decreasing MAC frame length. This is due to the re-
duced uncertainty in SINR estimation.

The signaling overhead is not considered in this investigation but it
is clear that it is bounding the MAC frame length from below - other-
wise overhead would consume the spectral efficiency gain resulting
from shortening the MAC frame.

An interesting effect is revealed by comparing distributed and ad-
jacent OFDMA subchannels at a MAC frame length of 2 ms. The
resource utilization approximately coincides. But the throughput-
delay characteristic in Fig. 7.26 shows that the mean packet delay
with adjacent subchannels is significantly higher than with distributed
subchannels at low traffic loads. The reason is that the adjacent scheme
favors the use of high capacity PHY modes like 64QAM3/4 due to the
exploitation of diversity that is expected to increase the efficiency of
the resource utilization.

But due to the high uncertainty compared to the distributed schemes,
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Figure 7.26: Mean MPDU delay depending on MAC frame duration and traffic
load with 16 moving terminals (Pmax = 10−1)
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Figure 7.27: Mean resource utilization depending on MAC frame duration and
traffic load with 16 moving terminals (Pmax = 10−1)

the mean MPDU error probability is high (see Fig. 7.22) and hence
MPDU retransmission is required. Obviously, at a frame length of
2 ms the capacity gain, based on exploitation of diversity, is more than
consumed by MPDU retransmissions, so that the use of distributed
OFDMA subchannels appears more attractive.
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7.2.4.3 Conclusion

This section has its focus on the performance evaluation of a single-
cell OFDMA system with distributed and adjacent OFDMA subchan-
nels under uncertainty in the fading level estimation with Round Robin
applied for resource scheduling in a scenario with 16 moving termi-
nals.

Corresponding to the results presented in the previous sections
and in the mathematical analysis in Chapter 6, it is shown that ex-
ploitation of diversity by means of adjacent OFDMA subchannels can
yield significant throughput gains compared to distributed OFDMA
subchannels.

Since adjacent subchannels contribute to the degree of uncertainty
in SINR estimation, MPDU transmission errors occur that must be
handled by an ARQ protocol retransmissions with the help of an
ARQ scheme, increasing the MPDU transmission delay.

If the time span between channel state estimation point in time and
MPDU transmission event is too long, the throughput gain achiev-
able under perfect channel knowledge for adjacent subchannels is
compensated by an increased number of MPDU retransmissions. The
system performance is determined by the product of Doppler shift
(corresponding to terminal speed) and MAC frame duration.

Distributed OFDMA subchannels shall be used if terminal speed
is high, and adjacent subchannels shall be used if terminal speed.
The results presented in this section have in parts been published in
[Einhaus et al., 2007a].

An additional important aspect to be considered when discussing
pros and cons of distributed and adjacent OFDMA subchannels, re-
spectively, is the signaling overhead which has been investigated in
[Einhaus and Schinnenburg, 2007].
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Chapter 7 – Simulation Results

7.2.5 Impact of Scheduling Strategies on System
Performance

This section provides a comprehensive performance evaluation of a
single cell system with resource scheduling strategies Round Robin,
Max SINR Gain (Max SINR)3 and Max Waiting Time. This serves to
study all the effects analyzed separately in the previous section.

Unlike in preceding sections, the traffic load characteristic in terms
of MPDU interarrival time variance and its impact on the system per-
formance is also investigated.

7.2.5.1 Simulation Parameters

The simulation scenario consists of a single BS and 32 fixed MTs with
the same traffic load that have the same distance from the BS. The list
of parameters is given in Table 7.10. The Doppler shift is assumed to
be 50 Hz. In combination with a short MAC frame length of 1 ms a
very accurate SINR estimation is possible as shown in the previous
section.

Table 7.10: Simulation parameters

Parameters Values

MAC frame length 1 ms

Number of subchannels Nf 32

Number of time slots Nt 2

Number of connections K 32

Pathloss exponent n 2.5

Doppler shift fm 50 Hz

Transmission power per subchannel 15 dB

Thermal noise -100 dBm

The MPDU error probability that determines the PHY mode switch-
ing points is chosen as 10−2. According to Table 5.1, the switching
points for the PHY modes QPSK3/4, 16QAM3/4 and 64QAM3/4 are at
10 dB, 16.75 dB and 22.75 dB.

3Since all MTs have fixed positions with the same distance to the BS, the scheduling
strategies Max SINR Gain and Max SINR coincide
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7.2.5.2 Simulation Results

SINR distribution and PHY mode statistics

The CDFs of the estimated SINR level with adjacent OFDMA sub-
channels are given in Fig. 7.28 for a saturated system with distances
of 100 m and 150 m between BS and MT. The real SINR during data
reception is not shown because the differences are marginal due to
the low Doppler shift. The mean SINR level without subchannel fad-
ing for 100 m distance is 18.5 dB, and for 150 m it is 14.1 dB, which
corresponds to the use of the distributed subchannels.
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Figure 7.28: SINR distribution function for various scheduling strategies

A mean SINR gain of adjacent subchannels compared to distributed
subchannels is resulting that is the same for both distances, namely
5.9 dB with Max SNR Gain, 4.5 dB with Round Robin, and 4.0 dB with
Max Waiting Time scheduling.

From the steeper slope it can be deducted that the SINR variance is
significantly smaller with Max SNR Gain than with the other strate-
gies. It has to be noted that the SINR level will in general reduce with
reduced system load because not all resources are used then. With a
saturated system as considered here, independent of their quality all
resources are allocated. The SINR distribution of the saturated sys-
tem is important to know because it determines the system capacity.
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The PHY mode usage percentages for the scheduling strategies
considered at two distances of the MTs from the BS are given in Fig. 7.29.
The results have been measured for a saturated system.

Figure 7.29: PHY mode usage for saturated system

Corresponding to the SINR distributions shown in Fig. 7.28, the
resource exploitation with Max SNR Gain has the highest efficiency
since 64QAM3/4 is used at highest percentage and Max Waiting Time
provides the smallest percentage of using the high capacity PHY mode
64QAM3/4. This is caused by focussing on the transmission queue
length rather than on the channel quality. If an MPDU in a queue
has waited too long for transmission it is transmitted even if a low
capacity PHY mode must be used.

Impact of MPDU Arrival Process

a) Exponentially Distributed Interarrival Times

In this simulation study, the traffic load has been modeled by a Pois-
son source for each downlink connection. The saturation throughput
depending on the distance between MTs and BS is shown in Fig. 7.30
for various scheduling strategies.

It can be seen that the saturation throughput decreases with in-
creased distance. Corresponding to previous results, the schedul-
ing strategies for adjacent OFDMA subchannels perform much better
than with distributed OFDMA subchannels.
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Figure 7.30: Throughput capacity per connection versus distance

Table 7.11: Relative capacity gains with adjacent OFDMA subchannels

Distance Max SNR Gain Round Robin Max Waiting Time
100 m ( 18,5 dB ) 45 % 31 % 25 %
125 m ( 16.1 dB ) 82 % 67 % 60 %
150 m ( 14.1 dB ) 99 % 85 % 76 %
175 m ( 12.4 dB ) 91 % 64 % 45 %
200 m ( 11.0 dB ) 54 % 31 % 17 %

The relative capacity gain for some example distances between MTs
and BS is given in Table 7.11, and the mean SINR level without sub-
channel fading is shown in brackets.

In line with the mean SINR level analysis and the according through-
put capacity analysis in Section 6.3, the Max SINR Gain strategy shows
a significant throughput gain compared to Round Robin. This is true
for all distances as shown in Fig. 7.30. Independent of the distance
between BS and MTs, the Max SNR Gain strategy provides the high-
est and Max Waiting Time the lowest capacity with Round Robin in
between.

Fig. 7.31 shows the mean MPDU delay versus traffic load per con-
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Figure 7.32: CCDF of MPDU delay at 350 kbit/s load per connection (R = 100 m)

nection for the scheduling strategies considered. The Max SNR Gain
strategy tends to have a higher mean delay for a non-saturated sys-
tem. Under low traffic load, Max Waiting Time achieves the lowest
delay but the system approaches saturation at lower offered traffic
than with the other strategies.
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The CCDF of the MPDU delay for a traffic load of 350 kbit/s per
connection for 100 m cell radius is shown in Fig, 7.32. Max Waiting
Time has the smallest variance of delay and Max SNR Gain yields the
largest variance, which confirms the fairness results presented in Sec-
tion 7.2.3.

b) Hyperexponentially Distribution Interarrival Times
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Figure 7.33: MPDU delay CCDF at various arrival processes characterized by co-
efficient of variation C

The interarrival time is now modeled by an hyperexponential dis-
tribution to better reflect a burtsy MPDU arrival process.

Fig. 7.33 shows the CCDFs of the MPDU delay for two values of the
coefficient of variation C of the MPDU interarrival time. The traffic
load per connection is 250 kbit/s and the distance between BS and
MTs is 100 m.

Apparently, the Max SNR Gain strategy has the highest sensitiv-
ity to the MPDU arrival variance with a performance that is clearly
reduced when the variation is increased. Max Waiting Time is not af-
fected much by the variance in MPDU arrivals, and Round Robin lies
in between.

The impact of the variance of MPDU arrivals on the transmission
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Figure 7.34: Mean fairness index of transmission queue length under Max Wait-
ing Time depending on coefficient of variation C

queue length fairness index is revealed in Fig. 7.34 for Max Wait-
ing Times at different connection traffic loads. C = 1.0 represents
exponentially distributed interarrival times. The figure shows how
the fairness index decreases when the coefficient of variance of the
MPDU interarrival time is increased.

7.2.5.3 Conclusion

This section presents performance results of strategies Max SINR Gain
(Max SINR), Round Robin and Max Waiting Time in a single cell sce-
nario in terms of throughput and fairness concerning the MPDU de-
lay. Corresponding to previous results is has been shown that Max
Waiting Time provides the maximum degree of fairness but the small-
est throughput capacity. The Max SINR Gain strategy provides the
highest throughput at the cost of reduced fairness. The performance
of the Round Robin strategy lies in between the performance of Max
Waiting Time and Max SINR Gain concerning both metrics.

Furthermore, the impact of the MPDU interarrival time variance
on throughput and delay has been evaluated. Max Waiting Time has
been found to be least sensitive to a high variance of the traffic load.
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The results have in parts also been published in [Einhaus et al., 2008a].
Further evaluations of the investigated scheduling strategies have
been presented in [Einhaus et al., 2007b] and [Einhaus and Klein, 2006a].
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7.2.6 OFDMA Subchannel Structures

So far two extreme mappings of subcarriers to OFDMA subchannels
have been compared (distributed and adjacent). In this Section, the
system performance depending on the way to realize different kinds
of subchannels is analyed. The focus is on the tradeoff between accu-
racy of the effective subchannel SINR level estimation and a possible
throughput gain due to exploitation of multiuser and subchannel di-
versity.

A corresponding diversity metric based analysis of the different
subchannels structures has already been presented in Section 6.1. Dis-
tributed subcarriers within a subchannel (called intra subchannel di-
versity) increase the SINR level estimation accuracy whilst inter sub-
channel diversity can be exploited by dynamic resource allocation,
like the Max SINR strategy.

7.2.6.1 Simulation Parameters

The simulation scenario consists of a single BS and fixed 32 MTs with
the same distance to the BS. All downlink connections have the same
traffic load and dynamic resource scheduling is based on Max SINR.
Further simulation parameters are given in Table 7.12.

As described in Section 6.1, the 32 subchannels are mapped onto 32
frequency subbands, each comprising 32 subcarriers, with mutually
uncorrelated fading processes. The mapping of a subchannel onto a
single subband corresponds to the adjacent subchannels of the previ-
ous investigations, and and the mapping of one subchannel onto 32
subband fractions (one subcarrier out of each subband) corresponds
to the distributed subchannels.

7.2.6.2 Simulation Results

The tradeoff between intra and inter subchannel diversity under var-
ious Doppler shifts is evaluated in Fig. 7.35 presenting the standard
deviation of the SINR estimation error σe depending on the stan-
dard versus effective subchannel fading level σf . As explained in
Section 6.1, σf is determined by the mapping of subchannels onto
subbands.

As visible, the standard deviation of the SINR estimation error can
be significantly reduced if the subcarriers of a subchannel are dis-
tributed all over the frequency channel, resulting in high intra sub-
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Table 7.12: Simulation parameters

Parameters Values

MAC frame length 1 ms

Number of subchannels Nf 32

Number of time slots Nt 2

Number of connections K 32

Distance R 100 m

Pathloss exponent n 2.5

Doppler shift fm 50 Hz, 100 Hz, 200 Hz

Transmission power per subchannel 15 dB

Thermal noise -100 dBm
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Figure 7.35: Estimation error (σe) versus standard deviation of effective fading
level (σf ) with different numbers of subbands contributing to a sub-
channel (1 - 32) and various Doppler shifts

channel diversity. The highest degree of SINR estimation accuracy
is achieved when each subchannel is mapped onto fractions of all 32
subbands. Then all 32 subchannels have always exactly the same ef-
fective fading level.

The mean SINR estimation error for all kinds of subchannel is zero
due to the estimation procedure described in Section 5.1.5.
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subbands. Then all 32 subchannels have always exactly the same ef-
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Figure 7.36: Mean SINR with 100 Hz Doppler shift depending on traffic load and
number of used subbands per subchannel

Fig. 7.36 shows the mean estimated SINR versus traffic load for
various subchannel mappings. The SINR can be increased by the
use of subchannel mappings with large degrees of inter subchan-
nel diversity (small number of used subbands per subchannel). The
SINR difference between the subchannel mapping with minimum
and maximum inter subchannel diversity amounts to 5 dB at low
traffic load. When the traffic load is increased, the SINR gain from
exploitation of subchannel diversity is decreased because more and
more resource with low quality are used to serve a data connection.
The larger the inter subchannel diversity is4, the larger is also the ex-
tent of this SINR reduction.

After reaching a minimum, marked by a circle, the SINR level again
grows with further increased traffic load owing to an increased prob-
ability that many data connections have MPDUs in the transmission
queue so that subchannels can be allocated efficiently due to exploita-
tion of multiuser diversity. If the number of data connections with
MPDUs in the transmission queues is small (low traffic load), these
connections are scheduled more or less independently of the channel
quality.

The saturation throughput per connection in this scenario is 2.23

4A large degree of subchannel diversity corresponds to a small number of subbands
contributing a an OFDMA subchannel.
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MPUDs per MAC frame with mapping of one subchannel onto a
single subband, 2.04 MPDUs per MAC frame with 2 subbands con-
tributing to each subchannels, and 2.00 MPDUs per MAC frame for
the other two mapping schemes.
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Figure 7.37: Standard deviation of SINR estimation error and mean fading level
of allocated resources versus offered traffic load per connection at
100 Hz Doppler shift; C = mean number of data connections with
MPDUs in its transmission queue

Fig. 7.37 shows the standard deviation of the SINR estimation er-
ror (lower graph) for mapping a subchannel to a single subband at
100 Hz Doppler shift (saturation throughput: 2.23 MPDUs per MAC
frame). The mean fading level of allocated resources reduces with in-
creasing traffic load (upper graph) because more and more subchan-
nels with lower fading levels have to be used to transmit MPDUs.

The duration of fades increases with the level of fading [Jakes, 1974].
Hence, the higher the fading level of the allocated resources (upper
graph), the better performs the SINR estimator (lower graph). Ap-
parently, the operation point of maximum variance of the SINR es-
timator (1.5 MPDUs per MAC frame) conincides with the minimum
mean fading level.

Due to uncertainty in the SINR estimation, the PER grows when
the Doppler shift is increased, e.g. at one MPDU per MAC frame per
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Figure 7.38: Mean PER versus number of subbands contributing to an OFDMA
subchannel at an arrival rate of one MPDU per MAC frame
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Figure 7.39: MPDU delay versus number of subbands contributing to an OFDMA
subchannel at an arrival rate of one MPDU per MAC frame

connection shown in Fig. 7.38.
Fig. 7.39 shows the probability that the MPDU delay is larger than

2 ms (corresponding to two MAC frames) depending on subchan-
nel mapping. It can be seen that the optimum subchannel mapping
concerning the MPDU delay directly corresponds to the optimum in
terms of PER. At the relatively low traffic load considered (approxi-
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mately 50 % of maximum throughput) the delay distribution is basi-
cally determined by MPDU retransmission due to errors.

Figure 7.40: PHY mode usage probabilities at system saturation (100 % resource
utilization)

The mean PHY mode usage in the saturated system is shown in
Fig. 7.40. It is given only for three subchannel mappings since with
a mapping of a subchannel to more than 4 subbands the PHY mode
usage keeps unchangesd. The PHY mode usage does not depend on
Doppler shift because it only depends on the stationary distribution
of the SINR level. Corresponding to the SINR shown in Fig. 7.36,
the usage percentage of 64QAM3/4 increases with the inter subchan-
nel diversity (decreasing number of contributing subbands) due to
higher multiuser diversity.

The resulting maximum throughput per data connection under per-
fect channel knowledge and with SINR estimation uncertainty result-
ing from Doppler shift is given in Table 7.13. It also contains the
diversity metric calculation results (Dinter, Dintra) introduced in Sec-
tion 6.1.

The results clarify the relation between both inter and intra OFDMA
subchannel diversity and the system capacity. With perfect chan-
nel knowledge, the maximum throughput is a monotone increasing
function of the inter subchannel diversity (which increases with the
descreasing number of used subbands per subchannel).
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Table 7.13: Maximum connection throughput (MPDUs per MAC frame)

Subbands Dinter Dintra no uncertainty (0 Hz) 100 Hz 200 Hz
1 1/32 1/1 2.25 2.23 1.94
2 1/16 1/2 2.04 2.04 1.99
4 1/8 1/4 2.00 2.00 2.00
...

...
...

...
...

...
32 1/1 1/32 2.00 2.00 2.00

Furthermore, the results show that the maximum throughput de-
creases for each subchannel scheme with increased uncertainty in
the SINR estimation due to Doppler shift (up to 14 % in the case of
one used subband per subchannel). An important observation is
that the gradient of the throughput reduction depends on the sub-
channel mapping. It is a monotonic decreasing function of the intra
subchannel diversity (which increases with the number of subbands
contributing to a subchannel). If the number of subbands contribut-
ing to a subchannel is large enough (i.e. larger than 4), the saturation
throughput is not affected by an increased Doppler shift.

Due to this effect, the expected throughput gain when using adja-
cent OFDMA subchannels (a subchannel is mapped to a single sub-
band) cannot compensate the increased error rate if the coherence
time is shorter than the duration between SINR measurement and
MPDU transmission.

The results reveal the tradeoff between throughput gain from us-
ing adjacent OFDMA subchannels and accuracy in the channel state
estimation. The larger the Doppler shift is, the more the OFDMA
system benefits from using distributed subchannels (with many sub-
bands contributing to each subchannel).

7.2.6.3 Conclusion

This section presents the performance evaluation of dynamic resource
scheduling in an OFDMA system for various mappings of subchan-
nels onto the frequency channel. The results clarify the tradeoff be-
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tween inter and intra subchannel diversity. It is shown that for both
delay and throughput an optimum subchannel mapping exists for
a given Doppler shift. These presented results have also been pub-
lished in [Einhaus et al., 2008b].

7.3 Multi Cell Performance Evaluation

In this section, the performance of the dynamic resource schedul-
ing is evaluated in a cellular system deployment. This study aims
to reveal the impact of interference on the system performance for
a typical cluster order. As will be seen, the major effect is increased
uncertainty in the SINR level estimation, resulting from the fact that
resource scheduling is not coordinated across cells.

7.3.1.4 Simulation Parameters

The simulated scenario is shown in Fig. 7.41 and the according pa-
rameters and the description of the MAC frame structure are given
in Table 7.14. Each cell comprises one BS and eight MTs. In the eval-
uated center cell of the scenario six MTs are positioned at radius R
representing the cell edge, and two MTs are placed at distance R/2
from the base station. In the interfering cells the MTs randomly move
around. For the cell clustering, four frequency channels each 20 MHz
wide are used. The cell radius R is 150 m and the cluster order is four.

The downlink traffic is modeled as Poisson streams, and all con-
nections have the same traffic load. The Round Robin strategy is used
for resource scheduling in all BS and the MAC frame structure is the
same in all cells. The maximum MPDU error probability Pmax that
determines the PHY mode selection is set to 10−3.

In the following discussion of the simulation results the downlink
connections to MTs at the cell border are denoted outer connections,
the other ones are named inner connections.

As explained in [Walke, 1999], the ratio of carrier power C to in-
terference power I for a downlink connection at the cell edge can be
approximated by Eq. (7.3). It depends on the cluster order related to
R/D and the channel path loss exponent γ. The parameters R and
D are the cell radius and the distance between base stations of co-
channel cells, respectively.
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Figure 7.41: Simulation scenario (clustering and terminal positions within the
evaluated cell in the center)
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With cluster order four, the ratio D/R equals 3.464. With γ = 3.5,
the C/I ratio at the cell border is 11.1 dB so that QPSK3/4 can still be
used at the cell edge, see Section 5.1.3, even if the system is saturated
corresponding to maximum interference.

Lower cluster orders (i.e. three and one) are not suitable for the
parameter settings of the investigated OFDMA system, but could be
used if coordination across co-channel cells would be applied. By an
increased cluster order (e.g. seven or twelve), the impact of the in-
terference uncertainty on the performance under frequency selective
scheduling is reduced.

As explained in Section 5.1.3, the interference caused by MPDU
transmission in co-channel cells is summed up and considered as ad-
ditional noise during an MPDU reception. The different interference
components are modeled to be mutually uncorrelated Rayleigh fad-
ing signals.
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Table 7.14: Simulation parameters

Parameters Values

MAC frame length 1 ms

Number of subchannels Nf 32

Number of time slots Nt 2

Number of connection K per cell 8

Cell Radius R 150 m

Pathloss exponent n 3.5

Doppler shift fm 50 Hz - 200 Hz

Transmission power per subchannel 33 dBm

Thermal noise -100 dBm
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Figure 7.42: Mean throughput depending on traffic load per connection and sub-
channel scheme

7.3.1.5 Simulation Results

Fig. 7.42 shows throughput per downlink connection versus offered
traffic load under distributed and adjacent OFDMA subchannel at
100 Hz Doppler shift. Clearly, the capacity available inner and outer
connections differs by a factor of about two, as visible from the load
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where the throughput reaches its maximum. The inner connections
can carry a significantly higher traffic load than the outer connections
since they enjoy a much higher mean SINR and can by served, there-
fore, by high capacity PHY modes.

Again, adjacent subchannels provide higher capacity for both inner
and outer connections. The relative capacity gain for the outer con-
nections is for adjacent subchannels when compared to distributed
subchannels much larger than for the inner connections. This corre-
sponds to the mathematical analysis results of Chapter 6 where it has
been shown that MTs with low mean SINR level profit more from ex-
ploitation of multiuser diversity and frequency selective scheduling
than MTs served with high SNR level.

In the following, only the outer connections at the cell edge are
considered. The performance evaluation is focused on the impact
of Doppler shift, interference, and the resulting uncertainty in the
SINR estimation. The mean estimated SINR based on the estimation
algorithm described in Section 5.1.5 is shown in Fig. 7.43.

What can be seen is that the estimated SINR level substantially de-
creases with increased traffic load to the system, since interference
increases with traffic load. In a saturated system (at around 2000
kbit/s), the interference level is no longer increasing with the traffic
load, but this is an untypical point of opertation.

As expected, the estimated SINR level depends on the Doppler
shift. The higher the Doppler shift, the higher is the uncertainty in
the SINR estimation. Hence, the difference between estimated SINR
and real SINR increases.

Since the SINR estimation algorithm applied reduces the mean er-
ror between estimated SINR and real SINR, see Section 5.1.5, the
mean SINR level used for PHY mode selection is reduced too.

As shown in Fig. 7.44, for adjacent subchannels the mean MPDU
error probability (PER) much more depends on Doppler shift than
on traffic load. Concerning the impact of the traffic load it can be
seen that the PER first increases linearly with the load, and then af-
ter reaching the maximum (at approx. 50 % resource utilization) it is
again reduced until it remains on a stable level. That level is reached
when the system is saturated and the uncertainty in the SINR estima-
tion depends just on the channel characteristics in terms of Doppler
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Figure 7.43: Mean estimated SINR level of the outer connections depending of
the traffic load per connections
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Figure 7.44: Mean MPDU error probability (PER) of the outer connections with
adjacent subchannels depending on the traffic load per connec-
tions

shift and not on the interference.
The PER versus traffic load has its highest variance with low Doppler

shifts (i.e. 50 Hz) since the uncertainty in channel state estimation is
small then and interference dominates the SINR estimation uncer-
tainty.
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Figure 7.45: SINR estimation error variance for adjacent subchannels versus
traffic load per connection

The variance of SINR level estimation error is shown in Fig. 7.45.
The mean estimation error is always zero. This figure clearly shows
the superposition of uncertainty in the SINR level estimation due to
both fading and interference. Independent of the Doppler shift the
uncertainty increases with the traffic load, and reduces after having
reached the maximum to a stable level representing a saturated sys-
tem.

Inner connections have smaller variance in the SINR level estima-
tion than outer connections if the system is not saturated, since they
are less interfered from co-channel cells. This advantage is reduced
with increased load since in a saturated system resources with low
fading levels are allocated to inner connections with higher probabil-
ity resulting in a higher degree of SINR estimation uncertainty.

This observation gives insight into the expected system performance
with different cluster orders. The larger the cluster order, the smaller
is the maximum degree of uncertainty of SINR level estimation since
the impact of interference is reduced. The uncertainty of fading level
estimation determined by the Doppler shift is not affected by the clus-
ter order.

This means that increased cluster order has two superimposed pos-
itive impacts on the performance of resource scheduling with adja-
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cent OFDMA subchannels: The mean interference level is reduced
and also the accuracy of the SINR level estimation is increased which
reduces MPDU error probability.

The throughput-delay characteristics of outer connections are shown
in Fig. 7.46. As expected, the performance strongly depends on the
Doppler shift which determines the accuracy of the fading level esti-
mation.
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Figure 7.46: Mean MPDU delay of outer connections versus traffic load per con-
nection

It is visible that the mean delay with distributed subchannels is
slightly smaller than with adjacent subchannels. This is due to the
high accuracy in SINR estimation with distributed subchannels, so
that retransmission of MPDUs is virtually not required.

These results show clearly that with large Doppler shift the capac-
ity loss due to the compensation of uncertain SINR estimation ex-
ceeds the gain resulting from exploitation resource and multiuser di-
versity.

Although the mean SINR level is larger than with distributed sub-
channels, at 200 Hz Doppler shift adjacent subchannels provide a
lower capacity. The reason for this is that the SINR estimation al-
gorithm compensates for the mean estimation error, but not for the
according variance.
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Figure 7.47: PHY mode usage (1300 kbit/s)

The PHY mode usage probabilities for the downlink are shown in
Fig. 7.47 for both inner and outer connections at 1300 kbit/s traffic
load per connection. Clearly, the major effect of SINR estimation un-
certainty and the according compensation is visible for adjacent sub-
channels. If the Doppler shift is increased, the usage probability of
the high capacity PHY mode 64QAM3/4 is reduced.

7.3.1.6 Conclusion

The performance evaluation of resource scheduling based on adja-
cent subchannels in a multi-cellular OFDMA system confirms the
findings presented for single cells: The uncertainty of SINR level es-
timation is the dominating parameter. Uncertainty comes from both
fading and interference estimation.

It has been shown that scheduling with adjacent OFDMA subchan-
nels may potentially increase system capacity, depending on Doppler
shift. If the MAC frame length exceeds the channel coherence time,
which happens at 200 Hz Doppler shift, distributed OFDMA sub-
channels are superior to adjacent subchannels.

It has been show also that the SINR level estimation uncertainty
due to interference substantially exceeds the uncertainty resulting
from a time varying radio channel for small cluster order (e.g. four).

The results suggest that a further reduction of the cluster order be-
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low four can only be recommended if resource scheduling across cells
is applied.

The results have in parts been published in [Einhaus et al., 2007d].
More results of the OFDMA system performance under inter cell in-
terference can be found in [Einhaus et al., 2006a].
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusion and Outlook

The OFDMA transmission and multiple-access scheme is a key tech-
nology for future broadband radio access networks. This technique
can significantly increase system capacity when frequency selective
scheduling schemes and adaptive PHY mode selection are applied.
Due to the advantages for data transmission in frequency-selective
radio channels, OFDMA has been selected as the basis for standards
that aim at providing high transmission capacity for mobile users,
such as IEEE 802.16e (Mobile WiMAX), 3GPP LTE, and 3GPP2 UMB.

In this thesis, a comprehensive analysis of downlink dynamic re-
source allocation in OFDMA systems based on both mathematical
modeling and stochastic event-driven simulation is presented. To be
able to fulfill this task, a suitable simulation software has been devel-
oped within the scope of this work.

The performance evaluation is conducted from MAC layer point
of view focusing on the evaluation of data packet transmission with
variable traffic load instead of bit streams. Such an approach is es-
sential when aiming at conclusions concerning QoS metrics such as
packet delay.

The comprehensive performance evaluation of dynamic resource
allocation in an OFDMA system comprises the interaction of several
system parameters and algorithms. This work is not purely focused
on the optimization of resource scheduling for a given standard or
deployment scenario, but rather addresses the mutual interaction of
parameters such as subchannels structure, Doppler shift (based on
mobile terminal speed), scheduling strategy, traffic characteristic, etc.

Three different scheduling strategies (Max SINR, Round Robin and
Max Waiting Time) have been compared in detail in this thesis in terms
of throughput capacity, packet error probability, packet delay and
fairness. These strategies range from maximum adaptation to chan-
nel conditions (Max SINR) to maximum adaptation to transmission
queue states (Max Waiting Time).
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The results of this thesis contribute to the development of design
guidelines for future broadband OFDMA systems, and can be sum-
marized as follows.

• The exploitation of multiuser and resource diversity with fre-
quency selective scheduling based on adjacent subchannels can
significantly increase the saturation throughput in an OFDMA
system. Quantitative performance evaluation resuls show the
dependency on the number of available resources and sched-
uled data connections, as well as on the applied scheduling al-
gorithm.

• The exploitation of diversity incorporates, in general, a trade-
off between system capacity and fairness across different data
connections measured in terms of delay. The performance is
determined by the resource scheduling strategy. The Max Wait-
ing Time strategy provides maximum fairness in the resource
scheduling and hence also the minimum delay in a non-saturated
system. The highest throughput can be achieved with Max SINR
at the expense of increased delay.

• The performance of the adjacent subchannel scheduling depends
on the accuracy of the SINR level estimation. The larger the
uncertainty, the higher is the packet error probability. This in-
creases also the delay since corrupted data packets have to be
retransmitted. Thus for the good performance, accurate chan-
nel knowledge has to be provided by the applied channel esti-
mation algorithm. The detailed comparison of resource allo-
cations based on distributed and adjacent OFDMA subchan-
nels has shown that the latter requires accurate channel state
information, which can be virtually impossible to provide un-
der high terminal speed.

• The analysis of alternate schemes for the mapping of logical
OFDMA subchannels onto the frequency spectrum has clari-
fied the tradeoff between inter and intra subchannel diversity.
A large inter subchannel diversity can be exploited by adap-
tive multiuser scheduling, and a large intra subchannel diver-
sity yields an accurate SINR level estimation (but with lower
performance) due to averaging effects.

• It has been shown that for a multi-cellular scenario the uncer-
tainty in the SINR level estimation results from the superposi-
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tion of two uncertain estimations, namely for fading and inter-
ference levels which are virtually independent.

• It has been found that the SINR estimation error caused by in-
terference exceeds that of Doppler shift in multi-cellular sce-
narios with a small reuse distance which underlines the need
for coordination across base stations.

This work is considered to be the basis for further research concern-
ing the design of OFDMA systems. With regard to that, of special
interest is the evaluation of the spectral efficiency in multi-cellular
networks depending on system parameters such as cluster order and
channel propagation properties. Furthermore, the impact of the dy-
namic resource scheduling in OFDMA systems based on the perfor-
mance of relay based deployments has to be investigated. Since it
lies in the nature of relaying concepts that several data streams are
multiplexed onto the single physical link between base station and
relay node, in case of frequency selective multiuser scheduling this
may yield a significant reduction of diversity and as a consequence
lower capacities, especially if no antenna gain is applied to that link.
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APPENDIX A

Simulation Tool

The simulator that has been used for performance evaluation of the
OFDMA system is based on the simulator NS-2 [NS2, 2008]. For the
analysis of OFDMA systems comprehensive extensions have been
implemented.

The different system model components (e.g. subchannel fading,
resource scheduling, traffic generator, etc.) have been implemented
in C++ and in Tcl in an object oriented manner. Hence, it is pos-
sible to exchange different model components within the simulator
without affecting the functionality of other modules. Valuable infor-
mation about the object-oriented software design can for example be
found in [Gamma et al., 1995] and [Alexandrescu, 2001].

The statistical analysis of the simulation results is conducted us-
ing the batch-means method [Bradley et al., 1987] and the limited-
relative-error (LRE) algorithm [Schreiber, 1984].

The most important classes shown in Fig. A.1 are described briefly
in the following.

Traffic Load Generator

This class is responsible for generation of MPDUs. The parameters
of this class are the MPDU size and the inter arrival time distribu-
tion. As described in Section 5.4, exponential and hyperexponential
distributions are supported.

Data Link Control (DLC)

The Data Link Control is based on an SR-ARQ protocol with
bitmap acknowledgments. Each MDPU generated by the Traffic
Load Generator gets a sequence number for this purpose. The ac-
knowledgements are not transmitted over the physical channel in the
simulator.
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Medium Access Control (MAC)

The Medium Access Control class is responsible for timing con-
cerning the MAC frame structure and the transmission of data bursts
consisting of MPDUs on allocated resources. Derived classes for mod-
eling mobile terminals and base stations model the specific behavior.
Since the control messages concerning the resource scheduling (i.e.
resource requests and grants) are not transmitted over the physical
channel, mobile terminal and base station instance of the Medium
Access Control can communicate directly with each other.

Resource Scheduler

This class implements the resource scheduling algorithms described
in Section 5.2, namely Max SINR, Round Robin, and Max Waiting Time.
The scheduler is invoked periodically by the base station Medium
Access Control instance. It has knowledge about the transmis-
sion queue fill levels of all data connections and the channel state in-
formation of all OFDMA subchannels provided by the OFDMA PHY
class.

OFDMA Physical Layer (PHY)

This is the transceiver model for an OFDMA terminal. It maintains
the state of all OFDMA subchannels. The state of a subchannel, con-
cerning the transceivers point of view basically consists of two com-
ponents. These are the current interference plus noise level, and the
operation mode of the transceiver.

A transceiver always is in one of the following mutual exclusive
operation modes: IDLE, TRANSMITTING, or RECEIVING. Addition-
ally, the transceiver can be in a state of measurement, whereby the in-
terference plus noise power level on a subchannel is measured. These
measurements are normally triggered by the MAC. The results are
stored in an internal data structure and can be retrieved by the MAC
via a defined interface.

Since the OFDMA PHY represents the modem of a wireless commu-
nication system, it is also responsible for the synchronization pre-
ceding a burst reception. In the model used in the simulator, each
transceiver holds a list of MAC addresses (e.g. a unique terminal ad-
dress and a common broadcast address). When a data burst arrives
at the transceiver, it is decided based on the destination address of
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the burst whether it has to be regarded as interference or as a carrier
signal.

The interference power of all burst transmissions on the same re-
source (subchannel and time slot) is summed up and considered as
white noise. This plus the thermal noise is used as input for the
packet error rate calculation based on mapping curves as described
in Section 5.1.3.

Channel

The Channel comprises the radio channel model in the simulator. It
forms the interconnection of all OFDMA PHY instances representing
transceivers in the simulation.

When an transceiver starts a burst transmission, the Channel up-
dates the state of all transceiver instances in terms of interference,
taking into account the individual path loss affecting the radio signal,
the propagation delay and the OFDMA subchannel fading which is
generated based on the model described in Section 5.14.

Channel

Data Link Control

Traffic Load Generator

MAC
Resource
Scheduler

OFDMA PHY

Figure A.1: Simulator structure
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

ACK Acknowledgement

AMC Adaptive Modulation and Coding

AP Access Point

AQAM Adaptive Quadrature Amplitude Modulation

ARQ Automatic Repeat Request

AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise

BER Bit Error Rate

BS Base Station

CAC Connection Admission Control

CC Central Controller

CCDF Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function
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